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Treasurer: Al Lotspeich

EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
JANUARY 3, 1983

Charter Member

MELVIN (Mel) FRENCH
9-29-08 -- 1-3-83
MEL ws a MEMBER whose name is
SYNONYMOUS with EXCELLENCE. He
served in many ways in our aZub
and always sePved weZZ. Our
pPayePs and sympathy to his
RotaPyann BePnieae and to theiP
ahiZdren.

A COLD FOGGY EVENING in DURHAM, but ROTARY was warn and friendly as we enjoyed WINNIE'S
Roast Beef dinner ....
RICK was away, but this time no one sold the grinder to the entire club or pulled other
pranks which will complicate life for our PRESIDENT.
GREG SCOTT was on hand to open the meeting, but turned over the gavel to BOB BIRDSEYE. GREG'S
Family was enroute home from OREGON, but FOG diverted the plane -- so GREG left to see IF and
WHEN he could meet the family ..• WE HOPE everyone got home OK, GREG ..•..
INTRODUCTIONS were cap~bly handled by BILL DEMPSEY, DON BOWLBY, BILL CROWSTON~ JERRY WALTERS,
and BRUCE NORLIE.
.
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JERRY·WALTERS introduced someone as· "SENILE ACTIVE 11 --but since he had the grinder, BOB
BIRDSEYE ignored JERRY'S JIBES.
BOB EXCUSED was back from ALAMEDA, and table hopping. BRUCE. NORLIE. fussed about BOB'S
wandering, claiming that they would have introduced BOB as a.VISITING ROTARIAN (VISITING
FROM ANOTHER TABLE.., THAT IS), but. he (BOB) left before BRUCE could introduce him. ACTING
PRESIDENT BOB was very sympathetlc to BRUCE'S plight,. and fined BOB. EXCUSED $10. The rest
of the club thought that was a great idea·:~ JUST' to be FAIR, when Bo EXCUSED offered to
return again to NORLIE'S, BOB B. agreed, that is, for another $5. At those prices, BOB E.
stayed put. You may have got him to sit down, BOB BIRDSEYE, but nobody has ever been able
to keep him quiet.
SETTTING A FINE example, BOB BIRDSEYE BELATEDLY BUILT UP THE TREASURY by $20, a BIRTHDAY·
BONUS •.• without getti'ng h'is arm twisted by the club GODFATHER, GENE RIDEOUT ••• THANKS, BOB •••
.

.

.

CONFESSION TIME was once again held by FATHER BOB, BUT aside from a few down payments of $2
on January birthdays, there was· not much action ••••
NELS ANDERSEN and BRUCE 'NORLIE, both paid $2 down· on their· 1-23 birthdays. LINDY ROBINSON
also got $2 down on his 1-30 BD.
LLOYD ABSHIER elected not to confuse the bookkeeping by paying ahead on his 1-24 BD, and
WALTERS (2-13) and EDMISTON (7-31) were not allowed to put.any money down on their BDs.
It was said that these guys were hatched, not born, but don't you believe it ALICE, 11 IT 11
doesn't really know all that much ...•..
LEROY WOOD did a terrific job at a golf tourney-- coming up first and paying $10. BOB
EXCUSED paid another $2-- seemed his team came up fourth-- BOB had a. tr,emendous handicap.
It was said that if NORTHWESTERN U.s.• FOOTBALL TEAM could have had BOB'S handicap that they
would have won the NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP. But on the other hand 11 ita is kind of a smart
aleck, and not really that reliable a journalistic source.
DON METZGER was sailing in SF and paid $5. ·something was said about cold and sore, or cold
sore, but not even the ROWEL catches everythtng, ALICE.o••
THE GRINDER was bid up by BILL DEMPSEY, LINDY ROBINSON, AND BILL CROWSTON, with LINDY taking
it at $35 ....• happy IMMUNITY~ LINDY •....
THE RAFFLE was won by VISITING ROTARIAN LEN McCANDL.ISS-- he signed up for a chance on the
trip to RENO.
'
OUR PROGRAM .••.
GLEN BOTKIN, PRIVATE FIRE INVESTIGATOR., gave a very interesting program on his work. For
some people it's ashes to ashes, and dust to dust, for GLEN, it!s ashes to analysis, and
arsonists to jail, whenever he can provide the needed expert witness. There is a shocking
amount of arson, for profit, murder, and psychotic kicks. The membership asked several
questions, and found the talk to be informative and interesting. THANKS TO GLEN for a fine
program, and to RON KOHUT for scheduling him.
UPCOMING PROGRAMS:
JANUARY 10
JANUARY 17
JANUARY 24
JANUARY 31

MELISSA NICHOLAW, CLINICAL DIETITIAN, ENLOE. HOSPITAl.
TIM TUTTLE, CRAWFORD REHABILITATION SERVICES
KARL JOHNSON, EXPERIMENTAL RICE STATION
to be announced

ELECTION of OFFICERS FOR ROTARY YEAR 1983-84 will be held at the meeting of JANUARY 17.
NOMINATED BY THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE ARE THE FOLLOWING:
PRESIDENT:
V. PRES.:
SECRETARY:.
TREASURER:
SEE YOU NEXT

WEEK···········~···

GREG SCOTT
JIM PATTERSON
DAN DAVIS
AL LOTSPEICH
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
JANUARY 10, 1983
ANOTHER CHILLY EVENING, with warm fellowship in a rather chilly MEMORIAL HALL, NO waste of
energy on heating the place, and without BOB EXCUSED, there was little hot air to be found.
With BOB E. away, it gave some of our other WITS a bit more room to operate, and for INTRODUCTIONS, PRESIDENT RICK called on DALE DAIGH, DON BOWLBY, DON METZGER, JIM EDWARDS, AND
YOUNG GENE RIDEOUT.
DON BOWLBY was at a table with no visiting ROTARIANS, and after he and the others at the
table paid $1 EACH, DON made quite a squawk about DON METZGER hogging all the VISITING
ROTARIANS-- FIVE at the METZGER TABLE. It dawned on RICK or was that DONNED on RICK (ALICE,
ARE YOU AWAKE?) that the CLUB could profit by this discussion, and it cost BOWLBY $3 and
METZGER 12 bits. ($1.50 ALICE)
MEANWHILE, JIM EDWARDS introduced JOHN GROWDEN and classified him a FLOUR MILL GRINDER,
instead of SENIOR ACTIVE. That got our PRESIDENT S attention, and he later assessed JIM
$10 for his traditional report on how we are doing according to what he hears at the other
clubs. JIM also paid $3 for UC DAVIS FOOTBALL LOSS in the NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP GAME of
DIV. I SCHOOLS. THANKS, JIM.
1

GENE RIDEOUT introduced WALT WYKOF, SENIOR ACTIVE-- as ADOLPH WYKOF, SERVICE TO MAN-CLEVER GENE, and thanks for the $2 ...•
GIL MOSS wasn•t talking much, but apparently some of his friends had talked quite a bit with
PRESIDENT RICK, who kept smoking him out, until GIL finally admitted to getting a nearly
new PICKUP TRUCK in NEVADA, and to taking his fami~~·y to the ROSE PARADE in PASADENA .•• THANKS
for the $30 GIL.
THE·RON KOHUTS celebrated an anniversary JAN. 8 (also a daughter•s birthday that date) ...
RON chose to pay $10 to NOT have the CLUB sing ... which indicates some musical taste on
his part ... THANKS, RON •...
BOB DRULEY, a UCLA BRUIN, enjoyed seeing his team win the ROSE BOWL ..•• UCLA knocked out the
MICHIGAN QUARTERBACK early, and won going away, 24-14. Thanks for the $10 BOB, and don•t
forget (1) to keep us posted on BUTTE COLLEGE BASKETBALL (2) UCLA BASKETBALL, (3) your
DEC. 31 BIRTHDAY .... (4) and finally, your FEB. 26 ANNIVERSARY, #19 upcoming .•..
GREG SCOTT, told by PRES. RICK TO STAND UP, replied, "I AM STANDING UP"--- kind of a standing joke at the club, ALICE., and was chided a little by our PRES. for not staying last week
to preside over the meeting .... and ended up paying $5 for yet another E-R picture ... The
ROWEL learned that GREG weighed 205 lbs when he was in high school-- and was a heavy weight
boxer ..• then he went to CHICO STATE and just quit eating .... good boy GREG ...•.
ANNOUNCEMENTS. . . . . . . ANNOUNCEMENTS ... ·•..•
1.

LEROY WOOD read a thank you letter from BEATRICE TSCHALLENER to the club for our
CHRISTMAS gifts to her.

2. A letter from HAZELWOOD ROTARY in AUSTRALIA has been received-- acknowledging that they
look forward to hosting KAREN ROBERTSON, our outgoing exchange student. ·
3.

DAVID WELLS, DURHAM PARK &REC. sent a letter thanking ROTARY for the $1000 contribution-the profit from the TRI~CLUB picnics held at the park.
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4.

CAREER DAY will be APRIL 14 at BUTTE COLLEGE ....

5.

ELEVEN names are now

6.

HARVEY JOHNSON. won the RAFFLE this week, and· got a DURHAM ROTARY LICENSE PLATE
HOLDER ••• Just what HARVEY always wanted .••.

7.

ELECTIONS will. be held next week, JAN. 17 •..
NOMINATED BY THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE ARE:
PRES.: GREG SCOTT
V.P.:
JIM PATTERSON
SECTY: DAN DAVIS
TREAS.:·. AL LOTSPEICH

in the pot for the RENO TRIP-- our RAFFLE GRAND PRIZE ••• ~e

OUR PROGRAM ..•.
MELISSA NICHOLAW, CLINICAL DIETITIAN from ENLOE HOSPITAL, acclaimed by several club
members as a very pretty lady, demonstrated that she talked as well as she looked.
MELISSA earned a BS at CHICO STATE, and her MASTERS at UC BERKELEY. MELISSA emphasized
that fast and frilly diets lower one•s metabolism, and if one returns to normal patterns
of food ingestion, the fat follows inevitably. Sensible diets in which fatty foods are
restricted, accompanied by exercise to increase the metabolism·, are the ways one looks
like GREG SCOTT now, rather than previously (EDITOR S ANALYSIS, MELISSA did not mention
GREG by name). All the FAT CATS at ROTARY seemed to enjoy the program, and now it
remains to be seen if we will get with it and lose that extra poundage.
1

THANKS to MELISSA for a timely NEW YEAR'S MESSAGE, and to RON KOHUT for scheduling here
RON has announced that next week's· speaker will be ROD LETNER, PSYCHOLOGIST, a change
from previous announcements •••.
SEE you the 17th ..... DON'T FORGET. TO VOTE ..•..•
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
JANUARY 17, 1983
RON KOHUT is getting a lot of action in the club these days. He led the SALUTE TO THE
FLAG, but the flag was moved from its usual position to across the hall, and before RON
could say "ABOUT FACE" JIM MOORE jumped in and started THE PLEDGE. So never let it be said,
ALICE, that BIG JIM Never took THE PLEDGE."····
It cost RON $5, for the flag GAFFE, then on INTRODUCTIONS, he introduced PETE PETERSON
as JIM PETERSON-- for another $2 .... For PETE'S SAKE, did you say alice .. my that's
clever .• oo
oo

0

Back to RON, he also introduced the speaker, and did so cleverly.e. BOB EXCUSED has run
off to PALM SPRINGS for a nice trip, and if he doesn•t watch it, some of these PUP ROTARIANS
will have collared the lime light before he gets back ....
OTHERS who responded to our PRESIDENT S call for introductions, included:
BOB DRULEY, NELS ANDERSEN, and BOB DRULEY ...•
1

HOWARD COLLINS,

NELS attempted to install HAL MILLER JR. as our PERMA~ 1 £NT SECRETARY, but PRESIDENT RICK,
expressing something like, 11 HAIR 1 S TO YOU NELS," took another $8 from NELS for his BIRTHDAY •..
BOB DRULEY paid $10 for his DECEMBER 31 BIRTHDAY. BOB also let it be known that the ROWEL
published erroronously that he and NANCY had been married only NINETEEN YEARS, when actually
they have been married 29 (TWENTY-NINE) (2-26-54) years. SORRY ABOUT THAT, NANCY, you are
such a young looking couple that it was easy to make that mistake. CLERICAL errors in the
ROWEL are obviously with BENEFIT OF CLERGY ..... you think about that ALICE ....
LLOYD ABSHIER paid $10 for his Jan. 24 80ft Thanks, LLOYD ... o
BOB BOYD is part of BUTTE SAVINGS and LOAN, keeping BUTTE COUNTY "GREE" by attracting
investments here.o .. so 'tis said, by that NEW BUSINESS, and PRES. RICK gave BOB the
business ... thanks for the $5 BOB .....
BRUCE NORLEY paid $5.50 (he had previously paid $2) for a HAPPY BIRTHDAY SONG by GREG SCOTT •••
who sang what sounded very much like HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR BRUSIE---- but if PRESIDENT RICK
doesn't recognize ADVERTISING when he hears it, why should the ROWL HOWL?
THEN there was BILL DEMPSEY'S joke about the DUCK that couldn't regulate his speed,
apparently he had no GOVERNOR, DISTRICT or OTHERWISE .... but again RICK didn't collect.e .•
this non fining is probably a lull before a big stormroooee
CORRESPONDENCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS & ELECTION, ETC.
1. PRESIDENT RICK read a nice note from BERNICE FRENCH thanking the club for our expressions
of sympathy in the loss of CHARTER MEMBER MEL.
2. DISTRICT GOV. ELECT GARRIE STARMER will be attending a meeting of DGS to be in BOCA
RATON and is hoping to take along gifts from the club for 400-- somethitig'which communicates that we are the ALMOND CAPITAL of the WORLD. Your input on this proposed project
will be appreciated.
3. OFFICERS for the 1983-4 ROTARY YEAR are: PRESIDENT: GREG SCOTT, VP: JIM PATTERSON,
TREAS: AL LOTSPEICH.
We also voted on the idea of a permanent secretary, after discussion of same. Twenty
voted to have a permanent secretary, six were against, and two abstained. The vote for
the officers was unanimous. DAN DAVIS, nominated for secretary, asked that we clarify
our thinking on the office before we elect someone to tnat position. We are clarifying
our thinking, and the election of the secretary will take place later.
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PSYCHOLOGIST ROD LETNER was introduced in a running REPARTEE between RON KOHUT and BOB DRULEY.
The talk might be entitled WHAT YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT A PSYCHOLOGIST BUT WE.RE AFRAID
TO ASK ...... Such as ... What do you do? How much money do you make? Do you go to a shrink
yourself? Do you psychoanalYEe everyone all the time? Do you practice on your children? What
do you do for fun? We heard some answers to these questions, or at least commentary. Also,
the differences between a Psychiatrist and a Psychologist??????? About $60 per hour. (EDITOR'S
NOTE, remember ALICE, confessions at the CHURCH are still heard at pre-WWII rates) ROD also
talked about being successful, with some of the hazards, pressures, and liabilities that sometimes accompany arriving
ROD was an assistant. professor at CSU (in psychology), but has
been in private practice for several years. Part of his time is now spent with work at BEALE
AFB. ROD demonstrated some very effective communication with us, and we thank him for his
attention getting talk, and RON KOHUT for scheduling him .
11

11

11

PROGRAM NEXT WEEK, JAN 24:

JAN 31: TO BE ANNOUNCED
FEB 7: CLUB ASSEMBLY

•

KARL JOHNSON--RICE .EXPERIMENTAL STATION

•

•
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The meeting for January 24, 1983 was brought to order by President Rick. Bill Smith led
the flag salute, and the invocation was given by Stan Anderson. Winnie served one of her
real good meals, as usualo President Rick called for introductions with Dwight Brinson
doing the honors at the first table. Dwight introduced Hal Miller from Chico and Dar Myer
from Willows. Bob Druley introduced the visitor from the second table who was Frank Mertz
from Chico. Howard Collins was asked to do the job for table three. Howard was joined by
Jim Moore and Al Lotspeich with no visitors. Howard was relieved of a five dollar bill.
At the next table, Marv Hasty introduced Len McCandliss and Stan Grey both from Chico. Ray
Meighan did the honors for the last table introducing Chuck Priddy, Bill Carson, and Bob
Foster all of Chi co.
When the fun and games began, President Rick asked Dwight Brinson about his trip to
Monterey, and what car did he drive, seeing as how his was in Bill Dempsey's shop. Dwight
said he took his father's-in-law car on the trip to visit his family. On his return, he
bought a new Ford Escort, Dwight paid seven fifty for the trip and the new car.
Jim Moore was asked about the nice sun tan that he was sporting last week. It seems
that Jim spent ten days in Hawaii. This trip cost him fifteen dollarso We also got the
scoop on a highway patrol officer that was seen going 1nto Jim's office. It seems that they
both took a course from Bob Druley and the officer VJantfd to renew old acquaintances. Talking about trips to Hawaii, it seems that Stan and Polly spent three weeks there, and most of
their. time was spent on the big island. This trip cost Stan twenty dollars.
Bob Gassin and Mike Wacker are in the process of converting an apartment house into
condominiums. Good luck on this venture fellows. This little bit of news cost Bob and
Mike each ten dollars.
Bill Smith was seen in the New York Life Insurance commercial on Sunday during the
football gamec We understand that this commercial will run again on Superbowl Sunday.
This is q~ite an honor to be on television with the pros. Rick collected twenty dollars
for the honor.
Ray Meighan was presented with a newspaper clipping from an Iowa newspaper about his
97 year old father who still goes deer hunting and hunting for upland game. We all wish
that we could be that active when we reach that age. Congratulations to you Ray and your
dad. Thanks for the ten dollars.
Ray was asked to give a report on the upcoming district conference· to be held in late
March in Concord. Ray expressed the board's feelings that.we.should all try to go to this
conference because Gary is going in as district governor, and that the club should get
behind him and give lots of support.
ANNO UN CEMENTS:
February 7th is a club assembly. Everybody come and support your President.
February 14th is a ladies' night -- a Valentine party.
RAFFLE: Bob Gassin won the raffle tonightr He put his name down for the trip to Reno.
TOi~ I GHT Is pROGRAf·1:
The speaker was Mr. Carl Johnson from the rice experiment station. Rice is the main food
in the world for approximately 4.6 billion people. The U.S. only grows about 3% of the
world's rice crop. The majority of the rice grown in California is exported to either Puerto
Rico or to the Far East. The first rice grovm in California was grown by t4r. E. L. Adams
right here in Durham. There is 585,000 acres of rice grown in California with 85% of it grown
in the Sacramento Valley. The average yield on this acreage was 7200 pounds per acre. In
1981 there was 104,000 acres of rice grown in Butte County. Rice is the number one product of
the county.
The primary job of the Rice Experiment Station is to develop new varieties and maintain
seed stock for these new varieties. The scope of the station has been expanded to develop
ways of using the rice straw so there will be less burning of straw in the future. They are
also studying the different types of diseases of rice in the area so they can breed new
varieties that are resistant to these problemsc
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
FEBRUARY 14, 1983
VALENTINE'S LADIES NIGHT:
A carnation was waiting at the door for each Rotary Ann and lady guest - (THANKS, MARV)
WINNIE'S TURKEY DINNER, MARVIN'S NICE TABLE FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS, DAVID LANTIS' PROGRAM ON
RUSSIA ... ROTARY ANNS &GUESTS ... A NICE EVENING AT DURHAM ROTARY.
PRESIDENT RICK had our ROTARY ANNS introduce their ROTARY MANs .... which produced a lot of
interesting commentary .... it seems that some of the fellows forgot to get flowers, candy,
or valentines .. ~ MARV was so busy that he took his phone off the hook late today ... which
meant that our ROTARY FLORIST was not available for "11th hour" orders ... plan ahead, fellows ..•
BERNICE, long suffering with LLOYD'S LADIES NIGHT INTRODUCTIONS through the years had a wonderful time tonight respondingn•c good for you, BERNICE .• n. LORETTA introduced LINDY ROBINSON
with such mystique that in case she writes a book, she will probably get some readers ..• POLLY,
of the ANDERSQNS, reports that STAN is on the mend. THANKS, POLLY, for coming to the meeting,
and GET WELL SOON, STAN. PRESIDENT RICK gave his VALENTINE JAN some lovely flowers at the
beginning of the meeting, and expressed his appreciation for her support of his activities,
including ROTARY. ROTARY thanks you for that too, JAN.
JERRY WALTERS had pie for his BIRTHDAY, which he prefers to cake, according to KAY, and it
cost him another $5-- paid in spite of protesting prior recognition .. ~. RON KOHUT, attending
with his lovely wife ON HIS BIRTHDAY, (there's a good ROTARIAN COUPLE) paid another $10 for
his birthday~··· LINDY ROBINSON had a wonderful time in MEXICO and reported the trip with real
gusto, but when RICK applied the recognition, LINDY reminded him that he had GRINDER IMMUNITY ••
ALICE STARMER reported on the DISTRICT GOVERNOR GATHERING at PORTLAND {also confirmed that
GENE RIDEOUT was especially honored at the gathering) .•. and ALICE said that GARRIE attended
all the meetings and worked hard ... GARRIE on the other hand reported that the sum of all the
advice to the DG ROTARY ANNS was "to follow 2 steps behind your husband" ..• that cost him
$15 -- gee whiz ALICE, do we got a MALE CHAUVINIST PIG DG??????????? BILL SMITH paid another
$10, to go with the previous $20, for his SUPER BOWL appearance on TV ... DAR MYER of WILLOWS
reported that one of BILL'S TEAM MEMBERS from WILLOWS paid $50 ... so we hope you aren't too
insulted BILL ...... ,
SPEAKING OF RECOGNITIONS ....
PRESIDENT RICK is the ANNUAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON of the ASSOCIATION of CALIFORNIA SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS .... and is prominently featured in a handsome brochure detailing·
the Twelfth Annual Conference to be held in San Diego March 26-28. RICK is now on the committee for the FOURTH YEAR. To be on the committee at all is a big honor, to be on the committee more than TWO Years is quite an honor, RICK was invited to be on the committee for a
THIRD year, and then to come back a FOURTH year to chair this year's efforts. Among the
speakers this year: JOHN NAISBITT, RALPH NADER, and STATE GOVERNOR GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN.
ROGER TAYLOR, consultant for educating the GIFTED and TALENTED is among the host of outstanding speakers at the meeting. RICK has spent many hours working on this committee, working
in such primitive settings as a LAKE TAHOE condominium of one of the committee members, and
other such places all around the state. ALL THIS IS A HIGH HONOR for our PRESIDENT RICK, for
the SCHOOL DISTRICT he heads, and of course, for DURHAM ROTARY. We suggested a $25 recognition fee for RICK, payable now, or JULY 1st with interest, or JULY 1, 1984 with compounded
interest. CONGRATULATIONS RICK, and special thanks for all you're doing to hold down the
drinking in the organization-- you get a rosebud for that--- "this bud's for you .•. " etc.
Special thanks to JACKIE SCHIMMEL, RICK'S SECRETARY, who had absolutely nothing to do with
my taking all this information out of RICK'S OFFICE .....
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RAFFLE WINNER-- CAROLYN MOORE-- who signed up for a chance on the trip to RENO, amid all
kinds of advice that she didn't have to take ROTARY MAN JIM along •.. then 10
TABLE DECORATIONS, FLOWERS. BY MARV-- were raffled, and the winners are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

CAROLYN MOORE (how lucky can you be?)
NELS ANDERSEN'S DAUGHTER
YOUNG GENE RIDEOUT
KAY WALTERS
MARV HASTY (don't you dare complain about the arrangement, MARV)
LL~D ABSHIER
LINDY ROBINSON
JANET LANDESS
DWIGHT BRINSON
A VISITING ROTARIAN, FROM CHICO, I THINK •.
e •• e

PROGRAM:
DAVID LANTIS was introduced by GARRIE STARMER. DAVID acknowledged the friendship of
several in the audience, including the STARMERS, POLLY ANDERSON, and Hattie morgue. He then
presented slides and commentary on his travels to RUSSIA, an hour program. A recurring
theme in his remarks was the fear of the Russian people that limited contact and communication with the Russians with whom he came in contact. Although much of what he saw was
beautiful, you get the idea that STATE CONTROL of its people produces a very repressive
climate which stifles much of what we in AMERiCA take for granted. DR. LANTIS also noted
the difficult climate and tremendous land area of RUSSIA, that coupled with the capabilities
of the RUSSIANS make it desirable· that we never go to war with them. His further observation is that internal difficulties, as well as border· disputes should keep RUSSIA too busy
to be a threat to us. That may be, but the question still remains, is Russia intent on
taking over more and more of the world? Totalitarian regimes have throughout history had a
record of taking action which required freedom loving people to react against them. NAPOLEON
and HITLER both discovered that· land war in RUSSIA is a losing proposition. PRESIDENT
REAGAN has not suggested we attempt war against RUSSIA, he is making the case that we must
be so strong that RUSSIA will not dare to attack us. ·This seems to be the issue that the
program tonight raised in the ROWEL EDITOR'S mind. It is a~ issue that very well can be
hotly debated, and on which there may be little agreement. We thank DAVID LANTIS for a program which challenges us to think about PEACE in the world, and how we might best try to
keep it.
NO MEETING NEXT WEEK --- FEBRUARY 21st
SPECIAL PROGRAM --- FEBRUARY 28th
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
FEBRUARY 28, 1983
THE

Ii~VOCATIOi~

included a request that the rain stop.

M*A*S*H ended its 11 (eleven) year run, and LLOYD ABSHIER and the other guys went home early
to watch it. DAN DAVIS, SECRETARY-ELECT, program scheduler PAR EXCELLtNCE, outdid himself
by scheduling NO PROGRAM freeing the fellows for ~1*A*S*H.
11

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn .. is a well known line-- it has nothing on DURHAM. February 26
ROTARY planted a MAGNOLIA tree in front of the POST OFFICE, to shade the bench installed
previously. CREDITS to LLOYD ABSHIER, BILL DEMPSEY, and DWIGHT BRINSON for this community
project. With and assist from GUS GORE-- a hole was cut in the concrete (VERY NEATLY) and
the tree was planted. Yes ALICE, there is such a tool as a CONCRETE SAW, and you can investigate the evidence in downtown DURHAM.
ALSO BEFORE THE MEETING-- (Feb. 19) the first ALMOND BLOSSOM FESTIVAL RUN-- with 515 RUNNERS-an outstanding success-- and on the only weekend without rain in some time .. ~. BOB GASSIN,
of DURHAM SPORTS BOOSTERS, was recognized by PRESIDENT RICK as one of the organizers of this
outstanding successo••• and he paid $5 ... THANKS, BOB~ ..
At the Almond Blossom Festival Run, PRESIDENT RICK ran the six mile event in 41 (forty-one)
minutes and 11 (eleven) seconds---- outstanding RICK--- Also impressive is the way our
President sprints away from paying recognitions for these really fine accomplishments ..... .
BOB EXCUSED is back·, and after a really long trip to PALM DESERT and TEXAS, and points in
between--- BOB auctioned off the grinder very successfully-- outbidding BILL DEMPSEY at
$35 .... In answer to the question-- "HOW COME I HAVE TO PAY WHEN I'M EXCUSED?" PRES. RICK
exp 1ai ned that EXCUSEDn means you are excused if you burp or 1et off air in other ways .....
Now certainly we understand-why EXCUSED" is the word for Bi'g Bob ....
11

11

o

LOUIE EDWARDS ·tried to introduce .EDMISTON as a VISITING ROTARIAN from DALLAS, but PRES. RICK
was too sharp to let that one get by. Then the table tri.ed to claim HAL MILLER JR~ who was
not there YET. RICK said OK if he shows, but $1.50 each if he doesn't. GENE RIDEOUT, when
you return, remember.to collect $1.50 each from that table. HAL MILLER never did show up,
and RICK forgot to collect ..... (I've got a little list ...... )
DAH DAVIS is opening a new business about APRIL 1-- at MANGROVE PLAZA, near JIM MOORE'S
officeo .•.. a PHOTO SERVICE ... ROTARY wishes you well, DAN ..• and do keep an eye on JIM
MOORE for us, wi 11 you ....
JERRY WALTERS tried to get a SHERIFF to come to DURHAM, and MICK GREY said several man-hours
had been expended by his department dealing.with the problem. Further investigation indicated that nothing happened beyond the phone call. MICK paid $2.50 over some hassle about
his classification, and is on HOLD until we find out if JERRY can get a sheriff to DURHAM ....
BILL SMITH got written up in TIME magazine-- of course we are all excited about that.
Visiting ROTARIAN GARLAND HART squealed on BILL, and since the article was written some
time ago, GARLAND paid $5.
RAFFLE prizes were provided by DALE DAIGH, DURHAM HARDWARE, the RAFFLE was won by MARV
HASTY, who put his name down for a chance on t~e trip to RENO ....
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
1.

GUS GORE has been proposed for membership, sponsored by LLOYD ABSHIER. If no objections
are received, GUS will be inducted into membership as time and appropriate preparation
i s co mp 1e ted.
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(continued)

2.

ERIC I~ORLEY wi 11 be going to NORWAY next fa 11 as an exchange student. DURHAM ROTARY
will host an incoming student, Families have been lined up to host the incoming
student. Four Durham families are involved, one of which is a Rotarian family.

3.

DAN DAVIS has accepted the nomination and election to the post of CLUB SECRETARY for
one year,

4.

We need·to elect two members to

OU"t''

BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

UPCOMING PROGRAMS:
MARCH 7:

JIM CALLENDER, KIWI GROWER AND NURSERYMAN, speaking on the PINEAPPLE GUAVA.

MARCH 14: TO BE ANNOUNCED
MARCH 21: OUR OWN DON BOWLBY, with movies of his shooting the rapids of the COLORADO
RIVER •......
ABSENTEES:
HOWARD COLLINS, BILL CROWSTON, JIM EDWARDS, AL LOTSPEICH, TREAS., RAY MEIGHAN, P,P.,
DON ~4ETZGER, JIM MITCHELL, P.P., GIL MOSS, JOE RICHTER, GREG SCOTT, President Elect,
GARRIE STARMER, D.G. Elect, leroy Wood, Sec.
DEL BIRDSEYE, BOB EDMISTON and LOUIE EDWARDS, all excused, were present.
Six visiting Rotarians were in attendance: Bill Carlson, John Copeland and Len McCandliss
of Chico; Dar Myers of Willows, and Garlan Hart of Paradise. Hal Miller, Jr., of Chico
was voted attendance credit by one table.

I

•

Try the "Four Way Test"
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PRESIDENT
RICK LANDESS
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Al Lotspeich

EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
MARCH 7, 1983
The invocation last week included a request that the rain stop. Since the rain didn•t
ENTIRELY stop, it can only be concluded that the request died for lack of a second ...... .
GREG SCOTT had a wonderful time at the ROTARY TRAINING SESSION for incoming PRESIDENTS. GREG
is now hard at work getting the ROSTER for next year· in shape ... PLEASE CHECK YOUR ROSTER .•.
phone GREG if there are any corrections. On page 9 GREG, RAY MEIGHAN should be listed as a
PAUL HARRIS FELLOW, 1976. On that same page, spell LLOYD S last name ABSHIER.
1

went along smoothly ... with GARRIE STARMER paying $3 for undue punning on a
guest's name. HAL MILLER, JR., paid $2-- since last week a table was charged $1.50 each for
attempting to introduce him as their VISITING ROTARIAN. HAL has a better attendance record
in Durham than some of our ACTIVE ROTARIANS. Good for you, HAL, and shame on some of you
DURHAM ROTARIANS ...
It~TRODUCTIONS

PRESIDENT RICK discovered some BABY CLOTHING, and after hearing SPECULATION as to what it was,
GREG SCOTT finally admitted the articles belonged to his little one. There will be consultation with DARLENE on appropriate charges. GREG paid S5 down on an addition to his house.
LEROY WOOD got out of jail to travel south for education in CRESCENT CITY and LOS ANGELES.
LEROY paid $7 for his travels. Extensive interrogation by PRESIDENT RICK revealed that LEROY
really doesn't know how many are furloughed and/or escaped from the jail-- but he is convinced that the "good food" will bring the inmates back. Also there was some discussion about
MICK GREY'S work prior to LEROY•s taking over the jail, so PRESIDENT RICK wants to talk to
both LEROY AND MICK in order to know who to assess for the wandering jailbirds.
BOB EDMISTON (EXCUSED) had quite a thing going-- suggesting that LORETTA ROBINSON was teaching
dance at BUTTE COLLEGE-- LINDY offered to pay anything just to keep BOB quiet, but nobody has
enough money to keep BOB quiet-- even PG&E LINDY .... FRED f~ONTGOMERY of BUTTE COLLEGE TRUSTEES
was pulled into the discussion, so now everybody is interested but we still don't have any
answers, and no RECOGNITIONS ....
JIM EDWARDS reported on his visits to other clubs, and the BIDWELL PARK MARATHON, and wasn't
fined this time. I think it is nice that RICK lets some of the MEMBERS off once in awhile ...
but get him the next time RICK .....
GLEN SHOLS of Chico did not run in the ALMOND BLOSSOM FESTIVAL RUN-- it turned out that he
was skiing in BRITISH COLUi'~BIA .... RICK charged GLEN $7-- for keeping this trip a secret
from the CHICO CLUB .... A copy of the ROWEL goes to the CHICO CLUB, but they never read it ....
THANKS GLEN for your support of the DURHAM CLUB ....
ANNOUNCEMENTS ..... .
1.

KAREH ROBERTSON has mailed a letter and pictures from AUSTRALIA .....

2.

r-11\XENE GALLI wrote her thanks to the club for the benches and tree which ROTARY installed
and planted at the Post Office.

3.

THE DISTRICT CONFERENCE will be held APRIL 7-10 at the CONCORD HILTON. JIM MOORE has
been invited by PRESIDENT RICK to propose a toast to DG ELECT GARRET STARMER at the event
in order that the CLUB CHAPLAIN will not have to imbibe, something he is not supposed to
do. BOB EXCUSED is going to help who ever does the drinking, and you can bet BOB will
do hi s duty re 1i go us 1y.

4.

THE RAFFLE was won by visiting.Rotarian GAYLE MORRISON of YUBA CITY. The prize was a
really nice HAND PRUNING SAW from DURHAM HARDWARE (Thanks DALE DAIGH, for a quality gift)

ROWEL 2-2-2-2
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IT WAS NICE to see so few EARLY LEAVERS. More of our DURHAM ROTARIANS are coming EARLY,
before 7, and STAYING FOR .the PROGRAM. THIS is how it SHOULD BE. BOB DRULEY has been
encouraging us to show this kind of courtesy for years. KEEP PREACHING BOB, you are getting
some results ..... .
BOB

GASSII~

is doing a good job lining up

PROGRAt~S

for MARCH ..... .

NEXT WEEK:

CHP (California Highway Patrol) program on highway safety.

MARCH 21:

DON BOWLBY shoots the rapids of the COLORADO RIVER.

MARCH 28:

HILDA WHEELER on BUTTE COUNTY BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS.

PROGRAM--- . FEIJOAS-- a new fruit which originated in ARGENTINA, and has been developed in
NEW ZEALAND, was descrfbed to us in detail by JIM CALLENDER, nurseryman and grower. This new
fruit can be grown with less· money and time than KIWIS. According to JIM, the fruit is
superior to the KIWI in taste and smell. Orchards are being planted in California. The
tree blooms late, and should not be threatened by frost. It is not vulnerable to worms or
other varmints YET (that YET was added .by either JU1 AND/or LOUIE EDWARDS) The tree is an
evergreen, which should pro vi de very good shade, and no 1eaves to rake up in the fa 11. It
grows in heavy soil, marginal soil, and in a wider variety of pH factor than KIWIS. Every
tree bears. With this good report, quite a few Rotarians seemed to be ready to plant a tree
or two. Thanks to JIM for an informative program on FEIJOAS, and to BOB GASSIN for scheduling
him ..... .
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
MARCH 14, 1983
MARSH returning.
does it again.
RAIN continues to fall.
DRIVING Ai~D DRINKING do not mix.

WI~NIE

H~~K

MARSH will be back in DURHAM ROTARY next Monday. HANK was out on medical leave since
Christmas, and everyone is entirely delighted that he is able to return to the club.
WELCOME BACK, HANK.
served up a ham dinner with macaroni salad, French bread, jello dessert .... but
it was the Chili-type bean dish which got many positive comments. Nice going, WINNIE .....

WI1~NIE

rain continues to fall. The Chaplain reports that the Church is praying about the
weather, but apparently the unanswered petition from ROTARY takes precedence over the
Church asking. The preacher is trying to teach JIM MOORE how to agree on some of these
things, but apparently the going is SLOW ....
HAROLD KOFFMAN, California State Highway Patrol Officer, showed a film of people trying
to drive with the least amount of booze in them to be legally drunk drivers. All these
folks had demonstrated a better than average capacity to hold their liquor. Behind the
wheel on an obstacle course, it was clearly demonstrated that all of them lost some
ability to drive when drinking. In a controlled experiment, most of the drivers lost a
LOT of ability to drive when SNOCKERED. In response to a question, OFFICER KOFFMAN indicated that ROAD BLOCKS might be a way to help encourage drinkers not to drive. Also,
citizens are being encouraged to report drinking drivers by phoning ZENITH 12,000 (toll
free). THANKS TO BOB GASSIN for scheduling the program, and to OFFICER KOFFMAN for presenting it.
PRESIDENT RICK S l/2 hour ..... .
1

BURCE NORLIE was assessed $10 for son ERic•s picture in the E-R for being the most improved player on the JV DHS Champi~n~hip basketball team.
·
·
rUKE WACKER has a new computer complete with printer and other gadgetry...
r~IKE for $7.50 {pay attention ALICE, there is some word play there)

RICK wacked

JOE RICHTER was not present, but paid $100 through MARV HASTY ... for a big DURHAM PUMP ad
in the paper. Thanks, JOE. Several years ago, BUTTE COLLEGE did some landscaping work at
the ADOBE CHURCH in Durham, and DURHAM PUMP provided all the sprinkling system materials.
JOE RICHTER verbally OKd the project, and it took two years for us to get a bi 11 from
him. ~Y the time we got the bill, much of it had been mysteriously paid. Some money
came in from the community to help with the project, then the balance of the bill got
paid. No one ever did know who paid for the bill, but we haven•t proved that JOE
RICHTER DioN•T. So thanks again JOE for the $100 for ROTARY, and for your anonymous
help with the CHURCH SPRINKLING SYSTEM.
DAR MYER, a WILLOWS ROTARIM~, was assessed $5 by PRESIDENT RICK for his recent trip
MEXICO. RICK assured DAR that he can get credit from the WILLOWS Club for the $5.
that all these VISITING ROTARIANS are being assessed in DURHAM fellows, you can bet
this money is going to be retrieved when you visit the other clubs, so don•t forget
pocketbooks.

to
Now
that
your

JERRY WALTERS was a little bit late to the meeting, and he and KAY attended the SACRAMENTO
St. Patrick•s day parade MARCH 11th-- (what kind of IRISH celebrate on the 11th, ALICE?)
RICK charged JERRY $5-- and it looks like JERRY and KAY may have that house finished in
time for RICK•s demotion party ...... .
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AI~NOUNCEMENTS:

1.

DON BOWLBY is shooting the rapids with WHITE WATER movies of his exploits on the
COLORADO RIVER •... next MONDAY'S PROGRAM, MARCH 21

2.

HILDA WHEELER, winner of the hotly contested Supervisor's election (over Chico Mayor
Mardi Worley) will be our speaker MARCH 28 .... Guests and Rotary Anns are welcome,
although it is not an official ladies night.

3.

t.ff.

4.

DWIGHT BRINSON announced the St. Pat• s Feed at Memori.al Hall March 17, sponsored
by the American Legion. Dwight will be there as a giant leprechaun.

5.

DON BOWLBY announced that CHICO ROTARY has a group going to meet with our legislators
in Sacramento March 24. The day includes a gourmet luncheon. $15 a ticket, Rotary
Anns are welcome. For more information phone JIM VERNON at 895-1555. DURHAM
ROTARIA~S are encouraged to participate, they are trying to upgrade the quality of
the group.

6.

RAY MEIGHAN· announced· that· the DISTRICT CONFERENCE begins April 7 with GOLF-- meetings
the 8th &9th, concluding Sunday the lOth. Of special interest to DURHAM ROTARY is
the Governor•s Ball Saturday Evening at which time DG Elect GARRETT STARMER will be
inaugurated. RAY encourages us all to be at the CONCORD HILTON for all the festivities. BOB EXCUSED says you can count on him, RAY.

7.

EMMETT COON turned down three RAFFLE PRIZES, one of which is an embalming job by
GREG SCOTT. EMMETT took another chance on the trip to RENO .... Looks like the
embalming jdb may have to go TO PRESIDENT RICK'S recently wrecked car. Now that
everybody in the club has quit drinking, no one wants to get pickled (You think
about that ALICE)

LASSEN AREA BOY SCOUTS rep. Hugh Nesbitt wrote a 1etter thanking DURHAM ROTARY
for our contribution.

PARTIAL NOTES FROM THE MARCH 14 BOARD MEETING:
1.

BUCK'S LAKE RETREAT, June 17-18

2.

NEW BOARD MEMBERS (effective JULY 1):
GEORGE BOGGS, BILL CROWSTON, and BOB GASSIN.

3.

The club will support the SPELLING B (statewide) initiated by JIM MOORE 1 S
father-in-law at the ORINDA CLUB. We need a volunteer to work at BUTTE COLLEGE
April 23, and we will give $100 toward the project.

4.

JIM PATTERSON received permission to begin the background work on PUTNEY STREET
curb, gutter, sidewalks, and drainage as a 1984-85 Rotary Project.
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
r~ARCH

21, 1983

LADIES ••• you are welcome at next r~onday' s meeting ••• to hear Supervisor HILDA WHEELER •••
We hope that ROTARI~~S will attend and bring guests as well as their ROTARY ANNS ••••••
ATTENDii~G r.1Q[~DAY NIGHT were two ROTARIANS back after some time off for medical reasons,
STAN Ai~DERSON and HANK t~ARSH •••

welcome back

Also attending were: LLOYD ABSHIER, DON BOWLBY, Dl-JIGHT BRINSON, Et~METT COON, BILL CRm~STON,
DALE DAIGH, DAi~ DAVIS, BILL DEMPSEY, BOB DRULEY, BOB GASSIN, CLINT GOSS, MICK GREY, MARV
HASTY, RON KOHUT, RICK LAI~DESS, DON METZGER, JH~ MITCHELL, GIL MOSS, JH~ PATTERSON, LINDY
ROi:n;~so;~, BILL Sf4ITH, GARRETT STARr4ER,. JERRY WALTERS, MIKE WACKER, and LOUIE EDWARDS.
THOSE russ Ii~ G:
BIRDSEYE, COLLI1~S, EDWARDS, ELLIS, LOTSPEICH, MEIGHAN, MOORE, NORLIE, RICHTER,
SCOTT, A.lD WOOD~
At~DERSEt~,

~1li~i~IE served us a good dinner of roast beef, potatoes, gravy, carrots, salad, and bread,
with ice cream for dessert.

E. G. ENGLAND had some surgical attention to his gums ••• hope you are fully recuperated,
E.G., and best wishes from your Rotary Club.
UPCOfHilG ATTRACTIONS ••••••• (PROGRAMS)
Apri 1
Apri 1
Apri 1
Apri 1
May
May

4
11
18
25
2
9

SPACE SHUTTLE FlU~ via STAN ANDERSON
DON ~1Ci~ELIS of DURHAf~ HIGH ·scHOOL on ACCREDITATION
BILL IHLE, former member of our club, now in SACRAMENTO
OLD HUTCH (WILLIAM HUTCHINSON) The storied story teller-HARLAi~ ADAf~S, TRA VELLOGUE
t4ANAGER OF CHANNEL 9 TV

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ROTARY CLUB, ARRIVE BEFORE 7, DON'T LEAVE EARLY (ISN'T THAT RIGHT, BOB
DRULEY)
Oi~LY

1 (ONE) VISITING ROTARIAN LEFT EARLY TONIGHT
FOR US •••

!.!Q DURHAr1 ROTARIANS LEFT EARLY •••• GOOD

I1~TRODUCTIOi~S went smoothly until we hit JERRY WALTER'S TABLE ••• then we had a veritable
plethora of accusations... VISITii~G ROTARIAN BILL SCOTT (OROVILLE) noted he had to buy
a raffle ticket for HAHK t4ARSH and a dinner ticket for MICK GREY, before they got through,
MITCHELL and WALTERS also were incriminated and PRESIDENT RICK felt obligated to assess
the following recognitions:
WALTERS $5
MITCHELL $5
BILL SCOTT of OROVILLE $5 (JIM EDWARDS IS NOW FAIR GAt~E AT OROVILLE)
MIKE GREY $2
MARSH $2

BILL CROWSTON $5-- BILL'S BOY was handsomely pictured in the E-Rin a new band uniform, and
the boy's parents were named in the article ••••
DWIGHT BRIHSON, resident leprechraun, announced that 615 attended the American Legion's St.
Pat's Day corned beef and cabbage dinner, including a few Durham Rotarians •••••
BILL ~'OSS pulled a real sneaky, his BIRTHDAY was r1ARCH 20, so he asked BOB DRULEY TO sing

•

•
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY to him. Rather than sing, BOB paid the $7.50 himself. UCLA'S BASKETBALL
team lost out in the NCAA tourney to UTAH ... BOB.is really getting his lumps this week.
BOB' GASSIN bought a VW QUANTAM .which he claims is the real economical economy car-- but
PRESIDENT RICK pointed out that he could afford greater:·recognition with all that money
he saved-- so thanks for the $20 BOB.
DON BOWLBY gave the program;..- slides on his 21· days shooting the rapids of the COLORADO
RIVER in the GRAND .CANYON. GLORIOUS scenery, which DON rightly pointed out suggests
that there is a GOD to put all that together. He had pictures of rafts disappearing in
holes, rafts bent double in the currents, and all in all, a·highly persuasive presentation which might cause the adventurous to seek out the churning foam of the rapids. On
the other hand, those who prize unbroken.b~cks.might be willing to give up this kind of
activity along with DONKEY BASKETBALL, etc. A nice program DON, and now we understand
why you used to rant and rave at JIM MOORE when he was PRESIDENT, your head was still
reverberating from hitting those river rocks in the GRAND CANYON. THANKS for the
program, we're glad you got out alive, and that your behavior is nearly back to normal!
BILL SCOTT of OROVILLE won the RAFFLE PRIZE, a DYMO LABELER .... HANK MARSH promised to
squeal on .him to the OROVILLE CLUB, as our diplomatic relations with neighboring clubs
continues to deteriorate.
GARRIE STARMER filled· us in on details of the DISTRICT CONFERENCE April 7-10 at the
CONCORD HILTON. DURHAM ROTARY is sponsoring a cocktai 1 hour, 5-6 PM SATURDAY to 1et
that gathering know that our· club is the home club of ALICE STARMER, whose husband is
about to be inducted as DG. ·This may be the first and last time that this ROWEL EDITOR
recommends and publicizes· a time of IMBIBING to our boys in Durham Rotary. Chances are,
it may take us another year or two to get .another DG e1ected from DURHAM ROTARY-- the
next time·we'll have a 7-UP bar. This extreme measure seems necessary because not only
has JIM MOORE quit drinking, he won 1 t .even go to a conference where others do. So, just
to make things fair, when RAY MEIGHAN is elected.DG, we'll have a 7-UP bar so that BIG
JIM can attend with some of us other tea totalers.
FRED LANDIS STATUS... FRED'S recent convi.ction of a felony crime caused the removal of
his name from membership in DURHAM ROTARY. If subsequent legal appeals result in tile
clearing of FRED'S name of the charges against·him, our Board of Directors will reconsider his case, including the possibility of re~instating FRED to membership in DURHAM
ROTARY. In the meantime, PRESIDENT RICK has sent·a letter to FRED notifying him of the
above. This statement in the ROWEL is intended to inform our membership, as well as
other ROTARY CLUBS in the AREA, the stance of DURHAM ROTARY in this matter.

•
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
MARCH 28, 1983
HILDA WHEELER, BUTTE COUNTY SUPERVISOR, presented the program on county finances. In spite
of service cuts, and the publicity and pain connected with same, BUTTE COUNTY is operating
with a BALANCED BUDGET, rather than going into BANKRUPTCY as are many counties in California.
For the first time ever, the SUPERVISORS are projecting their thinking into the future,
rather than just reacting to the bills and financial pressures of the present. Although
this has been a tough time of transition, we could be seeing much needed REALITY coming to
FINANCIAL PLANNING at the COUNTY LEVEL. We thank HILDA for a very interesting program, and '
the CLUB has already invited her to speak again, to keep us posted on ongoing developments.
The supervisors are promoting PUBLIC-PRIVATE-PARTNERSHIP, which means that the government
is seeking our input in solving the issues before us. Thanks too, to BOB GASSIN, for
scheduling HILDA.
ROTARY Af~NS VIRGlf~IA CROWSTON and POLLY ANDERSON attended, and several guests of Rotarians .
were present. CHARLES SODERSTROM, a CHICO ROTARIAN, was telling us about his ROTARY FATH~R,
EARNEST, who is also a DENTIST, and like GENE RIDEOUT is a PAST DISTRICT GOVERNOR. EARNEST.,..
has 53 (FIFTY-THREE) years of PERFECT ATTENDANCE in ROTARY. However, he is not even fir~t- ~
or second in attendance in Rotary AMONG DENTISTS in CALIFORNIA. Yes, ALICE, that is right·.
There are at least two other dentists in California in ROTARY who have BETTER attendance
records than EARNEST SODERSTROM. EARNEST 1i ves in MODESTO and now attends up to THREE
Rotary meetings each week. When he was DISTRICT GOVERNOR, He could remember ALL the NAMES
of members in the smaller clubs, and would call them all by name. Whatever it is that
produces this kind of enthusiasm, loyalty, and longevity in members is a spirit we should
all catch. EARNEST is 85, and GENE RIDEOUT is 87. It would be nice if we were all as
young at heart.
GUS GORE was inducted into membership by BILL DEr~PSEY. BILL was pointing out that there
are 19,577 ROTARY CLUBS in 157 COUNTRIES, with 911,000 members. Counting ROTARACT and
INTERACT people, we have 1,008,000 people involved. BILL also emphasized DURHAM ROTARY'S
involvement beyond DURHAM, with particular reference to our YOUTH EXCHANGE STUDENTS in
recent years. GUS was presented with certificates of membership and the 4-Way Test, the
badge, and his lapel pin. GUS was a member of our club a few years back, and served 14
years on the DURHAM UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD. GUS is a CONTRACTOR, primarily
of SOULE metal buildings. GUS GORE and SONS have been sales leaders for years in the 7
Western States .sales region of SOULE. This past year, they won the BUILDii~G of the YEAR
award with SOULE, for the buildings (5) they put up for MEEK LUMBER COMPANY of YUBA CITY.
CONGRATULATIONS to GUS and his family for these honors, and WELCOME BACK, GUS. LLOYD
ABSHIER sponsored GUS.
GREG SCOTT was standing in for PRESIDENT RICK (who is in SAN DIEGO hobnobbing with all
the other school administrators). GREG called for introductions and things went without
major incident until JIM EDWARDS introduced a CHICO VISITING ROTARIAN RADIOLOGIST as
SELL-COW (that's no bull, ALICE), and it cost big JIM $5. PAUL SELCHAU did not BEEF
about JH4'S introduction, probably realizing that JIM is a VET at this sort of thing.
JIM MOORE was asked to explain why he is driving a PIMP CAR. Turns out it is the same
LINCOLN CONTINENTAL he has been driving since last year, but BRUCE.rfORLIE thinks it is
a PH4P CAR and said so to GREG SCOTT -- anyway, it cost BRUCE $5.
BILL CROWSTON did some property improvement at his place of business, and GREG had him'
SHELL out $2.50~
AL LOTSPEICH was pictured in the E-R, GENE RIDEOUT clipped it out, and BIG GREG CLIPPED
AL for $5.

•

•

HANK .MARSH is barely back from medical leave, and paid $12.50 for an upcoming trip to
HAWAII-- (MOORE squealed on him) but BOB EDMISTON figured there was MORE to be had, so
he AUCTIONED off the grinder to HANK who went from $12e50 to $75.00 for the grinder.
THANKS, HANKe
GREG also popped LEROY WOOD.for $4, then said $5, and then $4, then finally $5.
the $5, LEROY, and your patience with the process$

THANKS for

NELS ANDERSEN11 missed an appointment with JH·1 MOORE which cost him $6 less $1 for fixing a
"coat hanger for GREG SCOTT .
RAFFLE-A VISITING ROTARIAN from COLUSA (his name escaped the ROWEL list) won the raffle-- and he
had his name put on the list for a trip to RENO for two ....
ANNO UN CEMENTS ......
1.

ALICE STARMER is retiring from ENLOE HOSPITAL-- to travel 10,000 D.G. ROTARY miles next
year with GARRETT, who will no doubt be paying dearly for the nice E R article with
PHOTO of ALICE. Let it be known however, that ALICE still has her job with the ROWEL.
When you get that lonely feeling that no one out there is reading, you just start
talking to ALICE.. CONGRATULATIONS, ALICE, on your completion of the career at ENLOE,
and thanks so much for being our ROTARY ROWEL foil ..• (for the crummy puns GARRETT
wrote when he was editor, and for the much funnier efforts in more recent times)

2.

BUTTE COLLEGE Career Day April 14, sponsored
and GLENN counties. 9 AM to 2 PM.

3.

GREG SCOTT is going 5 rounds with BOBBY CHACON APRIL 14-- a benefit for the POLICE
ATHLETIC LEAGUE ....

4.

MAY 7-- MARYSVILLE ROTARY SLO PITCH SOFTBAlL TOURNAMENT •...

5.

SAVANNAH St4ILES, the movie at the SENATOR THEATRE (CHICO), stars GREG•s BROTHER,
DONOVAN, and he ordered all of us to see it.

6.

GREG SCOTT was on the EASTER SEAL TELETHON this past week end, and challenged all
DUffitAM ROTARIANS to match a gift to help children victimized by birth defects •... NO
DURHAM ROTARIAN phoned i no ... so he FINED us all $1-- to send to EASTER SEALS •....••

7.

EARLY LEAVERS-- NO DURHAM ROTARIANS left early--- two (2) CHICO ROTARIANS left early,
but then, what can you expect of Chico-- they just don•t know any better ..•.• CONGRATULATIONS to our club, however, that•s two weeks in a row, no early leavers ••• KEEP
PREACHING IT BOB DRULEY .•...

8.

HARVEY JOHNSON attended with a guest, his son-in-law, LARRY LAMBERT.

9.

AN IMPORTANT STATISTIC-- the number of DURHAM ROTARIANS who attend HOME CLUB MEETINGS,
and do not leave early. We are improving rapidly in this statistic, and need to keep
on doing so.

by

the COLLEGE and ROTARY CLUBS of BUTTE
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
APRIL 4, 1983
The meeting for April 4, 1983 was opened by PRES. RICK without the bell. It seems
that GREG SCOTT ran the meeting last week and wasn't able to make it this week and he
still had the bell. RON KOHUT Led us in the flag salute and STAN ANDERSON filled in
for JH·1 PATIERSOI·~ by giving the grace in Swedish.
GUS GORE our new Rotarian did the introductions at the first table.
did the introductions at the second table with DON ~~ETZGER doing them at
and BOB GASSI;~ at table four. NELS ANDERSEN did the honors at the fifth
BRINSOi~ introduced his guest RON JOHNSON from Chico, Ron works for North

BOB EDtHSTON
table three
table. DvJIGHT
Valley disposal.

It was announced that AL LOTSPEICH was running for the Chico City Council by DON
BOWLBY. This announcement costAL $3.00.
President RICK found a poster put up by the Chico Elks Lodge announcing an exhibition match with Bobby Chicoin. PRESIDEi~T RICK asked BOB EDtHSTON about this fight
and BOB doesn't think that GREG has a chance. We will talk to GREG about this next
f4onday night.
GARRIE STARI~ER got up and asked PRESIDENT RICK when we were going to have the introduction of guests because he wanted to introduce his guest. RICK informed GARRIE that
we had already done this and it is going to cost you $5.00 for not paying attention.
~lhile PRESIDENT RICK had GARRIE on his feet he asked GARRIE about the picture of
ALICE in the Enterprise. GARRIE said that it was a real honor to have ALICE recognized
for her work at Enloe and that he would like to donate $100.00 to the club to go toward
Alice's Paul Harris Fellowship.

MIKE WACKER has a birthday coming up on April 7th and MIKE paid $10.00 for no song,
He said he has heard us sing.
·
ALAN and NANCY LOTSPEICH are celebrating their 12th anniversary on April 3rd.
paid the usual $7.50 for an anniversary.

AL

DAi~ DAVIS will be opening his new business on or about April 18th.
DA;~·s new
business is one day photo finishing. DAJ~ and his wife will be celebrating their
anniversary on April 8th. DAN bought the grinder for the rest of April for $100.00.

GENE RIDEOUT was seen out to dinner last Saturday night with a young lady. GENE
gave $5.00 and said it was cheap to the privilege.
Tonight's program was introduced by STAN ANDERSON. We wre presented with two films
on the space shuttle. The films were secured for us by Lindy Robinson from The Rockwell
Corp. in Southern California. President Rick ran the films for us. This was an all
Durham Rotarian program. The first film was about how the Rockwell Corp. and f~ASA tested
the first shuttle to make sure that it was ready to fly. The second film was done by
NASA and was narrated by the first two as tronaughts that flew the Co 1umbi a on her first
voyage in space. This film showed pictures of that flight and gave us the feelings of
the men who manned this trip in outerspace. This film had pictures taken from inside th~
space craft to pictures taken outside giving us a real view of what space travel is like.
This program was well timed and informative being that it was shown on the night that we
had just launched our second space shuttle the Challenger that very morning. The club
wishes to extend our thanks to these members who brought this program to us.

•
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PATTERSON

APRIL 11, 1983
GARRIE STARMER was inducted as 1983-1984 Rotary District 516 Governor at last week•s district
conference at Concord. Watch for a full report next week.
RON JOHNSON and RICHARD HOTHEM have been proposed for membership in DURHAM ROTARY. If no
objections are received, they will be inducted after 10 days and/or the time beyond
neces.sary for preparation for inductiono RON is being sponsored by DWIGHT BRINSON, RICHARD
by GARRETT STARMER."
PRESIDENT RICKrs SPRING'PRONING:.
IT WAS·~ two bits, four bits, six bits, a dollar, all for proper introductions, stand up and
holler! DWIGHT BRINSON paid 25¢ for a faux paux in the HAL MILLER JR. introduction, BOB
BIRDSEYE paid 50¢, and JIM MOORE 50¢.0.0 it seemed like for awhile that we were back at
PRE-INFLATION .PRICES, meanwhile GENE RIDEOUT was smoking a cigar which never sold for a
NICKEL even in the good old days ...• That cigar had a good percentage of the tobacco crop
in it, and all of the smell.o •. (GENE collects fines and could blow smoke on anyone who
resists. paying - he gets 100% cooperation).
LLOYD ABSHIER'S fe~ling was that $10 for his new GRANDDAUGHTER STEPHANIE was far too little
for such a special person, so he paid $25-- THANKS LLOYD, BERNICE, and of course, the
parentso••• ·sTEPHANIE was born· last Wednesday, and LLOYD claims she said "GRANDPA11 yesterday.
LLOYD has no witnesses, but for $25 he can claim whatever he wants ..•. STEPHANIE weighed
in at 7 lb 15 oz .••. BABY, PARENTS, AND GRANDPARENTS are all doing well, this is the 7th
r;::.\IDCHILD for LLOYD and BERNICE ...
GREG SCOTT paid $15H. $5 for not bringing RicK•s bell last week, $5 for the poster publ icizing his fight with BOBBY CHACON Thursday night-- and $5 for another picture in the ER •. ,,
GREG gets 1t al 1 back if he wins the fight .•..
RON KOHUT bet $10 on GREG 'to win ••. payable to DURHAM ROTARY, BOB EXCUSED bet $10 that GREG
would lose-- and I .hear that BOB DRULEY bet $10 that GREG wouldn't show up... JERRY WALTERS
is training GREG how to use the BELL, and to STEAL it, or·was that STEEL it ... BORROW TIME???
SPEAKii~G

OF WALTERS, he finally got out of paying $10 by admitting some kind of distant
relationship to JIM MOORE •..•
ANDERSON and POLLY are going to ENGLAND one day soon, to visit at OXFORD, and thanks
for the $7.50 for the April 20 anniversary, STAN .•..•

STru~

RUMOR has it that DAN DAVIS paid $100 for the grinder last week, and since he didn't take
it home, PRESIDENT RICK had it sold to JIM MOORE for $70 •.•• see how fast we got away for
those two, four & six bit recognitions??? Seems as how JIM & CAROLYN are playing lots of
tennis, with CAROLYN winning lots of matches, and JIM picking up a tennis elbow ••• They
also bought a new house, and a new car .•••
NORLIE paid $20. for buying MOORE'S Pli4PMOBILE.
MARV AND ROSE HASTY celebrate their anniversary April 15 ..• MARV promises to send flowers .•.•
and he .will either order from a competitor or SEND THE BEST BY DOING THE WORK HIMSELF •••.•
thanks for the $7.50 MARV ..••
PROSPECTIVE MEMBER RON JOHNSON won the RAFFLE and put his name on the list for a chance to
go· to on the RENO TRIP for 2... He is the e1 ghteenth name on the 11st ••••
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TWO CHICO ROTARIANS l.EFT.:EAR[Y ,. and.TWO DURHAM-ROTARIANS .. o . HOWEVER, DRULEY'S admonitions on
tfie s.ubject .ate havi.ng an .effect., o... it .was· pretty bad there for awhi 1e, with about ha 1f the
peopJ~ at the meeting walking outoo• BOB probably will start chewing people out at the
door if it gets that bad againo c., o
·
THE PROGRAMo.~... SUSAN PALJJE of CATALYST, and TERRI STEWART of HAVEN presented a program
aoo'i.Jt.BATTERED ·woMENa. In 1982, in BUTIE COUi~TY .... 233 women with 351 children requested
h~lpo SUSAN'S ·PALONE'·s organization provides women temporary lodging in a motel and
extended·counselling;·TERRI ·sTEWART is.trying to establish a large home where women could
stay·..up .ta·.s.i.x .weeks .i.n order to give time to deal with relationships that have become
violent· and physically ;·njuriouso A segrrent of film from CBS's 60 minutes showed some
battered women, and had others describe some very serious injuries resulting from beatings
from hu~bandso· We are living in a sick world, and the evidence presented by the program
gave us cause for sober reflectionooo and we thank SUSAN and TERRIE for a challenging
program.
NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM:

BILL IHLE, former DURHAM ROTARIAN, returns to share about his work
in SACRAMENTO .... a . . . .

APRIl 25 .. - . ~

DON.MCNE[IS, ·ouRHAM HIGH PRINCIPAL, on ACCREDITATION •••••••

c o o c

LERov·was absent, so here·;s·the attendance record:
PRESEa~T:. ABSHIER~ ·Ai~DERSON; BIRDSEYE, BIRDSEYE, BRINSON, COON, CRONSTON, DAIGH, DEMPSEY,

· DRULEY, EDWARDS-J,, GASSIN, GREY, HAST¥, KOHUT, LANDESS, MARSH, METZGER, MOORE,
NORLIE~ PATTERSON~ ROBINSON, SCOTT, WALTERS, WACKER, AND PDG RIDEOUT.
ABSENT:

more

ANDERSEN, BOGGS (TEXAS), BOWLBY~. DAVIS, ELLIS, ERRINGTON, GORE, LOTSPEICH, MEIGHAN,
MITCHE[t~ MOSS; "RICHTER, SMITH, ·woODS, and BOB EXCUSEDo

Orie
attendance statistic~-·there have been almost no meetings when PRESIDENT RICK has
had all thr.ee.of hi.s other office·r.s:a·ttending.oa in spite of the pressures which have
contributed· to causi.ng .all· these. absences by key people, RICK is doing a great job. We
need better attendance. by· OFFICERS,· and/or SUBSTITUTES when officers are absent. r1EA'IWHILE, morale at DURHAM' .ROTARY.·· is. greato oo there is perhaps 1ess cynicism and neg ati vi sm
in our m1.dst than .ever befor.eo ·By next Rotary year, we should be moving back toward those
100% attendance months~ THANK YOU for your pos~tive input in the club ••••

~
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APRIL 25, 1983
WINNIE'S BEEF dinne·r was received without a leef-- that's a play on words ALICE, stay
alerto
ATTENDING AND EATING: ABSHIER, BOWLBY, BRINSON, COON, DAIGH, DAVIS, DEMPSEY, DRULEY,
GASSIN, GORE, GOSs:-HASTY, KOHUT, LOTSPEICH, MARSH, METZGER, MITCHELL, MOORE, MOSS,
PATTERSON, ROBINSON, SCOTT, SMITH, WALTERS, WACKER, AND BIRDSEYE, DEL.
AJSENT AND THEREFORE NEEDING MAKE UP (NO ALICE, NOT COSMETICS, WE NEED TO TABLE AND TABULATE THE UNTABLED)
-AHDERSEN, ANDERSON, BOGGS, BIRDSEYE, CROWSTON, EDWARDS, ELLIS, ERRINGTON, GRAY, LANDESS,
MEIGHAN, RICHTER, STARMER and WOODo
PRESIDENT RICK was absent, which means that RICK was NOT THERE to NOT HAVE the statistics
on attendance and TOTAL FINES TO DATE PER MEMBER, which LEROY, who was NOT THERE, is
NOT PRESENTING to RICKo July 1, we move right ahead with PRESIDENT ELECT GREG, who is
not in attendance about half the time. You may remember that PRESIDENT RICK did try
to fine people in the earlier days of his term, but with no statistics to work with, the
recognitions have been fewer. Of course,·there was a lot of monkey business and evasion
of payment when he was recognizing people, so I guess the club will simply need to
decide that we do need more co-operation with the PRES I DENT. . . . . Remember when JIM MOORE
was president, and we had the BELL and GAVEL missing? Now we have officers missing, and
some vital functions of same missingoo~o We all know that DURHAM ROTARY is a CADILLAC ..••
but sometimes we function like unharnessed mules ... it is kind of hard to tune up a
CADILLAC with tails, eats, and a bray,... But cheer up ALICE, now that some of the
goals for' efficient administration are in sight, and with BOB EXCUSED supplying the COCA
COLA, we can be assured that the MISSING LINKS can be supplied to our ongoing ROTARY
EVENTSoc"• With CLINT Goss·as our mechanic, we'll tune the beast9 or have LLOYD ABSHIER
SHOE our DONKEY (nobody said SHOO our ASS, and nobody was even thinking such a thing,
ALICE, after' all, some ladies read this publication) .... tch, tch.
MEM~WHILE,· back· at the CORRAL, VICE PRESIDENT GREG was present to preside, a welcome
visit·to our club squeezed in on his busy schedule with ELKS, EXCHANGE CLUB, PRIZE FIGHTS,
and all the other· activities. GREG worked with a tiny borrowed bell, and a makeshift
gavel~
PRESIDENT RICK has learned the hard way to keep his BELL and GAVEL with him ....•
BILL SMITH was assessed $10 for leaving a table, supposedly to make room for a visiting
Rotarian, but twisted by the ever clever HANK MARSH int a social snub of MARSH, MITCHELL,
METZGER~ LINDY R~, and BOB GASSIN, all of whom paid $1 for their conspiracy against BILL.
BOB GASSIN, complained that he was completely innocent, and paid $2 for the bad taste of
being with that bunch"
DON BOWLBY entered a RACKETBALL tournament, or is that RACQUETBALL, ALICE? Anyway, VP
GREG had a RACKET going with LINDY R., and our aging CARD director paid $10 .... DON
proved he can swing more than a RACQUET, and went right after the informant ..•. LINDY,
always a good sport volunteered to up $5 to match DON'S $10 .•.. thanks, fellows ....
DEL BIRDSEYE paid $5 for his birthday, at GREG'S bargain rates •..•. we are still figuring
how old DEL is, but GREG wanted us to wash our feet so the smell wouldn't be so bad while
he was counting up the years.~··
DAN DAVIS announced that his new business is opening at 956 MANGROVE this Thursday,
APRIL 28, and that it is NOT called a FOTOMAT--- what do we call it DAN?--- Anyway,
if you take it in, he will process your film for you .....
GIL MOSS won a nice OIL LAMP in the RAFFLE ...... .
VP GREG SCOTT, alias GREAT SCOTT, then showed us a videotape of the beating he gave BOBBY
CHACON. Shortly afte·r the fight, it was announced that BOBBY'S next fight would not be
a CHAMPIONSHIP BOUT. That tells you how well GREG did ... RON KOHUT was taking notes, he
doesn't pay $10 if GREG is the winner. BOB EXCUSED pays $10 is GREG is the loser ....
the final verdict: THE POLICE ATHLETIC LEAGUE which sponsors lots of great activities
for young people ... and other charities ... were the WINNERS.o. $3,500 raised by the big
0

••

0

e
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bouto ... and thanks GREG, for a gr·eat SHOW ..... now remember, your next great opportunity is to
take over the reins after GOSS and ABSHIER finish their tuning and shoeing (shooing) ....
THANK YOU FROM GARRIE ... ~ ..
The Rotary Club of Durham
"The Best Little Club in the
NOrth Valley- and that's no Bull, Durham!"
P.O. Box 383
Durham, CA 95938
My dear fe 11 ow Durham Rotar·i ans,
·There are few things 4n this life more rewarding than the recognition of friends and
family" You - my friends and Rotary family - have given me that recognition and nvote of
confidence" by sponsoring me as your District Governor. I am proud of you and my club, and
I pledge to you that I will exert every effort to make you proud of me as we move into the
position of Governorc I am deeply appreciative for all that you have done for me and our
Durham Clubo Two District Governors from a club our size is a good record.
I was especially pleased- and, believe me, so was "Poor Alice 11 - for the cocktail party
and social hour you sponsored and executed ·at the recent District Conference in Concord.
It was a delightful affair·, and more than one person commented on the fact that my own club
thought· enough of me to say to the attendees "We're doing this to let you know we• re proud
of our DGN and we intend to support him all the ~tlay •
You'f' bartenders were outstanding! Bob, Rick, Ray, Stan - supported by Janet and others.
Rick did the pre-patty set up and Janet made all of those great hors d'oeuvres. Wow! And
the rest of the hosts and hostesses were out the}"e making our visitors feel very much at
home~
Thanks, Gang!!
Alice joins me in thanking you from the bottom of our hearts. You're great!
With love - of Rotary Service Garrett L. Starmer, DGN
11

PROGRAM:
Du·rham High School Principal DON MCNELIS presented the accreditation report recently
completed at Durham High School. DON explained what the report entails, then showed the
final minutes of the VIDEOTAPE of the report. The report is a glowing tribute to the
school, its administration (including PRESIDENT RICK, and PRINCIPAL DON (who he should
recruit for ROTARY), it's teachers, students, community involvement and support, and
physical faci1itiesc We are all proud of our schools. Thanks to DON for a fine program,
and for paying tribute (which he did) to DURHAM ROTARY•s part in the past, present, and
future of the DURHAM UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT.
NEXT WEEK 1 S PROGRAM:
May 2 -- Harlan Adams - Travelogue
May 9 --Manager of Channel 9 ToV.
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
May 9, 1983
SPRING MUST BE HEREo~~ WINNIE SERVED us ice cream with strawberries.o.PRESIDENT RICK continued his tradition of giving his dessert to LLOYD ABSHIERo-.~·
DURHAM ROTARIANS ATTENDING: ABSHIER, ANDERSON, BIRDSEYE, BOWLBY, BRINSON, CROWSTON, COON,
DAIGH, DAVIS, ORULEY, ELLIS, GORE, GOSS, GREY, HASTY, HOTHEM, KOHUT, LANDESS, MARSH, MOORE,
NORLIE, PATTERSON, ROBINSON, SCOTT, WALTERS, WACKER, NEW MEMBER RON JOHNSON, and EXCUSED
ATTENDANCE members DEL BIRDSEYEand GENE RIDEOUT~
ABSENT DURHAM MEMBERS: SECRETARY LEROY WOOD, TREASURER AL LOTSPEICH, ANDERSEN, BOGGS,
(TEXAS), EDWARDS, GASSIN, MEIGHAN, METZGER, MITCHELL, MOSS, RICHTER, SMITH, STARMER.
CRAIG HAWES, of CHICO, has been proposed by HANK MARSH for membership in DURHAM ROTARY.
CRAIG IS IN REAL ESTATE SALESo If no objections are received, CRAIG will be inducted
into membership after 10 days and/or the time beyond necessary for preparation for induction .
GENE RIDEOUT was on hand to pass the hat for RECOGNITIONS.
RON JOHNSON was called upon for introductions, and was fined $3 in the learning process.
Don•t feel picked on RON, every new Rotarian gets to introduce visiting Rotarians •.••
JIM MOORE added something to his introduction and was fined $2-- but claimed grinder
immunity.
LINDY ROBINSON had to borrow some bifocals to read a visiting ROTARIAN name, but the
classification was illegible even with bifocal help--so LINDY paid $4--and later added
another $5 for the E-R picture of his ROTARY ANN LORETTA •.••
PRESIDENT RICK seemingly hasn't been fining much--since he hasn't had attendence or fane
totals to work with for weeks-- but we are moving to get those statistics to him--and
in the meantime, RICK is beginning to move some money into the treasury .••.
$150 (that•t right ALICE one hundred fifty bucks) for the grinder, split ~etween BILL
CROWSTON and MIKE WACKER. BILL shelled out for extensi:ve remodeling at Shell Oil and
a new truck, MIKE is going to MEXICO, is buying two cars, and just finished planting
a new KIWI vineyard •••. So thanks, fellows, for the cash & IOU, ••.
ROY ELLIS took a six day vacation at $150, to VIRGlNIA-- ROY bid on the grinder, and
RICK returned to nail him ..• Thanks, ROY •••.
RON KOHUT paid $10-- GREG SCOTT finally admitted that he did not win over BOBBY CHACON •••
PRES. RICK offered to let GREG fight for our DURHAM ROTARY CHAMP-- MICK GREY-- but like
a true PRO, GREG doesn't want to hurt anybody, so he is going to let MICK keep the title ..••
DON BOWLBY'S son was all over the front page of the E-R, so DON paid $3--and another $3
for CHICO ROTARIANS GORDON HOOTEN'S publicity, thanks, DON .. ~o
BRUCE NORLEY announced that son ERIC will be going to STOCKHOLM SWEDEN as a yes representing DURHAM ROTARY ... Aug, 3, and paid $5 .••
0

HANK MARSH turned in a $10 IOU for his birthday and n£ song ••••
DWIGHT BRINSON paid $7.50 to have LLOYD ABSHIER sing HAPPY BIRTHDAY. 11 FLINT 11 • • • • that
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LLOYD has a real set of pipes--probably developed by his heart to heart talk with horses ••••
BOB DRULEY won the RAFFLE, and signed up for the trip to RENO
BILL DEMPSEY invited us all to work on the QUEEN'S FLOAT for the DURHAM PARADE and PICNIC •••
if you haven't by the time you read this, it's too late. However you can come and attend
the picnic, Sat. May 14 .• o.BILL is also selling PICNIC BUTTONS •.•• and his ROTARY ANN
LYNN is once again helpi~g with the QUEEN CONTEST, including the selection process, and
the FRIDAY EVENING CROWNING~ •.• BOB BIRDSEYE is again working with the SATURDAY PARADE •••
BOB EXCUSED will be providing the COLA and other refreshments to FLOAT workers •••• JIM
PATTERSON is assigning booth spaces at the PARK 5:30 FRIDAY ••••
THERE WERE 11 early leavers, time to get BOB DRULEY working on this again ••••
PROGRAM:
HAL BOUTON of KIXE-TV, CHANNEL 9, REDDING, GENERAL MANAGER, gave us an interesting presentation on his stationo The station will be 20 years old in 1984. It is a ~all station-serving a large area, featuring. the arts, information, drama, and emphasis on LOCAL PROGRAMMING. Broadcasting costs $75 per hour in operational costs. The cost of programs
themselves vary, and are paid for by income received from selling memberships, underwriting of programs, business support, and the auction. With the continuing cutback of
federal support, HAL emphasized the importance of additional memberships. Memberships
have been greatly increasing, and it appears that the educational channel begun CHICO
STATE has a bright future. HAL was accompanied by his wife BARBARA, DURHAM ROTARY thanks
then for being ·with us, and for the programo Thanks too, to LINDY-ROBINSON, for the
scheduling of the program~ .•
e

DON BOWLBY ANNOUNCEMENTS:
For all people with Parkinsons and anyone interested in information about Parkinsons, a
foundation and informational meeting of a Parkinsons Support Group will be held May 18,
1983 at 7:00 pm in the Trinity Methodist Church located at 5th Street and Flume with
parking adjoining the churcho
Dr. Stephen Forner will give a short informational talk with a question and answer
session following.
Light refreshments will be served.
For further information call-

Wilda Stebbins - 342-0214
Blanche Broutland -342-3200

•

•
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~EL~

ALICE, how do you spell BRUCE'S name? Apparently, in the ROWEL, we spell it POORLIE •.•.
N-0-R-L-l-E~
Garrie you know, doesn't like his to be spelled
G-A-R-Y. OTHER v Z, how do you like the ROWEL, ALYCE? Now let's see, is it PEGGIE or
PEGGY? ~ - OR PEG?

,t 1s supposed to be spe11ed

Moving r"ight ahead~ BILL DEMPSEY was present last week, although his name was not listed
in those attending, Ol' those absente We did have him listed as making an announcement-proof posit1ve that BILL really was herc~u•••
One more corrections ROY ELLIS was cr.edited with a $150 recognition ••• which was not the
way it was_ at all A~YCE~ his ROTARY ANN SHARON probably would like you to know it was a
$50 (F!F~Y) (DOLLAR) recognition, which certainly was admirable, altho not q.u.i:te- as
as tronom1 c. ,
o •

c ,

THOSE NEW ROTARIANS ARE WORKING .•.
GUS GORE
1. hung new ra i 1s for our banners and flags from other c1ubs o
2, installed scr·eens (cost of materials shared by the American Legion and Rotary) at
Memorial Hall.
3~
put the road signs back up on route 99 (service club signs)
4, brought a prospective member to Rotary tonighteo••
L

RICHARD HOTHEM
l, introduced visiting Rotarians at his table
2, served as judge of our Durham Picnic Queen contest with his ROTARY ANN NANCY
RON JOHNSON
lc introduced visiting Rotarians at his table, and in only his second chance, got
it down perfectly ..• c
·
WELL, we had our parade and picnic. but without our ENGINEER BRUCE, who last year wowed the
crowd with his ambidextrous, ubiquitous, and unassuming sanitary engineering behind the
horses .. ,and never was heard, a discouraging word, and our streets were not mottled all
day .. ~ .. This year, we had two beautiful broads riding herd on the motor scooter, and
they were great for looks, but not much for scooping&ooo As you might guess ALYCE, there
is a lot of movement on the part of the horses, and the pedestrians who follow their footsteps, for the RETURN OF BRUCE to duty in 1984o••• PRESIDENT RICK took a collection to
fund the work, and BRUCE was allowed to give the first (and last) $15-- $10 for his
rece~tly acquired HONDA (car), and $5 for his trip •.•• THANKS, BRUCE, and you might get
RON JOHNSON to help you with next year•s parade.cc he specializes in SOLID WASTE ••...••.
JERRY WALTERS also passed up this year's parade-- he and KAY are going to ride in another
parade which is nearly as nice as ours--THE PORTLAND ROSE PARADE. • . JERRY had to ke·~p
coaxing RICK to recognize him, it was $10 for missing our parade, $20 for planning on
PORTLAND, and $20 for being GRANDAD of a 16 day old GRANDDAUGHTER, who unlike LLOYD's,
has not called JERRY GRANDAD yet" THANKS for the $50 JERRY .••.
o

•

DEL BIRDSEYE went fishing for CUTTHROAT TROUT, and PRESIDENT RICK cut his throat, (so to
speak) for $5.8~e•
EMMETT caught some ABALONE at FORT BRAGG for $5, and LLOYD paid $6 for having kept that
same trip secret from RICKc.~LLOYD also told of a FORAY with a MORAY (EEL) •••• after that,
his kids got him some glasses so he won•t keep on making like MR. MAGGO underwater with
all those aquatic REPTILES ....

ROWEL 2-2-2-2-2
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JIM EDWARDS paid $10 for no song for his birthday.o •. and announced that he has achieved
immunity to Rabieso.ocongratulations, and. good luck·with those mean d.ogs.
PARADE

KUDOS.~.o

BILL DEMPSEY &LYNN - providing equipment and space, to build the queen•s float, and the
power to pull it.
BILL SMITH - Driver of the Queen•s float in the parade.
BOB BIRDSEYE - for coordinating and orchestrating the best parade in years - and starting
it exactly on time.
LLOYD ABSHIER - who was so disguised as a sheepherder that only his dog knew him, while
everyone else watched for LLOYD on his horse.
·
EMMETT COON - chauffeur of the GOOD-SAM parade entryo
MARV HASTY - Judge at the Queen contest with his Rotary Ann Rose.
BOB
(to
use
BOB

DRULEY claimed the two medals he won for marksmanship, or should that be MARKSPERSONSHIP
use inclusive language ALICE) •• was really a BUSINESS activity, since he teaches the
of firearms in his work •.• PRESIDENT RICK shot his story f~ll of holes, and gave
the BUSINESSoooofor $10:o.,.

We have all heard of the STONE that gathered no MOSS, but we have a MOSS who has THREE GILS,
no ALICE, make that a GIL who has three MOSSES, all gi(r)ls .... (maybe we better forget the
whole th~ng ALICE) {do you suppose GIL has a brother named PEAT) (Of course not silly) ••
anJway, his daughters have cost GIL $30 ROTARY RECOGNITION DOLLARS, SHERI made the honor roll,
tAURI went to the STATE and REGIONALS in run~mastics t and KRIST! was third in the STATE in
her gymnastic event,c·~· now if those names do not match up with the right accomplishments,
any dissimilarity is purely unintentional •.. let•s not forget that GIL and one of the daughters teamed up to win a SACK RACE, at DURHAM PICNIC, which indicates that they were not letting any feet slow under their MOSSes, so to speak, but then let•s not try to get too clever
o

ALICE .

eo c

REGARDING RICK S RAFFLE--1

GUS GORE WON THE RAFFLE, signed up for.a trip to RENO" .• BOB GASSIN sold his chance to go
to RENO for $6 to DAR MYER, only to have his name drawn.from the list, and the sale
nullifiednoo .. RON JOHNSON also lost out when his name was drawn out ••.
o

The visiting ROTARIAN from AUSTRALIA, with whom several of us visited at the ROBERTSON
home •. ~presented our club with an ATLAS, a beautiful pictorial of the STATE of VICTORIA
in AUSTRALIA, which in turn will be turned over to our DURHAM HIGH LIBRARY ••••
PROGRAM. "••.
KATIE BERGER, senior at Durham High School, who just completed her.term as STATE PRESIDENT
of FHA, gave a slide presentation of her years activities in that capacity. The slides
were accompanied by a taped voice presentation by KATIE, all very well done. Part of the
year was a trip to ATLANTA, GEORGIA, for the National FHA Convention. KATIE thanked Rotary
for helping sponsor her trip to ATLANTA. PRESIDENT RICK spoke with pride about being at
this year's STATE convention at PALO ALTO, and seeing one of our own presiding at the
meeting of 1000 FHA members. While it is a special pride that an educator feels about
one of his students, we in the community can all bask a little in glow of accomplishments of our young people like KATIE ••• We thank KATIE for sharing her year with us.

•
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EDtTOR - JIM PATTERSON
MAY 23, 1983
DURHAM ROTARIANS ATTENDING:
ABSHIER, BOWLBY, COON, CROWSTON, DAIGH., DEMPSEY~ DRULEY, ELLIS, GOSS, HASTY, JOHNSON, KOHUT,
LANDESS, LOTSPEICH, MEIGHAN, MARSH, METZGER, r~ITCHELL, MOORE, MOSS, NORLIE, PATTERSON,
SCOTT, SMITH, and GENE RIDEOUT (EXCUSED).
Also attending were several visiting::·Rotarians, and prospective member, CRAIG HAWES.
WINNIE served us.a CHICKEN DINNER, with mashed potatoes, gravy, &biscuits •••••
INTRODUCTIONS were handled by JIM MITCHELL, BILL GR9WSTON~ BILL DEMPSEY, and EMMETT COaN.
PRESIDENT RICK then went· to work on raising his budget.... .
RAY MEIGHAN has been aw~y for awhile, but he had a~good reasQn, he was in IOWA for three
weeks. His sister celebrated her 50th wedding anniversary, and 50 years ago little RAY·
was 5 (five) years old, and served as··ring bearer. ALL the participants in the wedding were
on hand to re-enact the ceremony, including RAY'S 97 year old father; who again gave the
bride away. We all enjoyed hearing about.this joyful event, and'also appreciate the,$20
RAY kicked into our treasury. QUITE A FAMILY YOU ARE PART OF, RAY, CONGRATULATIONS.
PEG NORLIE .graduated from CSU this past weekend, in FINE ARTS, PRESIDENT RICK made that
FINED ARTS for $3.0. PEG pursued the degree after interruptions of marriage, raising
children, establishing our DURHAM ROTARY HARVEST FESTIVAL, etc. CON~RATULATIONS, ·PEG, and
thanks for the $30, BRUCE.
.
1
OUR 3M s, also know as our PPs, MITCHELL, MOORE &MARSH, had some kind of gathering, missed
by MOORE who suffered same kind of malady, and paid for by.MARSH &MITCHELL at $10 each.
It was probably the demotion party -- and the. painful memory of last year's event probably
made MOORE retcho A hard Way to save $10, JIM.
·
LOTSPEICH had young GENE RIDEOUT sing HAPPY BIRTHDAY, and GENE was so good that AL paid $10
instead of the $7.50...
·
CLINT GOSS paid $10 for no song for his B.D.
DON METZGER called upon GREG SCOTT for his HAPPY B.D. SONG, and paid $10 for yet.another
outstanding rendition .•••
DALE DAIGH and EVA MAE celebrate anniversary 41 May 31, the number of years was established
after careful deliberation by PRESIDENT RICK. CONGRATULATIONS ·to the owners of the bEST
LITTLE HARDWARE STORE IN THE NORTH SACRAMENTO VALLEY, and thanks far the $10.
ROBERT GEORGE of OROVILLE ROTARY won the RAFFLE-- he got a can guaranteed to ·be wo~th $10-the missing BADGES of-DRULEY and DEMPSEY-- plus those old JELLY BEANS from the ·term of.
GEORGE BOGGS.o. DRULEY·paid $12 for DAR.r~WER'S chance to RENO ••• and in the drawing and discarding of names, MOORE and ABSHIER lost out .•. We now·have 16 names on the list for the
RENO trip-- an estimated value of $300 •••
DAVE WELLS presented an interesting program on DURHAM RECREATION AND PARK DISTRICT, of which
he is director. Developing projects include RAVITT'S CHILDREN PARK, and the RIDING ARENA at
DURHAM PARK. He also reported on the swimming pool activities, and various recre~tional .
programs. Many thanks to DAVE for an interesting program, and to RICK LANDESS for scheduling
him.
ABSENT DURHAM ROTARIANS: SEC. LEROY WOOD, ANDERSEN, ANDERSON, BIRDSEYE, DAVIS, EDWARDS,
ERRINGTON, HOTHEM, GORE, RICHTER, ROBINSON, STARMER, WALTERS.
REMEMBER: NO MEETING NEXT WEEK-- MEMORIAL DAY ••••••
JUNE PROGRAMS:
6th -- to be announced
·.13th -- HIGH SCHOOL HONOR STUDENTS (PRESENTATION OF)·
20th -- POWER PLANT TOUR/ near HARVEY JOHNSON's
27th-- DEMOTION OF RICK ••••••
JUNE 17th-- planning session at BUCK'S LAKE with PRESIDENT ELECT GREG SCOTT ••••••
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WINNIE served a Roast Pork Dinner, corn on the cob, spiced apple sauce, and ice cream with
DON METZGER'S birthday cake .....
LORRI JEWETT presented a fine program on her stay in QUEBEC, and the city of MONTREAL .•.. as
a student granted a ROTARY FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP ... LORRI once wrote sports articles for the
ENTERPRISE RECORD. After graduating from CHICO STATE, did television work in Oregon, then
studied in CANADA for her masters degree. She gave an enthusiastic talk about her experiences
in Canada, also sharing considerable pertinent information about Canada, and CanadianAmerican relations. Her slides illustrated her travels, and were well received. Among the
slides were those she took while visiting ROTARY INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS in Evanston,
Illinois~
We would look a long time before we could find a better ambassador for ROTARY than
our speaker. She is pretty, wholesome, enthusiastic, articulate, and we all received a boost
in spirit by her excellent presentation. THANKS LORRI, for a fine program, for bringing your
mother with you, and for all you are doing to boost ROTARY. Thanks to RICK for scheduling
the program ...
We had SIX early leavers, including three PAST PRESIDENTS of considerable importance to the
club, and they took with them our incoming PRESIDENT.o. We seem to have clubs within our
club and it will be good when we can all pull together and put an end to some of the attitudes and actions which are considerably below the standards of Rotary and those who have
been and will be, Presidents of Durham Rotary.
On the bright side ... At this time of year, we get to be a big part of graduation activities ....
NEXT MONDAY we host granduating seniors, and acknowledge the honors some of them are receiving at graduation. Two in the class will receive scholarships from us, a tradition of
DURHAM ROTARY, and a good one. We can also be proud of supporting 4-H work, we bought a lamb
at the fair, from SCOTTY CAMPBELL ..•. We also will support LARAE EICHER, new STATE PRESIDENT OF FHA, by donating $100 to help defray the cost of her trip to the NATIONAL FHA CONVENTION, this summer, in Washington, D.C. BOB BIRDSEYE paid in $60 ..• for the several
scholarships and other honors accumulated by his graduating daughter PATRICIA, congratulations
to the BIRDSEYES, and thanks BOB, for ~our boost to our treasury· (congratulations to you
and Karen for your June 14 anniversary).
PRESIDENT RICK RAKES IT IN ....
RICK received statistics from SEC. LEROY (thanks LEROY), and RICK plunged into the privilege
of building the budget with new enthusiasm •.•. in addition to the $60 from BOB BIRDSEYE
already reported, RICK donated $50 himself, matching $50 from JERRY WALTERS ... seems KAY
WALTERS was pictured in the E-R with a prize lamb, belonging to RICK'S son MATTHEW, who was
also in the picture .....
DAN DAVIS paid $20 for his 6-15 birthday, and for the picture in the E-R of the grand opening of his PHOTO PROCESSING BUSINESS .•....
RON KOHUT paid $50 .... RON bought a new home •.• in SALEM, OREGON, and has been transferred
by his company ... RON has been a fine ROTARIAN, THANKS RON, and the best to you and your
family in SALEM.
THERE'S MORE, ALICE ... LOUIE EDWARDS paid $100-- he and IMOGENE have anniversary 51 on 6-12,
and they just returned from a "trip of a lifetime" in the BRITISH ISLES. They drove around
in MOTOR HOMES with some other couples they know. LOUIE gave us a nice report on the trip,
and disclosed that they will be having another trip, this one to SAN DIEGO. CONGRATULATIONS,
LOUIE and IMOGEN~ and thanks for spreading your joy with the nice contribution to DURHAM
ROTARY .....

ROWEL 2-2-2-2-2
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LINDY ROBINSON lost at RACQUETBALL ... but he's working at one game, and paid $3 ...•..
DON METZGER flattered RICK unmercifully, and RICK apparently took it, hook, line, and sinker,
and only nicked DON for $2.50, although DON had a balloon bearer with a happy birthday
message, a cake, and crooning (again) by GREG SCOTT ..•• Actually ALICE, DON had already
paid once before for his B.D.
LISA GASSIN was elected STUDENT BODY TREASURER, as well as SENIOR CLASS TREASURER of DURHAM
HIGH. JOHN PATTERSON was elected JUNIOR CLASS PRESIDENT. Both Rotarian fathers were tremendously proud of their offspring and didn't understand why RICK ignored their accomplishments.
ANNOUNCEMENTS .••.
JUNE 13 SENIOR RECOGNITION MEETING .•.. GREET OUR HONOR GRADS ...

e

JUNE 20 MEETING AT CENTERVILLE SCHOOL HOUSE-- out at HARVEY and ANITA JOHNSON COUNTRY-a FAMILY meeting-- bring your own food-- MAPS will be included with next week's
ROWEL .... or phone LINDY ROBINSON for directions ..•. 891-1351.
JUNE 27 RICK'S DEMOTION •...•
JUNE 17 FRIDAY NOON-- meet at MEMORIAL HALL to go to BUCK'S LAKE .. BRING YOUR OWN BOTTLES,
BEDDING, and toilet articles-- and DON'T FORGET YOUR FISHING POLES ... a chance to
share with incoming PRESIDENT GREG SCOTT about the upcoming year ...•.
JUNE 25 WOODLAND DISTRICT TRAINING CONFERENCE for all incoming officers and BOARD MEMBERS ....
we leave very early SAT AM .•..•.••
BOARD ACTION
NELS ANDERSEN and DWIGHT BRINSON were granted EXCUSED membership.
BOB and NELS EXCUSED???????

(Will it be

LORI JOHNSON, our Durham High Senior who was our exchange student to AUSTRALIA,
mailed our club an invitation to her graduation. We are happy to be her Rotary
family, and to be included in this great event of her life.
FINALLY,

GARY GRISWOLD of CHICO won the raffle •.• a sheepskin custom built to warm one's
navel •.•• BETTER LUCK next time, GARY ..••.
CLINT GOSS won a chance on the TRIP TO RENO, and promptly lost it, when his name
and MARV HASTY'S were drawn as the deletions from the list, as we move toward
the BIG WINNER .•.•.

LASTLY,
HURRY BACK, GEORGE BOGGS ..• you have been missed, but not forgotten.

•
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JUNE 20, 1983
QUITE A FEW DURHAM ROTARIANS, ROTARYANNS, THEIR CHILDREN, AND GUESTS THOROUGHLY ENJOYED
our visit to the CENTERVILLE SCHOOL HOUSE, the CENTERVILLE MUSEUM, and the PG&E POWERHOUSE.
Thanks to LINDY ROBINSON for arranging this evening, and to HARVEY JOHNSON, one of
CENTERVILLE'S leading citizens for adding so much to it.
Some of those attending included:
LLOYD & BERNICE ABSHIER, plus son STEVE &FAMILY, also BETTY LOOFBOURROW guest .•
DALE &EVA MAE DAIGH, and their guests, the BLANCHARDSo
DAN DAVIS, M/M BILL SMITH, BETH METZGER,
the BIRDSEYES, BOB, DEL, ROTARYANNS, and all four kids~e~
DON & VALERIE BOWLBY
ANDERSONS, STAN &POLLY
THE RON JOHNSONS
THE DEMPSEYS, including sons TIM &TOM
MARV &ROSE HASTY
PRES~ RICK, JAN, and both sons, plus GREG HOLMAN
HARVEY &ANITA JOHNSON and guests
LINDY & LORETTA ROBINSON
CLINT &JACKIE GOSS
BOB EXCUSED and SYLVIA
EMMETT &MARGE COON
THE PREACHER
and others.

o ••

o o ,.

If you missed the meeting, the MUSEUM is open SATURDAYS and SUNDAYS, 1-5, and it would be
well worth your trip to see iten••
BOB EXCUSED claims the flume was 635 feet, not 632 feet as stated by HARVEY. (the flume
is the ditch dug out for the flow of water, ALICE) We have asked BOB to get out his tape
measure and check this statistic once again in the interest of trutho
The workers who dug the ditch back in the 1890's worked 10 {ten) hours a day for $2 a day
wages, plus $1 for food. They ate and slept in the ditch.
CENTERVILLE had electric lights in 1899 -- which was about 7 years before electric lights
came to SAN FRANCISCOose S.Fo had gas lights until just about the time of the 1906 earthquake
o

HARVEY has a lot more facts and figures, see if you can get him to join you when you visit
the museumo
STAN ANDERSON and LINDY ROBINSON also spoke about P G &E'S power producing plant at the
site, citing statso BOB EXCUSED did not challenge their information, but we are waiting
to see if he has additional light to shed on the subject.
DON'T FORGET now folks-- DEMOTION of PRESIDENT RICK-- next MONDAY.o .. JUNE 27 .•. complete
with custard pies, etc .... LADIES NIGHT •••
e

ALSO-- OFFICER TRAINING at WOODLAND, SATURDAY, JUNE 25-- CHECK WITH GREG for TRANSPORTATION,
TIME, ETC.
o •
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PRESIDENT RICK DEMOTED while 85 cheered.

It was like a Laurel &Hardy movie.

PRESIDENT RICK went out in style, nailing GREG SCOTT $10 for yet another E-R picture. He
collected $25 from STAN ANDERSON for his recent tour of the BRITISH ISLES ... collected $5
from EVA MAE DAIGH as a down payment on DALE'S trip ... BOB GASSIN paid $30 for a trip to
MEXICO and daughter LISA'S 4.0 GPA and her election as ACTIVITIES COMMISSIONER AT DHS .....
r~IKE WACKER was also on the trip to MEXICO and paid $25"., ...
RICK would have kept riding right on into the sunset, but MOORE, MARSH, and LOTSPEICH, with
the help of BANDITO BOB EXCUSED dragged him from the podium and set him up for demotion.
At least it wasn't a hotseat that RICK sat on, he sat on what someone said was a footwasher
full of ice. RICK was then provided with \'JhipRi-l}g. cream, wine, and some water, along with
verbal abuse from his ROASTING committee. DG ELECT GARRIE STARr~ER introduced the carnage
committee and let us be the first to see his new DISTRICT GOVERNOR badge .... MEANWHILE, the
Rowel Editor gave a summary of RICK'S accomplishments for the year-- (AND thanked his ROTARYANN JANET for all her help and understanding).
RICK is the first DURHAM UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT ADMINISTRATOR in years to take an active
leadership role in ROTARY, and in addition to making his residence here, RICK has been involved with the swimming team (DURHAM DOLPHINS), SOCCER, the COMMUNITY CHEST, and ran the 7 mile
event in the ALMOND BLOSSOM run in 41 minutes and 11 seconds. RICK was the ANNUAL CONFERENCE
COr1MITTEE CHAIRMAN of the ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS for the 12th ANNUAL
CONFERENCE at SAN DIEGO, MARCH 26-28, a high honor in his field, and evidence that he is at
the top of his vocation in the State of California.
The accreditation team which evaluated our school this past year reported on videotape. It's
conclusions - Durham High School was given superlative ratings, as was Superintendent RICK.
$1000 was given by the club to the DURHAM PARK AND RECREATION DISTRICT, $800 was given to
our DURHAM VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT, and $2,500 has been paid and awarded in Scholarships
to DHS graduates during RICK'S term. The student EXCHANGE program continues with LORI
JOHNSON home from AUSTRALIA, and KAREN ROBERTSON in AUSTRALIA now. BEATRICE TSCHALLENER
from SWITZERLAND just completed a year hosted by our club, and ERIC NORLIE will be going to
SWEDEN this fall.
We sent two students to CAMP ROYALE last summer. We have been active in sponsoring, financing, or working with; THE TRI CLUB PICNIC, THE HARVEST FESTIVAL, THE HALLOWEEN PARTY, THE
COMMUNITY CHRISTMAS PARY, THE ALMOND BLOSSOM RUN, THE EASTER EGG HUNT, and the DURHAM PARADE
AND PICNIC. RICK personally participates in all these events.
DURHAM ROTARY sponsors and/or contributes to: BOY SCOUTS, LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL, THE
SPELLING Bat BUTTE COLLEGE, CAREER DAY at BUTTE COLLEGE, THE ACADEMIC DECATHALON ... the
4-H ANIMAL AUCTION AT SILVER DOLLAR FAIR ....
PROJECTS PARTICIPATED IN, PROMOTED, and/or FINANCED include: THE BIKE PATH, BENCHES AT THE
POST OFFICE, SCREENS INSTALLED AT MEMORIAL HALL, LAWN SPRINKLERS AT THE MEMORIAL HALL LAWN,
ROAD SIGNS RENOVATED ON HWY 99, TREE PLANTED at the POST OFFICE, and we have accepted the
leadership role in the projected PUTNEY STREET PROJECT ... CURBS, SIDEWALKS, and DRAINAGE OF
STANDING STREET WATER on the one block entrance to DURHAM SCHOOLS.
WE added new members, were represented at RI CONVENTION in TORONTO (CANADA) by DG elect
GARRIE STARt~ER, and by GREG SCOTT at PRESIDENTIAL TRAINING SESSIONS at Concord and Woodland,
Calff. We also paid our dues to DISTRICT 516 and ROTARY INTERNATIONAL. We are part of the.
WORLD WIDE ROTARY programs with our payment of some $2,500 in dues. Overall, we spent about
$9,000 to do good work here and abroad.
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We areal~ proud o~ our record this ~ast year,.and RICK'S fine leadership. Just to keep him
from gett1ng the b1g head, the demot1on crew h1t him with a few custard pies doused him with
wine, and heaped other indignities upon him. RICK was able to smear HANK MARSH with the pie
HANK threw at him ... which incidentally sets a precedent for future years ....
HAL MILLER JR., Chico Rotarian, won the GRAND RAFFLE PRIZE-- a trip for TWO to RENO .•.• worth
about $500.o .. HAL just retired, so we wish him a happy trip, a good retirement, and we
hope to continue to see him at DURHAM ROTARYc••••
Some of those attending included:
ABSHIERS, LLOYD & BERNICE
ANDERSON, STAN, POLLY, STAN'S SON, HIS WIFE & their children, FROM GEORGIA
BIRDSEYES, BOB, KAREN, DEL, PAULA
BOWLBY, DON
BRINSONS, DWIGHT, RUTH, IRENE
COONS, EMMETT &MARGE
CROWSTONS, BILL & VIRGINIA
DAIGHS, DALE & EVA MAE
DAVIS, DAN
DEMPSEYS, BILL &TERRI
EDWARDS, LOUIE, IMOGENE &JIM
ELLIS, ROY, SHARON &BARBARA
ERRINGTONS, JIM & SOPHIA
GASSIN, BOB
GOSSES, CLINT &JACKIE
HASTYS, MARV & ROSE
JOHNSON, RON
LANDESSES, RICK &JANET
LOTSPEICH, AL
MARSH, HANK
METZGERS, DON & BETH
MITCHELL, JIM
MOORES, JIM & CAROLYN
NORLIES, BRUCE & PEG
PATTERSONS, JIM & NANCY
ROBINSONS 1 LINDY &LORETTA
SCOTTS,· GREG &DARLENE
SMITH, BILL
STARMERS, GARRETT &ALICE
WACKER, MIKE
WALTERS, JERRY & KAY
WOODS, LEROY &SHERYL
JOHNSON, HARVEY &ANITA
RIDEOUT, GENE
EDMISTON, BOB &SYLVIA
Also, a host of visiting Rotarians .•.•
WINNIE served a fine meal •...
BILL DEMPSEY won a set of PRACTICE GOLF BALLS (a raffle prize donated by DALE DAIGH)
About a dozen special raffle winners took home the beautiful table floral decorations once
again provided by MARV & ROSE HASTY, ESPLANADE FLORISTS, 1812 THE ESPLANADE, CHICO-- MARV
also provided corsages and other flowers, and everyone appreciates this good work for all
special occasions at DURHAM ROTARY-- THANK YOU, MARV.
RICK presented incoming pr~sident GREG SCOTT with a tiny gavel and bell, but later handed
over the real items. JERRY WALTERS hasn't stolen them yet, but he is probably thinking
about it. GREG predicts a year of fun. BOB EXCUSED is resigned to the fact that serious and
sober people like him are just going to have to loosen up a bit.
AND FINALLY-- JERRY and KAY WALTERS invited everyone to their new home after the party, and
quite a few accepted the invitation •••• rhere were a lot of OOHs and several AAHS as we
toured the ho~e, very nice, indeed, and thanks JERRY and KAY for the hospitality and the
strawberry beverages ...••
M0 N D A Y - - J U L Y 4th - - N 0
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CENTERVILLE POWERHOUSE

The Centerville Powerhouse is located in Butte Creek Canyon,
east of Chico on the old Humbug Road. This is the oldest of the
65 hydro plants in the PGandE system.
It was put into operation in 1900 by the Butte County Electric
Power and Lighting Company. Two transmission lines, with an 800 KW
capacity (1,070 HP), emanated to Chico, 14 miles away, and 32 miles
to Oroville. These were 800-volt lines, compared to the 60,000-volt
lines used today.
In 1902, Valley Counties Power Company purchased the plant.
One of the financial backers was Mr. R. R. Colgate of the
Colgate-Palmolive-Peate Company. This company was later merged
with a group of other small companies to form a network of intertying lines and powerhouses, known as California Gas and Electric
Company. This group later merged with a larger network to become
Pacific Gas and Electric Company in 1906.
A 900 KVA generator was added in 1902 and then the two 400 KVA
generators were replaced with a 5,500 KVA generator in 1907. These
units (both the 900 KVA and 5,500 KVA) are still in operation today.
To generate the present day capacity of 6,400 KVA (8,600 HP
which will serve a community of approximately 6,000 people), the
turbines require 180 cubic feet of water per second, or 81,000
gallons per minute. This water is diverted from Butte Creek,
approximately 8 miles upstream. It flows through 8 miles of
canals and flumes along the hillside to a point above the powerhouse. This water then drops 590 feet through two 36-inch diameter
penstocks 2,560 feet (1/2 mile) long. TI1~ water then fl0ws back
into Butte Creek.
The plant was converted to automatic operation in 1959, after
being attended by operators 24 hours per day.
PGandE presently has plans to replace the entire plant with
a single 8,300 KVA generator.

June 20, 1983
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Try the "Four Way Test"
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MEETS MONDAY, 7:00 P.M .

Durham Meniori al Hall
"He profits most who serves best"

ROTARY CLUB OF DURHAM, CALIFORNIA
ADDRESS: P. 0. BOX 383, Durham, California 95938

Past President : Rick Landess
Vice President: Jim Patterson

PRESIDENT
GREG SCOTT

Secretary: Dan Davis
Treasurer: Al Lotspeich

ED ITOR - JIM PATTERSON
JULY 11, 1983
THE NEW ROTARY YEAR is under way .•• PRESIDENT GREG SCOTT is standing tall, with the help
of a milk carton, BOB GASSIN led the salute to the flag and the pledge of allegiance, and
JIM PATTERSON gave the invocation . . .. WINNIE served us a good ROAST PORK DINNER •. . the BELL
is already missing ... (and WALTERS was absent!) so off we go, into the WILD BLUE YONDER . . ..
DURHAM ROTARIANS ATTENDING :
ABSH IER, ANDERSEN, ANDERSON, BIRDSEYE, BOWLBY, COON, DEMPSEY, ELLIS, GASSIN, GOSS, HASTY,
HOTHEM, JOHNSON~ LOTSPEICH, LANDESS, MARSH, MEIGHAN, METZGER, PATTERSON , RIDEOUT, SMITH,
and WACKER .
QUITE A FEW MEMBERS were mi ssing . .• • EDMISTON, both EDWARDSes, DRULEY, EDMISTON, and MOSS are
on the COMANCHE ride . . . DALE DAIGH is in ALASKA, etc . .. . •
GUS GORE ha sn•t been in attendance for awhile, the picture of him and his sons in the E-R
has been misplaced , but GREG knows you were honored for bei ng the leading SOULE• building
contractor in the U.S . GUS, so you might as well come back and become a beli r1nger early
in the Rotary yea r .
EIGHT (8) visiting Rotaria ns were introduced without incident-- ONE (1) guest-- DAR MYERS
of WILLOWS introduced hi s brother- in-law from OHIO-- GREG had him talk awhile, then fined
DAR for the 11 program 11 ---! Only $1-- not too bad . . ..
MOVING ri ght ahead with the PRESIDENT•s ~ HOUR . . . PP RICK is growing a summer beard-- and
fearing he would look like a HIPPIE to E-R readers, had PP once removed JIM MOORE appear
in the E-R picture for publicity purposes, handing over the BELL & GAVEL to BIG GREG . . .
That got a r ousing complaint from STAN ANDERSON, but GREG just climbed back up on his milk
carton, looked him in the eye, and ignored him .... and fined RICK $10.
AL LOTSPEICH came in late with DON BOWLBY, AL was wearing dark glasses, but neither he nor
DON would talk much . • . which come to think of it ALICE, is not all that bad . . . AL apparently had had drops put in his eyes , and we think that meets the four way test.
STAN ANDERSON presented the club with two very nice ROTARY FLAGS from ENGLAND •. . one from
DURHAM (ENGLAND) which has on it the emblem of the CATHEDRAL DOOR KNOCKER .•. legend has it ·
that thugs of all kinds, including murderers could use that knocker to find sanctuary ...
chec k it out ALICE , maybe some of our delinquents could gotli.de· behind the FLAG for some
kind of protection .. . The there was the flag from OXFORD, and would you believe it ALICE,
it has two items on that flag . . . AN. OX and a stream. . . . the OX FORDING the stream ... so
what •s in a name . . . that• s DURHAM (NO BULL) for you as well as a UNIVERSITY TRUTH, and we
thank yo u STAN for f urthering our educati on ... . . . .
BOB GASS IN ki cked in $30 for an I . O. U. It i s gratifying to note that although we have not
kept records of the I.O . U. •s (GENE RIDEOUT refused to do so, and nobody else knows how to
coun t) . . . . but our members are HONEST, and pay up RELIGIOUSLY .
DO ~ BOWLBY complained about the LIONS CLUB MAKEUP BADGE GENE RIDEOUT was wearing, and PDG
or· NO, GREG socked GENE fo r $1, so WATCH IT, guys, this PRES . is a legalist.

CHARLES PRIDDY , CHICO ROTARIAN fa mous for his golf shots, won the RAFFLE-- $10-- and donated
it back to the club .. . . GREG• s new twist . . . the prize was NOT awarded by number (STAN
ANDERSON had t he winning numbe r ) . . , but was FOUND taped under the winner•s chair . Everyone
was searching their seats fo r t he prize-- lots of chewing gum for everybody-- but one was a
lucky winner . .. THERE was a lot of sentiment expressed to get GREG back to work on the
RAFFLE (instead of at the PODIUM) but he declined . ... The unoffi cial vote to DEMOTE GREG
next week fa iled by a margin of 27-23 . So it looks like 11 We 1 ll be looking at you GREG
SCOTT 11 • • • for at l east another week . .. (d id you guys see that FEATURE on channel 12?-- WOW!)
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BI LL DEMPSEY auct ioned off t he GRINDER , bidd i ng $20 himself, ra1s1ng BOB GASSIN'S $21 to $25,
DON METZGER bid $30, and CLINT GOSS t ook it f or $35 . BOB GASS IN bid $40 when he realized
t hat goi ng t o EUROPE fo r 5~ weeks is goi ng to cost him every bit that much, but he was too
1at e •• .•.
THE PROGRAM was a CLUB ASSEMBLY •• . with di scuss i on of goals and an opportunity for input
from the membership of HOPES & FEARS for the upcomi ng YEAR(S) . . . (a little touch of poetry
there ALICE, be al er t) ••• • a SPEAK NOW, OR FOREVER HOLD YOUR PEACE (rather than PUT UP OR
SHUT UP) sess i on • ••
AS YOU KNOW, offi cers for t he upcomi ng year are:
PRES .
V. P.
SEC .
TREAS .

BIG GREG SCOTT
JOLLY JIM .PA1TERSON
DANDY DAN DAVIS
STEADY AL LOTSPEICH

BACKING UP -this i l l ustro~s crew, will be MIKE WACKER, PROGRAMS •• . •
GENE RIBEOUT, SGT . OF ARMS
J IM MOORE .& RICK LANDESS, double PPs, PUBLIC RELATIONS
COMMUNITY SERVICE
YOUTH SERVICE, ROY -ELLIS
VOCATIONAL SERVICE, LINDY ROBINSON
SEN lOR CIT.I Z£NS~ EMMETT COON
double du ty doers i ncl ude AL LOTSPEICH· who will be wor ki ng on ROTARY FOUNDATION, and JIM
PATTERSON as GREETER & BULLETIN EDIT-OR .• ~
With a cr ew l i ke this, GREG can l ean back and ·l i ght up a GENE RIDEOUT CIGAR; (no matter how
much NELS says they stink . ••• ) remember GREG, RED AUERBACK never lit his until late in the
l ast .qua rter when hi s ·BOSTON CELTICS Had the game sewed up •••• so don't smoke too quickly . . . .
i t mi ght stunt your growth •• •• •
MI KE WACKER is geiiftlg -to schedul e a geocl pr ogram fer next week, but he didn't know he had the
job until tenight, we we're not going to lean .on ~im f or advance notice for the ROWEL until
next week .
GARRETT SJARMER is off and r·unn ~ ng as DG, and GE.ORGE BOGGS is serving as DISTRICT SECRETARY
and GOVERNOR'S LIASSON/COORDINATOR.
·
Final ly, your bul l etin editor is working under the new DG to read all DISTRICT 516 CLUB
BULLETINS, and you kno~ALICE, many of them .a re quite good and very unlike the WINDY things
GARRIE and I have special i zed in . Maybe we can learn what the CLUB BULLETIN should really
be l i ke-- and train the next _guy to do it r ight. In the meant ime, Y'ALL keep reading, and
thank yeu .
INVESTIGATION has revealed that ECH0 LAMBERT and ·HARVEY JOHNSON are two of the all time
GREAT GREETERS of the DURHAM ROTARY CLUB. We have a plan to lure these two back to demonstrate how to make peopl e feel .welcome when they come through the doors of MEMORIAL HALL .
You new members are to carefu1Jy watch, then catch that SPIRIT OF ROTARY, and go and do
1i kewi se . Watc.h for your name in the ·ROWEL, if ·you miss. the duty, you can either 1et GREG
recogni ze you or come set in the front row of church on · Sunday at 11, where you'll be
greeted, and I can watch you when the plate i s passed .
THAT'S IT FOLKS . ... •••
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ROTARY CLUB OF DURHAM, CALIFORNIA
ADDRESS: P. 0. BOX 383, Durham, California 95938

Past President: Rick Landess
Vice President: Jim Patterson

PRESIDENT
GREG SCOTT

Secretary: Dan Davis
Treasurer: Al Lotspeich

EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
JULY 18, 1983
GREG arrived with the BELL &GAVEL
but with WALlERS on hand, the BELL did TRAVEL .•..
That's right ALICE, GREG stole the bell back from LOTSPEICH last week (there's no accounting
this time, however, for the LOST PIECE .... ) You think about that WORD PLAY awhile ALICE, and
we'll move right on ...
WINNIE served us HAM, et~. WALTERS led the PLEDGE of ALLEGIANCE and the salute to the flag ...
but didn't get the bell then or during the invocation (GREG kept his eyes open and watched) •..
MEANWHILE, we were really happy to have some of our COMANCHE RIDERS back, BOB DRULEY.paid $10,
LOUIE EDWARDS paid $5, and GIL MOSS paid $10. It is rumored that BOB EXCUSED will have to
pay interest on his fine, since he didn't show up this week. BOB'S son PAUL was on the ride
with him .... and then there's JIM EDWARDS. Apparently people were falling off horses, but
no one would admit anything. We still don't know if the riders were drinking, or the horses
were spirited, spooked, or unbroken, or just what ... maybe a combination ... Also there was
a makeup meeting of Rotarians during the ride .... but they didn't say what they made up.
Probably wouldn't pass the 4-Way test item ... Is it the truth???????
GUS GORE was on hand, and GREG had the big E-R picture of GUS &SONS winning that top SOULE
sales award. GUS paid $24. He volunteered to pay more, but GREG discovered that GUS is
building another 42,000 sq. ft. building in CHICO, something like the prize winner previously
built. It looks like GREG is thinking of recognizing GUS again.
JIM MOORE and his ROTARY ANN CAROLYN were ~lebr~ting ANNIVERSARY 13 toda.¥ ... GREG graciously
excused BIG JIM to leave early after allow1ng h1m tb pay $10 for the ann1versary ...•
MARV HASTY was thanked for providing flowers at a gathering for the DISTRICT GOVERNOR ELECT-who had left a snapshot of MARV and JAN LANDESS with GREG-- After assuring MARV there would
be no charge, GREG collected $5 anyway-- just an automatic reflex action ....
JERRY WALTERS and KAY celebrated ANNIVERSARY 6 August 16-- thanks for the $10 JERRY and for
the $5 tacked on for allegedly stealing the bell .••..
DON METZGER and AL LOTSPEICH also paid $5, for their alleged complicity in WALTER'S CRIME ....
GREG also nicked a few people for having no VISITING ROTARIAN at their table and for some
who erred in their INTRODUCTIONS ....
There is absolutely no truth, ALICE, in the report that the empty chair GREG placed by the
podium is for RIGOR MORTIS to set in. And let's knock off those crummy mortician jokes guys,
the ROWEL is a classy publication .....
ATTENDANCE REPORT ...
WERNER SCHULTZE, our own PAT MURPHY, attended tonight, and received a nice round of applause.
We finally got the straight word on how PAT could be GERMAN with a name like that. He was
adopted. PAT is also looking for his ROTARY I.D. CARD. Seems he paid $120 in dues (two years)
and got no card. GREG appointed a team to investigate this outrage, and it includes the MAFIA
and the IRA ... we expect PAT to get a card engraved in GOLD, and hand delivered ... and it's
nice to haVe you· ba~~ PATRICK, BEGORRAH, DANKE SHOFN, ETC ....
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DURHAM ROTARIANS ATTENDING:
ABSHIER, BOWLBY, COON, DEMPSEY, DRULEY, GORE, GOSS, HASTY, HOTHEM, LOTSPEICH, MEIGHAN, MARSH,
METZGER, MITCHELL, MOORE, MOSS, NORLIE, PATTERSON, SCOTT, SMITH, WALTERS, WACKER, EDWARDS,
MURPHY, &RIDEOUTo
CHICO ROTARIANS VISITING:
ALLAN, CARLSON, KEMP, KIRKHAM, MONTGOMERY, PETERSEN, SCHOOL, SEARLE, SHOLS, VOLPATO, WEAGLE.
FROM OROVILLE: BARRY NOLING
We also welcomed five (5) guests of Rotarians including our outgoing YES student, ERIC NORLIE,
son of BRUCE &PEG, and new member CRAIG HAWESo•~·
CRAIG HAWES was INDUCTED into membership by RAY MEIGHAN, with sponsor HANK MARSH standing by.
CRAIG'S classification is REAL ESTATE SALES. CRAIG is a CHICO Native Son. He established
Lassen Auto Parts in 1971, and in recent years, has been in real estate, and is now with FRAN
SHELTON REALTY specializing in COMMERCIAL real estate. He and his ROTARY ANN SUZAN are
parents of CHAD 16, and BETH 15. WELCOME to DURHAM ROTARY, CRAIG-- don't forget to show up
15 or 20 minutes early next week to serve as greeter. CONGRATULATIONS, also, for winning the
RAFFLE. (this week's prize - a special Rotary key chain)
RAY MEIGHAN gave a substantive induction talk which added some good information to the Rotary
knowledge that we have. He said that PAUL HARRIS, our founder, was a lawyer. I read somewhere that PAUL HARRIS was a CHRISTIAN. RAY and I will get together to see if this apparent
contradiction can be resolved.
MIKE WACKER, our new program chairman-- is right on the job. Tonight's PROGRAM was presented
by BUD. TRACY, son of PAST PRES I DENT (48-49) and CHARTER MENSER 0. E. TRACY. BUD is the
developer of the PRATT SCHOOL MALL. (No ALICE, the PRATT MALL, not a PRATT FALL). We learned
that DURHAM was orig.inally named PRATTSVILLE. Much might 'beCI"one with word play on that name
ALICE, but we must move on. Plans for the mall include a restaurant which will seat 75, and
an ice cream soda fountain, a grocery store, a pharmacy, and much more. Approximately 40
jobs will be created by the store and restaurant for area people. Drainage of the area and
sidewalks are included in the development. A kiosk will be built just east of the old school
where EeGft ENGLAND was principal for so many years. ALICE wants to know what a kiosk is.
The dictionary says that a kiosk ••• is a Turkish open summerhouse or pavilion .•. or a similar
structure used as a newsstand, display stand, bandstand, etc •.•• Local sidewalk superintendents question whether Durham will support a business development of such magnitude. The
developer played a key role in the rennovation of downtown Chico. We don't have the population of Chico, and some skepticism about the project remains. However, BUD TRACY is a DURHAM
BOY who has his whole heart in the projecte He did not want to see the old school torn down
and the area plastered with apartment buildings. He is putting his money where his heart is,
and we will see if his reasonlng has been swallowed up by emotion. One more announced
feature, a MOBILE gas stati·on where the old station stands on the corner across from the
school •••• THANKS to BUD TRACY for a program of great interest to us all, and thanks to
MIKE WACKER for scheduling him ••..
NEXT WEEK:

ERIC NORLIE will share with us his thoughts and hopes as he leaves for SWEDEN.
He wants our input .as he shapes what he will present to audiences over there -programs ·on CALIFORNIA and DURHAM. This may be one of the few times you will
have a teenager asking for advice-- don't miss your opportunity! (BRUCE and
PEG, please apply reasonable restraint!)

FINALLY •••••• remember, JERRY WALTERS, as you put THE BELL into the deep freeze- this
PRESIDENT has been known to deep freeze some himself ••.•••••
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Secretary: Dan Davis
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
JULY 25, 1983
DALE DAIGH is back from ALASKA, with FISH STORIES which meet the FOUR-WAY TEST. Good to have
you back DALE, and thanks EMMETT COON for duty at the door during DALE'S DEPARTURE ....
PRESIDENT GREG has another gimmic, tiny little MINI-DARTS, and BALLOONS in which were FINE
TOTALS, on a dart· board. LATECOMERS were allowed four (4) attempts to break a balloon, if
they missed all four (4) times, it cost them $20. AL LOTSPEICH managed to miss all four
times, by certified public account, and paid $20. JERRY WALTERS had so much fun throwing the
darts, that he popped· two (2) balloons, and paid only $2 and $3 (that's a total of $5 ALICE).
LEROY WOOD popped a $1 balloon and that covered his ANNIVERSARY TOO ..•. talk about your
bargains. JIM EDWARDS nailed a $10 BALLOON, and it may have covered his COMANCHE RIDE ....
GIL MOSS burst a $5 BALLOON, but it turns out that he went to ALEXANDRA, AUSTRALIA--· imagine
that!, and paid another $25. We still can't figure out how GIL made the COMANCHE RIDE,
travelled 12,000 miles, and none of us knew he was missing ..... A ROLLING MOSS gathers no
stones, hoofprints, etc .....
HANK MARSH paid $20, for allegedly helping AL LOTSPEICH steal the BELL .....
BILL CROWSTON is a JULY 4 BABY, AND paid $15 for a birthday song from PRESIDENT

GREG~

PRESLDENT GREG quizzed and grilled MOSS &WALTERS about a YOUTH EXCHANGE STUDENT .FROM
AUSTRIA who visited us FOUR YEARS AGO. TALK ABOUT CONFUSION, nobody knew who was on first
base, or in left field. After what seemed like an interminable time of wrangling--- PRES
GREG corrected himself-- the student was MARK CHURCHER from AUSTRALIA-- Now we knew GREG
had problems with the RAFFLE arithmetic--- but we now know that either (1) he can't spell
AUSTRALIA or (2) he can spell AUSTRALIA, but can't write well enough so that he can read his
writing. So far, however, he has conducted LIVE meetings. BIG GREG is not MORBID in his
ROTARY UNDERTAKINGS. PAY ATTENTION ALICE, don't get buried by all the words •...
As for the RAFFLE, EMMETT COON had the winning ticket, but GREG had us pass our tickets to
the LEFT-- and that LEFT EMMETT out. DWIGHT BRINSON was the big winner.
DISTRICT GOVERNOR GARRIE STARMER, Durham Rotary's very own, is happily travelling around the
District 516 with his ROTARY ALICE, and you will find his first monthly newsletter enclosed
with this week's ROWEL. Note that GARRIE will be with us Monday, September 19. This week,
he is visiting BRENTWOOD, BENICIA {RAY MEIGHAN'.S former club}, DIXON, and LAFAYETTE.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
1. We need someone to head up the HARVEST FESTIVAL this OCTOBER at the DURHAM PARK. After
founding and running the event the past four years, BRUCE and PEGGY NORLIE are going to
give someone else leadership opportunity.
2. BOARD MEETING next MONDAY, August 1....
3. BOB EDMISTON (ALIAS BOB EXCUSED) is in the hospital, should be out by now-- get well
soon BOB, and hurry back---4. We are now at the 2300% level in ROTARY FOUNDATION SUPPORT!!!
5. PAST PRESIDENT PLAQUE key-- needed, and PP RICK'S name should be added-- we think the
engraving is done, but the plate needs to be turned over ...•
6. NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM-- HANK MARSH has scheduled JIM SUMMERS of Chico Golf Course for our
program ....
7. BOB MATSON of CHICO ROTARY mailed GREG a card from DURHAM, ENGLAND.
8. LARAE EICHER wrote a thank you for our financial support of her recent trip to Washington,
D.C. (LARAE is State President of FHA at DHS)
9. Greeter Aug 1.: CRAIG HAWES
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OUR PROGRAM:
ERIC NORLIE, son of BRUCE and PEG, will be leaving for SWEDEN Tuesday, August 2 as our YOUTH
EXCHANGE STUDENT. ERIC in his talk told us about (1) his application (2) his interview
(3) Leonard and Helen Green of Lidinger (a suburb of Stockholm, and their three children (his
host family in Sweden) (4) the_process of getting his passport, visa, etc., and (5) his
ticket for flights via San Francisco, Seattle (to visit grandparents), and the North Pole to
Copenhagen-- then on to Stockholm. ERIC will attend a· school for a month prior to his regular
school year, in order· to further master the Swedish language. His host family speaks English
fluently as well as German and Swedish. ERIC leaves DURHAM HIGH with an excellent scholastic
record, and has.had an avid interest in computerse He shared with us the slide presentation he has.put together for audiences over there. The slides were professional in quality,
and showed California from San Francisco with its high rise buildings, BART trains, and
Cable Cars to Yosemite. Falls and the truly beautiful mountains, Redwood trees, lakes, agricultural production, ·and all·the rest we sometimes take for granted. District 516 looks
great through the· eyes· and slides of ERIC, and he added some views of DOWNTOWN DURHAM and his
own. HOME. ERIC, DURHAM. ROTARY is. proud to· send you forth as an A~bassador of your community,
state, and our club. We hope that as you repeatedly show your sl1des, you· not only will
share well your message, but ~hat you wi~l also increase ~n yo~r appreciation for this place
you leave, your·.very· fine fam1ly, and th1s ROTARY CLUB wh1~h.w1shes you GOD SPEED, a great
experience, and in due time, a safe returno THANKS for a f1ne program, and we will enjoy
hearing all about your ongoing experience through your parents. If you can organize your
report on your trip· as well as you did this pre-trip material, we may wan~ to ship you
around District 516 when you get back. Also, thanks to RAY MEIGHAN for h1s ongoing work
in the YES program.·
It was.especially good to have excused attendance members DWIGHT BRINSON, PAT MURPHY,
HARVEY JOHNSON, AND GENE RIDEOUT in attendanceo
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ALICE:

Twenty meetings until Christmas
Forty-five meetings until we demote GREG
Some are expecting to enjoy themselves on the way to these big Rotary Events, the Christmas
Party December 19, and Demotion June 25.
PRESIDENT GREG (GREAT) SCOTT is certainly having a good time. In a futile attempt to coerce
AL LOTSPEICH into returning his bell, GREG heisted a wall item from AL'S office. When AL
paid $50 for the grinder everyone thought GREG had the problem on the run, but then AL confessed he was driving a new MERCEDES-BENZ. AL also got his wall hanging back, and GREG still
has no bell. Someone claimed it was interred at one of GREG'S services, that is, he BURIED
a RINGERo No ALICE, that is not a DURHAM ROTARY joke. That item was from a CHICO ROTARIAN •...
DALE DAIGH caught a 28 lb fish in ALASKA, and also 60 trout. That's the good news. Now for
the BAD NEWS, he paid his recognition BEFORE going on the trip ...
Now for some more GOOD NEWS-- We had a whole table of visiting Rotarians who ate before the
FLAG SALUTE & GRACE-- and paid $5 each for their transgressions ($30 for our coffers) JIM
SWEENEY, BOB HEATON, DICK HORTON, and JIM LEDGERWOOD of CHICO ... FRANK DAYTON and LARRY
SYLVA of OROVILLE .... Now for the BAD NEWS ..... It won't be safe to MAKE UP in CHICO and
OROVILLE anymore ... .
BOB EXCUSED is back, and brought his son BILL with him. For a guy who is EXCUSED, BOB sure
sees a lot of action~ He had a great time on the COMANCHE RIDE, and apparently sprinted
away from the HOSPITAL so fast that he ran right off his CATHETER. GREG gave it back to him
for $10, tacked on $15 for the COMANCHE RIDE, but BOB felt so good he made it $50 ... DOUBLE
your pleasure, DOUBLE your FUN, that BOB EXCUSED is a SON OF A GUN ... how's that for a little
poetry, ALICE? stay alert ...
BILL DEMPSEY participated in the JEEPERS JAMBOREE, a rock ribbed ride from GEORGETOWN to
LAKE .TAHOE, over hill, over dell, nothing smooth, and bumpy as
. Thanks for the
report BILL, and the $25.
JERRY WALTERS paid $5, the exact reason escaped your scribe.
OUR MEETING was INTERNATIONAL·... HANS TSCHALLENER, CIVIL. ENGINEER, of SCHAFFHAUSEN, SWITZERLAND attended·, with his wife JULIKA, and daughters BEATRICE. and YARA. BEATRICE, of course,
was our exchange student of the past year. We had nice statements from each member of the
family, with HANS bringing greetings from his Rotary Club, and expressing special thanks to
our club and to the MARSHES &LOTSPEICHES for hosting BEATRICE in their homes. The Tschalleneners have been seeing quite a lot of our country, and it certainly does add a special
dimension to our Rotary experience to have had them with us. A special touch ... FATHER HANS
drew the winning RAFFLE TICKET .... and the WINNER was none other than ... his daughter YARA ....
PROGRAM: JIM SUMMERS, of the MUNICIPAL GOLF CO., spoke on the history and present situation
of the BIDWELL GOLF COURSE. JIM is a former member of SONORA ROTARY CLUB, and is a prospective member for our club. He applied dry wit to the frustrations of a private enterprise individual dealing with the bureaucratic realities of CHICO City Government. It
hasn't been easy, but he has put the GOLF COURSE back on a much better operational basis.
There are now over 350 members at $750 each. The memberships increase in value, and are
like stock investment to shareholders in a company. BIDWELL GOLF COURSE is NOT a private
club, and members are playing golf there for quite a bit less than a comparable facilities
elsewhere. A final note--- BOOZE is still not sold at the CLUBHOUSE. ANNIE BIDWELL deeded
the land to the city with the stipulation that no alcoholic beverage could be sold. Thanks
to JIM for our program, and to HANK MARSH for scheduling him.
o

attendance tonight:
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NO DURHAM MEMBERS LEFT EARLY

SEPTEMBER 19: DISTRICT GOVERNOR VISIT

NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM:

SEPTEMBER 21: TRI CLUB PICNIC

DISTRICT ATTORNEY WILL MATTLEY

JUST AFTER NEXT WEEK 1 S PROGRAM:

BOARD MEETING
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BOGGS IS BACK
DISTRICT GOVERNOR'S NEWSLETTER ENCLOSED, HALF OUR MAILINGS
ERIC NORLIE IS IN SWEDEN
BOB BIRDSEYE IS OUR NEW HARVEST FESTIVAL CHAIRMAN
That's right ALICE, GEORGE BOGGS is home in DURHAM, with a new phone number, 343-2541. He
is back from DEEP IN THE HEART OF TEXAS, where two of his papers were accepted for publication, and where he did fourteen months work on his DOCTORATE in EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION.
I hope I got all that right. GEORGE is sporting a beard, a TEXAS hat, COWBOY boots, and a
nice ARMADILLO belt buckle. GREETINGS too, to ROTARY ANN ANN (no redundancy, ALICE, her
name is ANN), and to KEVIN, IAN, and MICAH. GEORGE contributed $27 to the CLUB-- thanks,
GEORG~ for attending ON YOUR 14th ANNIVERSARY and DURHAM ROTARY thanks you ANN, for
allowing GEORGE to be with us on your ANNIVERSARY. PRES. GREG mentioned that GEORGE had a
birthday in TEXAS, 9-9-82. We all sang H.B. to GEO~ Finally, GEORGE won the RAFFLE, a
deluxe ROTARY KEY CHAIN .... then stayed for our BOARD MEETING, as TRUSTEE. GEORGE is also
Editor o·f the DISTRICT GOVERNOR NEWSLETTER ... Rumor has it .•. we let GEORGE do it, because
GEORGE always does it right ... now moving right on, before this gets to sounding like a
eulogy ....
TWO WEEKS ago, we promised you each a copy of the DISTRICT GOVERNOR'S.NEWSLETTER ... then
discovered we only had half enough copies-- In response to numerous reminders that the
promised letter WAS NOT ENCLOSE·D- those who.did NOT receive should have a copy with this
ROWEL ... It was clearly a case of a VAST idea, with HALF VAST SUPPLY ..... Anyway ....
ERIC NORLIE arrived in SWEDEN August 3·, and is busily studying SWEDISH. We are looking
forward to hearing from our YOUTH EXCHANGE STUDENT, especially since he is one of our very
own ROTARY KIDS.
BOB BIRDSEYE responded to our need to have a HARVEST FESTIVAL CHAIRMAN. BRUCE &PEG NORLIE
intend to help in an advisory capacity which is also great news. When the BIRDSEYES &
NORLIES inform us of how several of us can specifically help to insure the continuing success of this event, we hope that YOU will enthusiastically volunteer. BOB is another of
our really dependable workers, and thanks BOB, for being our CHAIRMAN.
MORE ODDS

&

ENDS .....

JERRY WALTERS said he had heard something on GEORGE BOGGS, then refused to share same with
our PRESIDENT GREG .... that cost JERRY $5 ... JERRY also borrowed 25¢ (twenty-five cents)
each from PAT MURPHY &BOB BIRDSEYE, just to be able to buy a dinner ticket ... times are
hard. At a previous meeting ROY ELLIS had to pay for the PREACHER'S raffle ticket ...
Things are so bad, it is rumored that GENE RIDEOUT is rolling his own cigars ..•. there is
no truth, however, to what NELS ANDERSEN claims he is rolling in them .....
THERE is also no truth to the rumor that PRESIDENT GREG has made a deal to let us DEMOTE
DISTRICT GOV. GARRETT STARMER June 25 INSTEAD of him. Some talk has been heard of doing
them BOTH-- a M'IJTJ & JEFF occasion .... but then, it is probably just that .... TALK ...
POOR DON BOWLBY, running with bad company, showed up late again-- and was fined $10 (TEN
DOLLARS) ... while MIKE WACKER, who had a wonderful TRIP, claimed he worked a little bit
in a CHURCH, and GREG dropped him like a HOT POTATO and only fined him $5 (FIVE DOLLARS).
MEANWHILE AL LOTSPEICH is still running around with the GRINDER, the BELL, the GAVEL, and
probably will steal PRESIDENT GREG'S SHIRT by next week ..... (to polish that NEW MERCEDES)
Maybe we can get somebody to buy some INSURANCE from BOWLBY to cheer up the poor guy ...
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SPEAKING of getting picked on, PP RICK LANDESS finally got a little VACATION away from all
the rat race of having been PRESIDENT and the pressures of being school superintendent ....
and GREG got him for $25 ...
Then there was MOORE (JIM) and.MEIGHAN (RAY) with a trip and BIRTHDAY, respectively, and
PRES. GREG allowed them to throw the dice for recognition, JIM was to pay triple, and
rolled.a 1 (one), and RAY was to pay double, and rolled a 2 (two). It didn't really ADD
UP to much ....
INTRODUCTIONS went well, with RICHARD HOTHEM, RON JOHNSON, AND (I think) BRUCE NORLIE paying
$2 O"r $3 each for having no VISITING ROTARIAN at their table.
FRED SANKEY, visiting from COLUSA ROTARY, is PAST PRESIDENT, and PRESENT PRESIDENT of that
CLUB, and first time we have met a double P.P.
GUESTS included DOUGLAS VARGAS, DDS, (STAN ANDERSON), and DAVE &MARK ERICKSON from PLACERVILLE (DALE DAIGH).
EXCUSED ATTENDANCE SENIOR ACTIVES PRESENT WERE: DEL BIRDSEYE, LOUIE EDWARDS, PAT MURPHY and
GENE RIDEOUT. Last week HARVEY JOHNSON was here-- these members always add a special touch
of class to our meeting.
·
PRESIDENT GREG ANNOUNCEMENTS:
TICKETS for the TRI-CLUB PICNIC will be available next week, $7.50 each .•..
BADGES and Lapel Pins will be carefully checked by PRESIDENT GREG in upcoming weeks ....
GREG HOLMAN, STAN ANDERSON S GRANDSON~ was· seeded FIRST in the 200, 100, and 50 yard
FREESTYLE races, in his age group, at the recent CHICO AQUAJETS INVITATIONAL SWIM MEET.
GREG WON all three races .... I am really surprised that STAN hasn't told our GREG about
his GREG •.. now we all know ... .
4. NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM:
WILL MATTLY, DISTRICT ATTORNEY for BUTTE COUNTY, gave our program tonight informing us of·:tne·-If.1PACT of the VICTIM'S BILL OF RIGHTS, which was voted into being in the
JUNE 1982 election, as PROPOSITION 8. Restitution for victims, even when the defendant is
sent to State Prison, is now possib1e. Prior convictions can now be presented in trials
of repeat offenders. Diminished capacity defenses are affected by the new law. Pleas
Bargaining, and Mentally Disordered Sex Offender "defens·es" are no longer the options they
once were for criminal defense. It is probably still a considerable challenge to effect
justice in our state where so much emphasis has been placed on the rights of individuals
(including those accused of criminal acts), but it sounds like the VICTIM'S BILL OF RIGHTS
is a change for the better· for the guys in the WHITE HATS, including WILL MATTLY. By the
way, we learned that WILL'S father· believed that all lawyers were self-serving. With that
kind of wisdom in WILL'S immediate family, there has to be hope for WILL. We thank our DA
for being with us again, and HANK MARSH for scheduling him.
1.
2.
3.

1
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AUGUST 15, 1983
PRES. GREG nwhistled 11 the meeting to order .... GEO. BOGGS led the salute to the Flag and the
Pledge of Allegiance .... JIM PATTERSON prayed, giving thanks for WINNIE S PORK CHOPS, and
we sat down to eat on a VERY HOT evening~··· HOW HOT ALICE? Some said, but I don't think
they have been there to really know ...
1

INTRODUCTIONS went pretty well. GUS GORE used the microphone as an earphone and amused the
crowd with some preliminaries-- for $1 ... but·by and large the boys avoided recognition ...
THE BELL came back-- POLISHED-- LOTSPEICH apparently took GREG'S SHIRT to polish the bell
along with his MERCEDES ... POOR DON BOWLBY, withAL LOTSPEICH again, tried to get to the
meeting on time, but AL kept trying to beat him in RACQUETBALL and failed four out of five
times ... AL had the GRINDER, so he didn't care .... DON threw the dice for double, and rolled
a 2-- paid $4 for being late ...
In order to get the BELL.~. GREG had to coff up (yes ALICE, I know how to spell COUGH, but
this is COFF as in coffin or coffer) $25 to get his BELL BACK •... and came up SHORT .... so
BOWLBY BRIBED him with a $25 loan .••. with the agreement that he can arrive late at meetings
whenever he pleases ... ~
BIG GREG announced that· BILL DEMPSEY is opening an AUTO SUPPLY BUSINESS right across from
MEMORIAL HALL ... so he will be advertising to ROTARIANS every time we come to a meeting ....
The phone number will be 891-3525 ....
RAY MEIGHAN announced that DG GARRIE STARMER is in WOODLAND, and will be awakened at 6:00 A.M.
and told that the farmers down there get to work early .... He will then be taken to a field
where he will meet MARLA RICHEY-- our first DISTRICT 516 ROTARY OVERSEAS VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONS EXCHANGE person ... MARLA is going to AUSTRALIA ... then they will be taken 3000 feet up
in a HOT AIR BALLOON .... because the DG visit is to "LOOK OVER THINGS" ......
DON METZGER paid $4 for a visit to· the LAKE TAHOE area, including the PONDEROSA RANCH ....
MIKE WACKER was rumored to have quit smoking, but he lit up when asked about it, and GREG
was so disappointed that he hit him for $5.
MICK GREY is just back from a nice 10 day vacation on the coasts of OREGON and paid $10 ....
JIM PATTERSON declined the honor of being at the podium for vacationing GREG AUG. 22, and
GREG fined him $2 .... BOB BIRDSEYE will stand in for GREG next week .....
BILL SMITH, tore off the number end of his raffle ticket-- leaving the person to his left
with no number when GREG had us pass our tickets .... TCH TCH BILL ... and thanks for the $5.
PAST PRESIDENT RICK LANDESS still has no BADGE, and GREG is badgering him about it .....
NELS and DOROTHY ANDERSEN· celebrate ANNIVERSARY NUMBER 45 this SATURDAY, AUG 20-- and NELS
celebrated by contributing $50 to DURHAM ROTARY .... THANKS NELS, and congratulations to you
and DOROTHY on your good record ..••
TRI CLUB PICNIC tickets are now available at $7.50 each ...• an outstanding menu of HAWAIIAN
STYLE PORK prepared by our own JERRY WALTERS ..•• and lots of food to go with it .....
Beverages at 6-- dinner at 7.•. ladies night of course ..... WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 ..• MARK
YOUR CALENDARS ..•

•
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PROGRAM: GARY RAPAPORT, Executive-Director ·of the NEW REHABILITATION CENTER at COMMUNITY
MOSPITAL spoke about the many services the center·provides. The center deals with ACUTE
problems requiring REHABILITATION, such as, disabilities from injuries and all types of
diseases. A person must be able to participate in four types of exercises in order to be
serviced at the center. Just about any disabled person can be helped with specific programs
to meet their needs. GARY described the new facilities being built to accommodate the REHAB
CENTER. Approximately 30% of the existing hospital space will be used in REHAB work, with
construction of a new tower to add the area needed to continue patient care.at the present
level. GARY pointed out that the hospitals in the area compliment each other in services.
Also at COMMUNITY HOSPITAL are the POISON-CONTROL CENTER and TEL MED PROGRAM with 250 informational tapes. You can dial the number to get information on all kinds of operations,
diseases, and other pertinent medical data. GARY was introduced by JIM MOORE, and scheduled
by HANK MARSH. WE thank GARY for an informative and interesting program.
PROGRAM NEXT TWO WEEKS:
AUGUST 22

ALAN LEIBERMAN, Legal Services of Northern California, Legal Aid in Butte
County.

AUGUST 29 -- ANN HARRINGTON, Chico Housing Improvement Program
FINAL NOTES:

RICK LANDESS took over for DAN DAVIS, as Secretary for the week. With officers
vacationing, we need YOUR help, too, to keep DURHAM ROTARY running right.
THANKS 'FOR HELPING ....
MYLES PUSTEJOVSKY is now putting together the p,.ans for the PUTNEY STREET
PROJECT. He met with BILL CHE FF recently to determine county speci fications. We hope to consider moving in this project before the winter rainy
season.
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
AUGUST 22, 1983
BIG BOB BIRDSEYE, Past President 1977-78, loomed large at the PODIUM, standing in for PRESENT
PRESIDENT GREAT (GREG) SCOTT, and did his very best to get GREG out of the hole. (GREG
really isn't in a HOLE, ALICE, but without a milk carton it APPEARS that he is always coming
up SHORT). BURLY BOB, perhaps getting ready for the ALMOND HARVEST, not only KNOCKED each
member but even GLEANED -- and the result?? --- A festival harvest for the treasury of DURHAM
ROTARY ··~r" (Later, we'll turn that around and have a HARVEST FESTIVAL •..• LOOK AT THIS
LIST OF FINES ..... .
LLOYD and BERNICE ABSHIER celebrateANNIVERSARY! number 44 AUG. 27. LLOYD could have paid a
lot less-- but· he forged out a message-- by donating $50 .... BERYNICE, LLOYD .... (there•s a
hidden message in there ALICE .. BERRY NICE.,. VERY NICE ... come on, you can't be lazy •.•. )
CONGRATULATIONS, LLOYD &BERNICE.
BOB BIRDSEYE paid $5
DEL BIRDSEYE paid $15 for his trip as BOB 11 brought home the Canadian Bacon 11 from his fined
father ....
NELS ANDERSEN, BLACKSMITH II, paid $5 for a trip to the Lake ..•.
GEORGE BOGGS paid $5-- victim of a WALTERS CAPER-- BUTTE COLLEGE athletic calendar ....
EMMETT COON took a little trip to RENO, and BOB took EMMETT for $5.
DAN DAVIS was four days on the KLAMATH RIVER, and is now $5 shorter for it ...
BILL DEMPSEY was assessed $5, so since he was paying anyway, we established that he and LYNN
celebrate ANNIVERSARY 24 August 23.o .• CONGRATULATIONS for your fine record ... and another
$3 was tacked on for a RENO trip .. o.
BOB EDMISTON, that is BOB EXCUSED, went fishing off the COAST, and came home with some CLAMS
and CRABS, and BOB was scratched for $10 ....
ROY ELLIS spent some time in EUREKA ... and BOB exclaimed: 11 I FOUND IT 11 - - $4 of ROY•s money,
that is ... pay attention ALICE, it won•t get any easier ...
CLINT GOSS went to RENO, suffering through a down pour in QUINCY, and BOB let CLINT pour $5
into the hat, as the money just continued to dribble in...
.
MARV HASTY claimed he wasn•t doing anything, so he was fined $5 for do:i.ng nothing ......
RICHARD HOTHEM did some dir~·biking with his son, and paid $14 ....
RICK and JAN LANDESS celebrated ANNIVERSARY 18 August 21, thanks for the $5, and CONGRATULATIONS.
BRUCE NORLIE rolled his DUNE BUGGY, and lost a keg of beer, BRUCE was given half price for his
contribution to morality and paid $2.50.
RAY MEIGHAN was doing 11 nothing, 11 and it cost him $5 ....
HANK MARSH was out of town 11 - - (HAWAII) and it cost him $25 ...
PAT MURPHY paid $5, out of the goodness of his heart ...
DALE DAIGH has a prospective buyer for his store, and paid $10
DON METZGER said BETH gave him $10 and let him attend our meeting, so he ~ad.~$5 left after
he paid for his meal, and after BOB found that out, he had 0.
'
JIM PATTERSON had his badge stolen by JERRY WALTERS, cost him $2
GENE RIDEOUT passed the hat, and closed out the recognitions by putting in $5
JERRY WALTERS paid $10 for a trip to Crater Lake in Oregon.
LINDY ROBINSON paid $5 for his new company car, and $10 down on a projected 5 week trip to
MONTREAL &NEW ENGLAND ....
11

11

THE PROGRAM
JIM BETT, FATHER OF NANCY BETT PATTERSON, gave a talk on ABRAHAM LINCOLN. 3,300 books have
been listed in the LIBRARY OF CONGRESS on Lincoln, of whictr JTM BETT ·has- 60, and he has
read hundreds more. The Civil War ended on April 6, 1865, and the country was caught up in
celebration. On Good Friday, April 13, Lincoln had a cabinet meeting in the afternoon and
presented his ideas on educating and remunerating each slave by the owners. His ideas may
have· seemed radical to his cabinet members, no records survived that meeting. On the ride
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to the theatre, President Lincoln mentioned to his wife that after all the strain of the
war (his wife had three brothers who fought and died in the Confederate Arm~) that they
should travel some to relax. California (whose gold had financed the Union) and Jerusalem
were two places Lincoln wanted to visit. JOHN WILKES BOOTH planned carefully the assassination of LINCOLN, he received his mail at the FORD theatre, and had access to it. Prior to
the play, he bored a hole in the door of the PRESIDENTIAL BOX, and after shooting the
President, leaped onto the stageo He caught a boot spur on the American Flag, and this
caused him to fall, breaking his leg. He was subsequently cornered and killed in a barn.
Before Lincoln was entombed 36 years later in Springfield, Illinois (1901), his body was
viewed in Washington ( 7 days), and for 30 days enroute to Illinois at tr~nstops along the
way. A bizarre attempt by criminals to steal his body was thwarted in 1875. He was buried
again in a lead lined coffin. After his body was identified, final burial was made in
solid concrete in 190lo More has been written about Abraham Lincoln than any other person
except Christ. JIM BETT is a 28 year ROTARIAN, with perfect attendance until he achieved
Senior Active Excused status. He had 20 years of perfect attendance at OAKLAND ROTARY CLUB
(3) and is now a member of ROSSMOOR ROTARY CLUBo We thank him for an interesting and
informative talk.
NEXT WEEK (AUG. 29); ANN HARRINGTON, CHICO HOUSING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
SEPTEMBER 5 -- LABOR DAY -- NO MEETING
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EDITOR (pro tem) - BOB BIRDSEYE
AUGUST 29, 1983
The meeting for August 29th was called to order by PRES. GREG by calling on GEORGE
BOGGS to do the invocation and the flag salute led by STAN ANDERSON. JOE RICHTER passed
away last week and PRES. asked for a minute of silent prayer in memory of a good Rotarian
and friend to all.
PRES. GREG called for introduction of visitors when he got to the table with Jim
Sweeney. Jim was introduced and Jim said he was a guest not a visitor so PRES. GREG asked
about his makeup card that Jim had in his shirt pocket. PRES. GREG had Jim come up and
throw darts at some balloons -- the one he broke had a five dollar fine inside. The table
with GEORGE BOGGS, HANK MARSH, JIM MOORE, STAN ANDERSON, BOB BIRDSEYE, DAN DAVIS didn•t
have a visiting Rotarian and they donated $2.00 apiece to the club.
Jerry Council and Andre Gerico both of Chico also threw darts and paid $5.00 apiece.
Stan Anderson was asked about his and Polly•s grandson and all the swimming medals
that he has won this summer. Stan gladly paid $25.00.
DAN DAVIS was asked about a boat that he bought. DAN said that the boat wasn•t new that
he just transferred the ownership from his corporation to his personal ownership. This cost
DAN $5.00.
BOB GASSIN went on a 40 day trip with his daughter to Washington D.C. and a tour of
Europe. BOB donated $40.00 for the trip.
JERRY WALTERS was asked to step forward and break a balloon for .. being late. When JERRY
got up front instead of breaking one balloon he broke three then he volunteered to pay the
lowest fine which was $5.00.
RICK LANDESS was also late but he had GREG SCOTT S badge and he got off without a fine
until next week.
1

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Willows Fly In will be held September 13th for any pilots who want to attend.
Tri-Club Picnic will be September 21st. You can buy your tickets from MARV and JERRY.
The Rotary•s Octobefest will be October 9th. There will be spaces available for
Children to sell garden produce and nuts. The spaces for Artisians will cost
$15.00.
David Erickson proposed by DALE DAIGH his classification will be Hardware Retail. David
has bought DALE and Eva Mae's store.
PROGRAM:
Tonight•s program was introduced by HANK MARSH. Our speaker was Anne Herrington,
.
Director of CHIP (Chico Housing Improvement Program).
Anne gave us a little history of CHIP. The organization was formed eleven years ago to
rehabilitate older homes in Chico that belonged to older people and people who couldn•t
afford to fix up their homes by themselves. CHIP has branched out into other areas of both
Butte and Glenn Counties. Helping the underprivileged to either improve their homes or get
into new homes that they couldn•t buy by themselves. They have started three new types of
projects: 1) coop housing, 2) farm worker rental project, 3) self-help housing. Coop-housing
is a 66 unit project in Chico where the people who buy in will own a portion of the whole
project. The farm worker project is also in Chico and will be 33 rental units that will rent
at reduced rates to farm workers in the Durham-Chico area. Self-help housing is county wide
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wide and this is a program where CHIP helps the people to build their own homes instead of
buying a finished home. This program also teaches the home owner new marketable skills
and helps them improve their earning power. ·
From Governor's newsletter Durham's attendance for the month of July was only 74%.
Let's get those makeups in on time and get back into the top ten.
There will be no meeting on the 5th •. This is Labor Day.
September 12th the program will be a club assembly to get ready for the District
Governor's meeting on September 19th. All committee chairmen get their reports ready
for the 12th, and have the committees formed.
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
SEPTEMBER 12, 1983
PREPARATION for the visit of DISTRICT GOVERNOR GARRIE STARMER is underway-- full steam ahead-NEXT MONDAY -- the 19th is the BIG DAY!
Priq_r to the 7:00P.M. Regular Meeting-- at 4:30P.M., GOVERNOR GARRIE will meet with
PRESIDENT GREG, the other officers, and the COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN for their reports. It will
be an excellent opportunity t~ore our plans, progress, and reports .... GREG would
appreciate copies of the report -the earlier the better ...•
TRI-CLUB PICNIC WEDNESDAY 21s --- 7:00P.M.-- DURHAM PARK, tickets $7.50-- from MARV or
JERRY .... DG GARRIE was the founder of this event a few years back when he was our DURHAM
ROTARY PRESIDENT .... so we get to welcome him now as DG .... THIS IS A MEETING OF RECORD •..•
LET•s MAKE IT SPECIAL ....
NO ROTARY MEETING MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26 •.•
MARK YOUR CALENDAR-- OCT. 9-- 10-5 HARVEST FESTIVAL at DURHAM PARK ....
NEW MEMBER PROPOSALS: ~
JAMES MARION SUMMERS, President of GOLFCO (Bidwell Golf Course) has been proposed for membership. JIM was a recent speaker at our club.
DAVID J. ERICKSON, new owner of DURHAM HARDWARE, has been proposed for membership.
Both JIM and DAVID have been members of ROTARY at prior locations. If no objections are
received in the specified time, they will be received into membership.
RON JOHNSON did a nice job as greeter-- good to have our NEW MEMBERS functioning on their
assignments .... ·
PRESIDENT GREG was on his milk carton, GENE RIDEOUT collected the fines and puffed on his
CIGAR, and the fol~owing funds were finagled from the fellows:
DEL and PAULA BIRDSEYE will be 50 years wed SEPT. 29, an· outstanding record, CONGRATULATIONS
and thanks for the $50!
EMMETT and MARGE COON will celebrate anniversary 43 SEPT. 14, and EMMETT followed DEL S
example and made ROTARY RICHER by $50 •.. again, CONGRATULATIONS, and THANK YOU!
ONE MORE BIGGIE ... JERRY WALTERS paid $60 for the grinder-- in spirited bidding with BILL
DEMPSEY and RICK LANDESS ... THANKS JERRY, and 1et GREG know why RICK and BILL· ~ie·re bidding ...
BOB GASSIN had a BD SEPT 7-- for $10 from BOB, JIM MOORE Led in singing HAPPY ~BIRTHDAY ...
GEORGE BOGGS faced the music for his SEPT~. BD, this time CLAY MCGOWAN led the song, for $10 ...
RAY MEIGHAN was a little late, his excuse was eloquent, altruistic, and very ROTARIAN, so
GREG DOUBLED his fine, and let him pay $10 on the dice roll.
CLAY MCGOWAN was a little late (recently returned from his televised speech with GOV.
DEUKEJEMIAN) and it cost him $5 ...
ALSO fined were ANDRE GRIECO, PETE PETERSON, and JERRY_ _ _ _ _, $4, $6, and $2. (a 11
of CHICO ROTARY)
BILL SMITH was late, $5 -- MICK GRAY was away, actually GREG is just jealous of MICK 1 s
height, and fined him $2. ANDRE GREICO won the raffle-- a nice KEY HOLDER, custome made to
GREG s ~pecifications .... FINALLY SOME JUSTICE for long suffering DON BOWLBY, his SEPT. 5
BIRTHDAY had been IGNORED, GREG hadn•t sold the grinder, and also GREG is driving a new
HONDA ... so DON fined GREG $20 ...• nice going DON, and thank you GREG ....
THE PROGRAM was a CLUB ASSEMBLY, at which PRES. GREG appointed a few people to committees,
and gave us all some stern admonition to GET READY FOR GARRIE ...• so now we are organized,
and are p~etty well determined to be ready for the DG visit (in 84).
1
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The ROWEL EDI TOR mis&ed the meeti ng of t he 19th-- and l eft early from the TRI CLUB PICNIC,
which wouldn •t be so bad i f he ha d n ~ t ha rped so much on home club at tendance, and not
LEAV ING EARLY. To top it off , the c laim was made i n a report to the DG that we were going
to iron out all the KI NKS i n our admi ni strat ive work . . . fi rst getting all secretarial work
detail s f irmly in hand, then moving on th rough t he responsi bi l ities of other officers,
including WORK AREA COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN . SEC. DAN DAVIS had to go to LOS ANGELES and missed
the TRI CLUB PICN IC. It was agfeed i n advance t hat t he ROWEL EDITOR publish names of
those who at t ended t he BIG GATHERING for GARRIE and ALICE. . . in order that the secretary
could r ecord same for attendance credi t . The ROW
EL EDITOR fai led to take attendance, and
so the re i s a lot of EGG ON FACE as we publish th is issue . . .. .
Anyway . • . • The fo 11ow ~ n g DURHAMROTARIANS were in at tendance MONDAY, SEPT . 19 : ABSHIER,
ANDERSEN, BIRDSEYE, BIRDSEYE, BOGGS, BOWLBY, COON, DAIGH , DAVIS, DEMPSEY, EDWARDS, EDWARDS,
ELLIS, EDMISTON, GASSIN, GOSS, HASTY, HOTHEM, JOHNSON , LANDESS, MARSH, MEIGHAN, METZGER ,
MITCHELL , NORL IE, RIDEOUT , SCOTT, STARMER , and WALTERS . (No ALICE, that i s not a mistake ,
we have 2 (two ) each , BIRDSE YES AND EDWARDSES)
Just as a poi nt of i nter est , you wi 11 note i n the attendance list that only PRESIDENT GREG
SCOTT came between ou r two DISTRICT GOVERNORS-- - RIDEOUT and STARMER . •.. We could say that
the order of l i st i ng was AGE before BEAUTY, but that could start a DEBATE, and we don•t
need any mo re DEBATES, isn •t t hat r ight ALICE?
ABSENTEES at our meet ing of the 19t h included:
ANDERSON, BETHARD, BRINSON , CAIN , CROW
STON , DRULEY, ERRINGTON , GORE, GRAY, HACKE, HAWES,
JOAQUIN, JOHNSON , LOTSPEICH , MOORE, MOSS, MURPHY, PATTERSON, ROBINSON, SMITH, WACKER, WOOD .
(that includes EXCUSED attendance membe rs)
DISTRICT GOVERNOR GARRIE STARMER and DISTRICT GOVERNESS ALICE came home i n STYLE .. , PRESIDENT
GREG rented this humungous LIMOS INE. •. wi th CHAUFFEUR .,. BAR AND TV •... and as ALICE can
tell you-- GARRIE did not get t o watch MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL--- GREG made him watch VIDEOTAPES of his famous br-other (GREG S famo us brother , that i s) DONOVAN, who has appeared in
various movies, etc •. ,. GREG probably tacked on the f i lm of his celebrated fight with
BOBBY CHACON . . . but the fin al repo rt is not yet i n, . .
1

THE LIMOUSINE was used fo r bot h t he 19t h and the TRI CLUB PICNIC the 21st .. . for TV fare,
VIDEOTAPE of t he famous STANFORD-CAL footbal 1 game of last year was suggested . . . GARRIE
you know, graduated from STANFORD , home of the CARDINALS, and the BIG GAME last year was a
CARDINAL SIN if you happen t o be a backer of the bunch from PALO ALTO . Even with all those
BRAINS and t heir famous BAND , t he BIG GAME was li terally thrown away on the last paly of
the game . o. CAL per formed a five lateral effor t to win the game which was beyond belief . .. .
not even NOTRE DAME has everPLiflea one off th is super naturally .. • GARRIE has never been
recognized at DURHAM ROTARY fo r THE PLAY OF THE CENTURY in college football •. , The last
time we ta lked wi t h hi m, he didn' t admit t hat STANFORD had a football team, tsk, tsk . Well,
anyway, we did ask GREG to get t hat VIDEOTAPE for the limousine ride to the TRI CLUB PICNIC,
but GARRIE arri ved with a big smi le on hi s face, so we assume he got to see less controversial f i lm, like t he LITTLE RASCALS, or something l i ke that . •..
MEANWHILE, with t he DG S visit now HISTORY , t he cl ub i s settling down and gearing up for
the usual high level SOCIAL , and STAT ISTICALLY SCINTILATING, SERVICE under that man of
STATURE (SO TO SP EAK) GREG SCOTT " GREG has hi s MILK CARTON, his BELL, his GAVEL, and it has
1
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been widely rumored that before we get a chance to DEMOTE him, this TADPOLE is going to
become a real FROG . So much for all the TRIVIA, Ah.ICE, but you know, these ROWELS are
really hard to put together when you use only second· hand informationo Every word of this
issue came from GEORGE BOGGS, the ed1tor of the DISTRICT NEWSLETTER~ It was he who referred
to our PRESIDENT as a TADPOLE (I think GREG deserves to be recognized as a FROG right now),
and I disclaim all responsibility for all of the above, especially financiallyo
REMEMBER:
NO MEETING MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
BILL CROWSTON PROMISES AN OUTSTANDING PROGRAM FOR MONDAY, OCT. 3
HOLIDAY, MONDAY, OCTOBER 10 --NO MEETING
HARVEST FESTIVAL -- SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8
PAST PRESIDENT'S MEETING, TUESDAY - OCTOBER 11 (JAKE'S HOUSE OF PRIME RIB
7:30 PoMc
345 West Fifth Street
Chico, CA 95926)
HANK MARSH, CONVENER
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
OCTOBER 3, 1983
READ ALL ABOUT IT IN THE ROWEL
DEL AND PAULA~S GALA 50TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY
HARVEST FESTIVAL COMING UP SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9, 9-5
GARRIE'S NEW SHIRT
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT ROTARY, FOR A PRICE
NO MEETING NEXT MONDAY, OCTOBER 10 (COLUMBUS DAY)
ERIC NORLIE PHONES HOME
DAVID ERICKSON (DURHAM HARDWARE), OUR NEWEST MEMBER
Now for the news behind those headlines ..•.•
DEL and PAULA BIRDSEYE were joined by a throng of family and friends SUNDAY AFTERNOON,
OCT. 2 at MEMORIAL HALLo .. SON BOB, PAST PRESIDENT {as is DEL) was there to MC and coordinate his family and many other relatives who came together to really make it a GOLDEN
OCCASION-- Lots of ROTARIANS &ROTARY ANNS enjoyed the big event. THANKS DEL AND PAULA
for your good example through 50 years, and the very best of GOLDEN DAYS to you.
HARVEST FESTIVAL, NEXT SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9-- 10-5-- all Durham Rotarians not at Church or
Mass, are encouraged to turn out by 9:00 AeM. to help set up, and to serve at our FOOD &
BEVERAGE STAND. If GREG has to work non-stop he has promised to formally have our hides-as in FORMAL-DE-HYDEo •.• so plan to help him in this UNDERTAKING, or ••..•..•.•..•
DG GARRIE STARMER came home with a nice new shirt, seems the BERKELEY ROTARY CLUB gave
STANFORD GRAD GARRIE one of the CAL SHIRTS with logos depicting the outcome of last year's
BIG GAME .•• and now we•re a proud rural community delighted to know that GARRIE knows the.
score, AND THAT•s NO BULL, DURHAM .•..
PRES. GREG tried to sell places at champagne &TV table for $5 -- no takers for the JETS &
BILLS-- HOWEVER-- when the RAIDERS play the COWBOYS, business should be better •.•••
REMEMBER .•• next MONDAY (OCT. 10) is COLUMBUS DAY, and BIG GREG has declared that we will
not sail on same, NO MEETING .•• NO MEETING ••• NO MEETING the lOth.
ERIC NORLIE is having a wonderful time in SWEDEN, so who says these NORWEGIANS can't get
along with SWEDES? ERIC phoned home these high lights: He is experiencing a lot of health
food {oatmeal for breakfast, etc.), he has access to four or five computers (leaving his
APPLE at home was the toughest part of leaving), he has signed up for skiing at the French
Alps in Feb., and is having wonderful weekend trips all over the place, he is playing
basketball as an EXTRAMURAL activity, and, are you ready for this, HE MISSES HIS BROTHER,
ERRIN. Our Durham Rotary Kid is contributing to world peace generally by representing us
overseas, and specifically by this kind words for his brother.
DAVID ERICKSON, a nice guy at DURHAM HARDWARE, replaces another nice guy who has been there
36~ years, DALE DAIGH. DAVID replaces DALE at the store, but joins him in ROTARY, so we get
the best of both worlds. DAVID was a member of ROTARY in ALTADENA, CALIF., and we welcome
him to the CLUB and to our COMMUNITY. RAY MEIGHAN did his usual outstanding job of inducting
our new member
o

·
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MEANWHILE, BACK AT THE MEETING
P~E~IDENT GREG was right up there on his milk carton, with his BALLOON BOARD and DARTS,
g1v1ng us all a chance to share in the financial support of ROTARY ••••
PAT MURPHY paid $20, $10 for his BIRTHDAY (10-7) and $10 for a BOAT CRUISE with MARIAN, we
all joined in a chorus of "HAPPY BIRTHDAY 11 to Patick ..•.•
NORLIE, WACKER, CROWSTON-- $20 split 3 ways-- for imbibing from the TV table champagne, and
RICK LANDESS $5 for suppling them with the material .•.
DON METZGER-- $5 for being late
JIM PATTERSON -- $5 for promoting the BERKELEY CLUB SCAM on GARRIE
GARRIE STARMER-- $10-- for his beautiful CAL BEAR SHIRT •...
DALE GREENLEE-- $2.50 for sitting at the TV Table, ~lthough abstaining from drink
GLEN SHOLS-- another visiting Rotarian at the TV Tabl~, $2.50, ~ non-~bsi~~ner=·
GREG SCOTT-- $2.50 for a glass in passing the TV Table •.••
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
1. HARVEST FESTIVAL THIS SUNDAY, OCT. 9, 9-5, Y'ALL ATTEND, WORK, EAT, ENJOY •..• CHRISTMAS
SHOP EARLY, BRING YOUR NEIGHBORS, FRIENDS, CUSTOMERS, ETC ..•.
2. NO MEETING OCT 10---- sign up sheets will be posted at MEMORIAL HALL, 6:40-7:40 P.M.
3. PROGRAM OCT. 17-- BILL CROWSTON is scheduling a speaker from BUTTE COLLEGE to address the
financial pressures and consequences of same .•••..•.
4. PROGRAM OCT. 24-- GAME WARDEN will be the speaker
5. SAT" OCT. 29-- work party at DURHAM HIGH to prepare for the OCT 3i HALLOWEEN PARTY.
6. MONDAY, OCT . 31-- HALLOWEEN PARTY AT DURHAM HIGH SCHOOL-- Rotary meeting attendance will
be given for participation at the party-- we need workers for the HAUNTED HOUSE ...•.•
7. MEMBERS who fail to attend their home club 30% of the time, or who have four consecutive
absences, not made up, can avoid being dropped from membership by showihg cause acceptable to the boardc
8. 1983-84 ROSTERS are now available-- hot off the press, GET YOURS QUICK.
PROGRAM
BOB CASAMAJOR, like his father, a pilot, presented the program on ULTRA LIGHT AIRCRAFT, with
slides and considerable expertise in comment on the construction and flying of same. These
little craft look like modified soap box derby racers, and the one BOB flies has a hole in
the bottom through which he can put his feet on the ground. Of course, when he fiies his
little munchkin, his feet are considerably off the ground. These craft, with 12~ HP motors
(or thereabouts) fly from 45 to 70 mph-- and the a·l t i tude record is 22 ,000 feet. That had to
be one cold pilot who scaled those heightse These craft are EXTREMELY LIGHT, and would you
believe it, the wing support structures are made of styrofoam. Well let me tell you ALICE,
even if you can motor legally 70 mph in one of these things-- don't let GARRIE talk you into
travelling DISTRICT 516 that style. It is one thing to leave the driving to GREYHOUND-- quite
another to go for the THRILLS, CHILLS, and GOD FORBID, the SPILLS, of these AIRBORNE BEETLES.
If you were to crash your personal remains would probably be more substantial than those of
the aircraft ••.. but enough of this chatter •••.• ULTRALIGHT AIRCRAFT production is INCREAS.ING TREMENDOUSLY •.. so a good portion of our population is not so TIMID as your editor .•..
MANY THANKS TO BOB CASAMAJOR for a fascinating program and to our own GASMAN, BILL (SHELL)
CROWSTON, for scheduling him .••..
PROPOSED NEW MEMBER:
GARY RAPOPORT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY HOSPITAL, has been proposed by HANK MARSH
for club membershipo If no objections are received within 10 days, and all procedures for
membership are completed he will be received into membership at the appropriate time.
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OCTOBER 24, 1983
PP.RI~K

LANDESS took time from his busy schedu~e, (including the happy chore of watching new
bu1ld1ng construction on the DURHAM UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT CAMPUS of JR. HIGH CLASSROOMS ...
a very FINE accomplishment, one more feather in RICK'S cap ..• D) .... to return to the PODIUM,
PRESIDING AS PRESIDENT ....
GREG SCOTT, meanwhile, stayed home with his m'lk carton, bell &gavel-- visiting with
DARLENE'S parents-- GREG is a family man along w1th all his many activities ....
INTRODUCTIONS proceeded smoothly .... BILL CROWSTON did not mention that DEIR TANDY is a PAUL
HARRIS FELLOW, and it cost him $1o.n
DAVE ERICKSON •.. did not introduce himself, did not classify himself as the NEW OWNER of
DURHAM HARDWARE, and had no badge< . ., $2o
BOB BIRDSEYE and son BOB went deer hunting last weekend-- and got their deer -- a three point
BUCK ••. RICK took TWO BUCKS for BOB'S BUCK.a.~ why the little fine ALICE? RICK is counting
on BIG BOB to head up the HAUNTED HOUSE work party 3~00 P~M. SUNDAY •.. at the HIGH SCHOOL ....
and none of us want to get him upset until we get all that work done .•.. fines are promised
for those who do not show up Sunday to help with the work.o.
A FEW will help with the HAUNTED HOUSE at 6:30 P. M. Next MONDAY, the 31st .•. the rest of us
will have dinner at MEMORIAL HALL ... and after dinner join the SKELETON CREW at the HAUNTED
HOUSE at the HIGH SCHOOL •.. (there•s a pun of sorts there ALICE, if you'll BONE it out)
BILL DEMPSEY paid $50 for the grinder, to bring the average of the fines up considerably ....
The $50 covers at least three items for BILL~
(1) The opening of DEMPSEY AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY-- the auto parts business just across
~-from Memorial Hall.
(2) An upcoming COLORADO HUNTING TRIPft~~
(3) 10-29 BIRTHDAY~···
THANKS, BILL, and happy hunting . g.,
JIM EDWARDS won the RAFFLE-- $10

cash.~·~

GARY RAPAPORT, sponsored by HANK MARSH, was inducted by RAY MEIGHAN, assisted by GEORGE BOGGS
and RICK LANDESSo GARY's vital statistics are these, in case you would like to make note in
your ROSTER:
GARY D. RAPAPORT - HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION, DIRECTOR
Birthday 2-3-51
BUS.:
560 Cohasset Rdo
Chico 95926
345-2411
RES:
2667 Alamo Ave.
Chico 95926
345-6920
345-6920
ROTARYANN: Vicki
ANNIVERSARY: 9-17-78
CHILDREN:
JOEL, KEVIN
GARY is chief executive officer of COMMUNITY HOSPITAL and recently presented one of our programs. He formerly was hospital administrator in JACKSON, CALIF., and was in ROTARY there.
We welcome him to DURHAM ROTARY, and especially thank SPONSOR HANK and RAY MEIGHAN who always
provides solid Rotary information in his induction presentations.
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PROGRAM
JIM SNOWDEN, GAME WARDEN, and graduate of DURHAM HIGH SCHOOL, presented an interesting program
on trapping and marking DEER. With ear tags and radio collars. the experts are increasingly
able to study the living habits and locations of deere Explaining why it is not really
practical to use tranquilizers on trapped deer, he then described the process of getting into
the traps and wrestling the deer in order to tag or collar them. It takes a special kind of
person for this job, and it appears that our GAME WARDEN has a real HEART for doing right by
our wild life. BILL CROWSTON has wanted to schedule JIM for some time, and now we know why he
was so enthusiastic about having him for our programc THANKS to JIM for his very interesting
program, and to BILL for scheduling himo
NO DURHAM ROTARIANS LEFT EARLY, THREE CHEERS FOR

US~

OUR ATTENDANCE RECORD IN SEPTEMBER was only 76%-- almost the worst: in DISTRICT 516-- for
years we always had 95% -- and were never out of the top ten in the DISTRICT-- Let's make up
those absences and get DURHAM ROTARY'S STATISTICS more respectable. Check with the secretary
and make sure you are getting attendance credit for your make-ups .• o.
CLUB BULLETINS from all around DISTRICT 516 are reporting that this year's DG and his ROTARY
ALICE are making a big hit-- Quite a few DURHAM ROTARIANS have been made believers-- with a
large cross section stating that GARRIE is one of the BEST SPEAKERS among the DG's since
GENE RIDEOUT, of course.a.o So CONGRATULATIONS GARRIE, for doing a great job, and making us
all proud of yoU.ooo
YEAR AFTER YEAR, ·DURHAM ROTARY accomplishes a good service record. Our files demonstrate
this to anyone who cares to investigate with our good record, many of us ENJOY being Rotarians.
Our· goal: to help all members, and each one to share in the 12t and satisfaction of being
members of Durham Rotary, as well as pride in our ongoing accomplishments.
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COON SKINNED BY RAFFLE
ROTARY GETS INVOLVED AT HALLOWEEN PARTY
CABLE TV IS COMING TO DURHAM
COON SKINNED BY RAFFLE. EMMETT COON was working at the high school Halloween Party-- with
attendance credit-- and he trusted LLOYD ABSHIER with his RAFFLE TICKET. LLOYD was honest
enough to not claim the winning ticket was his-- IT WAS COON'S. PRESIDENT GREG, however,
made an on the spot decision-- WINNERS MUST BE PRESENT-- and drew another number-- JIM
MITCHELL won and received the $10. The last I heard, EMMETT is planning to replace GREG'S
milk carton-- with a very slick, ~oaped up one ....•
OROVILLE ROTARY bulletin reports that PRESIDENT ROGER RECK had a booster seat stolen from his
car ..• and the appeal is out to return it, because ROGER can't see over the steering wheel
without it .... With GREG'S milk carton missing, and ROGER'S booster seat gone-- things are
really coming out SHORT these days ••.. in case any of you DURHAM ROTARIANS are in on these
thefts-- remember these guys who have a NAPOLEON complex can get pretty mean .... and PLEASE
don't anyone take GREG'S booster seat .... he might run a HEARSE into a tree, and we can't have
any of that ....
Working to set up the HAUNTED HOUSE last SUNDAY: BOB BIRDSEYE-- with the help of GEO. BOGGS,
BOB GASSIN, CLINT GOSS, DALE DAIGH, DAVE ERICKSON, BILL DEMPSEY, RICK LANDESS, MIKE WACKER.
JIM PATTERSON listened by radio ;to the 49'ers &RAIDERS lose and kept the troops informed ....
DOING DUTY at the HAUNTED HOUSE were BOB BIRDSEYE, daughter PATTI, prospective son-in-law
JEFF, brother DAVID, and other family members, plus ROTARIANS WALTERS, ERICKSON, GOSS, BOGGS,
NORLIE, HOTHEM, SMITH, and PRESIDENT GREG SCOTT (who allegedly played the part of a bloodsucking VAMPIRE-- exactly the way he acts at the ROTARY PODIUM). RICK LANDESS was present
to work at everything-- it was reported RICK even helped sweep up after the big event-- so
the teachers in the old days who did everything at the one room schools have nothing on RICK ...
MEANWHILE, back at the meeting ....
BRUCE NORLIE arrived late, becau$e he delivered a CAULDRON to the party, and GREG immediately
boiled him for $5....
·
MIKE WACKER also arrived late and paid $5 •••.
BILL SMITH observed the LION'S mask worn by PRESIDENT GREG, and thought it looked like a
JACKASS, and because he SAID SO, it cost him $5.
NORM AUSTIN of CHICO ROTARY paid $1 for being late, so look out fellows, when you make up at
these neighboring clubs ... behave or pay ..•.
LEROY WOOD was awarded the big E/R article on JAIL ESCAPES-- for $10.
WINNrE and her WAITRESSES were all costumed for HALLOWEEN-- making HALLOWEEN even more so ....
CHICO members remember to ask DAVE ERICKSON for his BULK MAILER AD on DURHAM HARDWARE ... and
GREG, get DAVE for advertising-- also BILL CROWSTON has installed these really nice FAS~,
SILENT GAS PUMPS-- you can put in $10 before you even HICCUP-- so let BILL COUGH up a l1ttle
for the COFFERS too ...• (BILL IS THE SHELL OIL DISTRIBUTOR ON THE MIDWAY up from DURHAM)
NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM:
CABLE TELEVISION IN DURHAM, BY THE MAN WHO IS RESPONSIBLE.
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)MARK YOUR CALENDARS-- MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS, ETC ....
(DECEMBER 19, 1983 CHRISTMAS PARTY, MEMORIAL HALL, FAMILY PARTY .... ETC.
APRIL

26-29~

JUNE 5-8,

1984, DISTRICT 516 CONFERENCE, MGM GRAND HOTEL, RENO ..•...

1984~

ROTARY INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND

BIG GREG stood in at the PODIUM, looKi.n' good, even without his MILK CARTON, and had a wonderful evening over all, but he had a little trouble trying to make~mends by giving last
week's RAFFLE prize back to the original winner. The original winner wasn't having any of
it, and GREG said something about having his CHEST CAUGHT IN A WRINGER. Everything considered, HEIGHT-WISE, we suspect it would have to be a NOSE in the WRINGER .....
A ROWEL RETRACTION, CORRECTION, REWRITE, ETC ...•. To the list of. those who worked SUNDAY,

OCTOBER 30 in setting up the HAUNTED HOUSE for the HALLOWEEN PARTY add the name of ..•...•
EMMETT COON
o •••••••

h

•

MOVING RIGHT AHEAD ....

/

INTRODUCTIONS went fairly well, MOORE, MARSH, DAVID ERICKSON (DURHAM HARDWARE), and BOB
BIRDSEYE had no visiting ROTARIAN ~t their table, so they worked a scam on GARY RAPAPORT, our
new member, referring only to him as MR. RAPAPORT-- and tried to pass him off as a VISITOR.
GARY is here to stay, and paid $2 for all the fuss made over him, while his tablemates paid
$1 each
oo • •

RAY MEIGHAN and BOBBI celebrated their 30th (thirtieth) anniversary 11-6--- and RAY was
assessed $10-- but paid $30 ..... THANKS RAY &CONGRATULATIONS.
THE ROWEL EDITOR paid $5 for insulting our PRESIDENT in previous ROWELS .... '-it was worth it ..•
JIM MOORE was also smarting off about something, and it cost him $1 ..•..
DON METZGER and BETH had an anniversary 11-6 ...... DON rolled the dice and came up paying
$7

G

'

0

e

0

BILL CROWSTON AND VIRGINIA had anniversary 22 Oct 28 ... and BILL threw in $22 .... thanks for
volunteering that exact amount, BILL.
STAN ANDERSON, born 10-25 a few years ago, paid $7 --HAPPY BIRTHDAY, STAN ....
JIM EDWARDS, attending rather regularly these days at the home club, was greeted by our PRESIDENT with the comment that he hadn't seen JIM for awhile (without the MILK CARTON he can•t
see over the PODIUM, ALICE) .. ~. anyway, we received $5 from JIM •..•
MARV HASTY sold his business a year ago-- but he did it so quietly, and has continued working
so consientously, that none of us found out. GREG DID find out, and MARV paid $5 ••. Meanwhile business at ESPLANADE FLORIST is continuing as always ...•.
·,

DON BOWLBY made a community service announcement on TV-- but GREG was so nice about it that
DON paid $5 for coming in late, even if he doesn•t have to pay for being late anymore.
THANKS, DON." .

•
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•

BILL SMITH appeared on a big TV AD, and in 7 takes (it is reported) was able to say, "I•m
BILL SMITH, with NEW YORK LIFE
on National TV yeteo•• thanks for the $5, BILL, AND keep
practicing that line until you get it right.~~·
11

--

PHIL HORNING-- VISITING DDS CHICO ROTARIAN, paid $1 for being late, and if PRES. GREG makes
up at CHICO he will need to stay under the table.co••
MIKE LYTLE of STATE CABLE TV presented the PROGRAM--- CABLE TV is coming to DURHAM, to the
various areas where POPULATION and SUBSCRIBERS will make it a paying proposition ... COST ..•
$8o65 for 12 channels~n,1 and an extra $2c50 for CNN, ESPN, MTV, CBN, and one other sports
networke-- $l3o34~~,e· with SHOWTIME and another PROGRAM available for an additional $9.95,
and $l0e95 EACH. If you add the last two-- you get a little off by taking the whole package.
MIKE took the time during and after the program to answer our individual questions-- the
service should be available before next summer.
We thank MIKE WACKER for scheduling the speaker, and MIKE LYTLE for an interesting program.
LEROY WOOD was complimented for not letting anybody at his facility leave early for the past
two weeks, then LEROY was allowed to LEAVE EARLY from our FACILITY •.. our only EARLY
LEAVERe•n• WE ARE DOING MUCH BETTER IN THIS DEPARTMENT, AND WE SHOULD APPRECIATE OUR PROG_
RESS.•eooo
UPCOMING PROGRAMS:
NEXT MONDAY: NOV, 14---

EMERGENCY FIRST AID -- by EM MEDICS FROM ENLOE HOSPITAL
RICHARD HOTHEM, scheduler ...•

NOV. 21---

LT. RONALD PAYNE, PILOT OF RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT-- "THE
BEALE MISSION" (MIKE WACKER, INTRODUCTION)

DECc 19---

CHRISTMAS PARTY-- STEAKS broiled by our members, SALADS, HOT
DISHES, DESSERTS supplied by PLANNED POTLUCK procedure •••
gift exchange-- family emphasis, as of last year.
watch
the ROWEL for further details •••.. prices, directions, etc •..•
e ••
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EDITOR - BOB BIRDSEYE
NOVEMBER 14, 1983
The meeting for November 14th, 1983 was called to order by PRES. GREG at 7:00 P.M. with
the flag salute led by RON JOHNSON and the invocation by STAN ANDERSON.
PRES. GREG asked STAN ANDERSON to introduce the visitors from the first table and STAN
introduced DR. Mike Schols from Chico Family Practice. AL LOTSPEICH introduced Art Laton
from Paradise. DAVE ERICKSON intr~duced Richard Culp from Corning Almond Growing. BOB
GASSIN introduced John Johnson, Clay McGowen and Bill Carlson. Clay and Bill are from
Chico and John is from Gridley. ROY ELLIS introduced Glen Shols and Mike Haldorson.
Guests of Rotarians were called for and Mike Haldorson introduced his guest, an old Chico
school mate from Yellowstone Park, Bruce Watherington.
PRES. GREG started his half hour by fining those Rotarians - Durham and visitors alike for being late. Clay McGowan, Roy Ellis and Al Lotspeich were all fined $2.00 for being
late. PRES GREG called on DALE DAIGH and had the club give him a hand for doing a good
job at the door every Monday night. PRES. GREG then fined DALE $10.00 for the five piece
luggage set that he won. PRES. GREG then called on DAVE ERICKSON and fined him $5.00 for
not telling the PRES. about the prize that DALE won.
Rick Hothem was then called on and was fined $5.00 for being late and his anniversary two
weeks ago. Glen Shols was fined $1.00 for being a little late. PRES. GREG paid $5.00
for joining Roy Ellis and three visiting Rotarians at the football table.
It seems that NELS ANDERSEN has acquired a new Chevy Suburban to pull his travel trailer.
NELS offered to pay $50.00 for the new rig. BRUCE NORLIE was seen pheasant hunting in
Glenn County and paid $5.00 for no luck.
ROY ELLIS paid $10.00 for his anniversary.

BILL SMITH won the raffle and $10.00

ANNOUNCEMENT:
THE CHRISTMAS PARTY WILL BE AT THE HALL ON DECEMBER 19th.

IT WILL BE A FAMILY NIGHT.

Rick Hothem introduced the program. Our speaker was Emergency Medical Technician 0. T.
Awn from Enloe Hospital Emergency Room. 0. J:. talked about basic first aid and what we
can do to help an accident victim until the ambulance gets there to help. 0. T. also
took us out to see what was carried on the ambulance. Our thanks to Rick for a very
informative program.
BOARD MEETING
Right after the meeting GREG had a short board meeting approving our new exchange
student from New Zealand. She will be living with the Norlies, the Jim Mitchell family
and Karen Robertson's family. She will arrive in January of 1984.
·
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
NOVEMBER 21, 1983
COON'S BALLOON REMAINS UNPOPPED
CHRISTMAS PARTY-- DECEMBER 19th
OFFICER ELECTIONS IMMINENT
IT IS THE SEASON FOR TURKEYS, and GREG was really ruffling his feathersoe•• GOBBLING up the
DRESSING down the troops after they were STUFFED ....

fines.~~··

******COON'S BALLOON remains UNPOPPED ... EMMETT was 66 the 21st, and celebrated by attending ROTARY, as is his custom (to always attend ROTARY) ... and to celebrate-- PRES.
GREG had a very nice BALLOON on the board with EMMETT'S name on it-- for only $10c•••
(Here's your darts, EMMETT, take them, and STICK it) (HERE'S $20 GREG, take your darts
and stick them ... yourself .... ) Anyway, ALICE, the BALLOON is still up there, but for
the extra $10 EMMETT is entitled to his individualism ...• he also got no song ... *.
******CHRISTMAS PARTY, DECEMBER 19 .•.. TIS the season to be JOLLY ... right after the TURKEYS.e.
The COMMUNITY CHRISTMAS ·PARTY, DECEMBER 4 on the CHURCH LAWN, 6:00P.M. with DURHAM
ROTARY serving REFRESHMENTS ... TREE LIGHTING includes POWER through the custom underground wiring provided by DURHAM ROTARY .... so y'all come ... JERRY WALTERS is providing
the candy canes and the CLOTHING for SANTA &MRS. CLAUS ... did you realized JERRY is
doing his part to keep the YULETIDE free from STREAKING ..•. ANYWAY, back to the 19th .•.
FAMILY EMPHASIS CHRISTMAS PARTY .•.. STEAKS broiled by our own crew ••. the rest by
planned potluck .•.• gift exchange .... all for the wonderful price of TO BE ANNOUNCED.
******ELECTIONS ..•. NEEDED .... a few INTELLIGENT, SUCCESSFUL, HARD-WORKING WELL INFORMED
DURHAM ROTARIANS to serve as officers, and on the BOARD of DIRECTORS •.. ETC., ETC.
THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE is excited about the number and quality of ROTARIANS ready
to pitch in .•.•. AND WE ARE REALLY READY to get their REPORT .... let's have that DRUM
ROLL ALICE ...... and PAY ATTENTION .... here comes de report .. .
PRESIDENT GREG has his BELL and GAVEL •... but no MILK CARTON .•.. we keep hearing this
voice back of the PODIUM •... but you can't see anyone ... every once in a while, OUR
PRESIDENT jumps up and yells-- or comes out front-- or moves to the side, so some of
the TROOPS see him some of the time .•.. AND HERE ARE A FEW WHO HEARD HIM AT THIS
MEETING:
GENE RIDEOUT-- $1 for setting an egg timer for everyone who spoke-- it chimed on GREG,
and that cost the SGT. AT ARMS •...
JERRY WALTERSr- $2 for trying to claim GRINDER IMMUNITY when BILL DEMPSEY now holds
~
the grinder (BILL got a DEER on his hunting trip, by the way)
LOTSPEICH, AL ... Noted certain similarities of our PRESIDENT to NAPOLEON ... and paid
$2.
GARY RAPAPORT paid $2 conclusively proving he in no way is connected with the DAVIS
JCs.
MICK GREY .•. Late--- $5.
ROY ELLIS .•. late
$4.
BOB FOSTER .. late
$2
DICK BROCK ... late
$1
JIM LYNCH ... late
$2 (his tab was in a can)
HOWARD ISOM. late
$9 ($1 plus four dart chances, all missed at $2 each)
(maybe EMMETT)
The meeting began at 6:58, but no one complained ..• the 11 late 11 arrivers were probably
really late ...• anyway.
JIM PATTERSON also had a birthday, November 21, and is fourteen years younger than
EMMETT and paid $10 less-- also popped his SALOON on one try. Some guys are conformists.
and others are not.
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ENDS .• oo~

•

•

1.

FRED PLATT of OROVILLE ROTARY gave us a report on the FISH situation at LAKE OROVILLE •..•

2.

NEXT WEEK'S PROGRAM: CHARLES WHITCOMB--CARDIOLOGIST, yet another fine program thanks
to MIKE WACKERo~o••

3.

DG GARRIE STARMER has finished his visits to clubs in Dist. 516, and has done very well
for himself and the DURHAM ROTARY CLUB.

******PROGRAM-U-2 PILOTS of BEALE AFB gave a fascinating program on the capacities and mission of the
U-2 Reconnaissance Airplane. The U-2 became famous in the 50's when GARY POWERS was flying
over RUSSIAN airspace and was shot down. Also, PRESIDENT KENNEDY used U-2 photos at the UN
to prove that the RUSSIANS were installing missiles in CUBA ..•. Also stationed at BEALE is
the SR-71-- a different type of aircraft-- which is ACTUALLY faster than a 11 speeding bullet ...
The program ran overtime because of the keen interest and questions of memberso••• THANKS
TO MIKE WACKER for scheduling the programo •. and to these USAF flyers for keeping an eye on
things-- and what an eye! The vastness of the areas films, the distance from which the
camera is from the object filmed, and the detail recorded boggles the imaginationo The skill
to handle these planes-- superior to any others in the world for observing-- requires some
of the best pilots anywhere~ America is fortunate to have these fine pilots.
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1

GREG S GAVEL REMAI NS GONE
CHR ISTMAS PARTY PLANS FINALIZED
JAN HOLMAN 1 S PROGRAM ON DURHAM COMMANDS RAPT ATTE NTION
GREG wa s to vis i t CHICO ROTARY to get hi s ga vel back-- but for some reas on didn t -- meanwhile he is using a dinner for k t o toll the bell -- and the Chico club waits with growing
ant ici pat i on.
1

AS FOR THE CHRISTMAS PARTY-- DEC. 19-- 7:00 P.M. PLANNED POTLUCK- -GReG WILL Be phoni ng yo u
ROTARY ANNS-- aski ng you to br ing serv ings of sal ad, hot di sh, or d es s~ rt-- be ready to be
nice-- ask yo ur ROTARY ANDY how ma ny are go ing in yo ur party (fami ly & guests) t hen t ell
~- - M
embers , wives and ad ul t guest , al so s teak eati ng kids-- will cost t he $5 .50 reg ul ar
e will have NY cut s t ea ks- -- di nner fee- - chil dren having ha mburger will cos t $1.00- - W
wi ne . . .. flowers ... . , etc .
GIFT EXCHANGE-- $2. 50 limit, bring one item for each member of you r party- - red bows for
women , green bows for men (red & green bows on gi f ts for s teak eating kids) . For t he younger
ones- - pi nk bows fo~ t he gi f t s fo r gi r l s , blue bows for t he packages for boys . . .. SANTA &
MRS . CLAUS wi ll be t here t o pick up the packa ges, mix well, and di spense . . .. This will be
a fami ly party-- bu f fet style . . . Y1 ALL come , we are goi ng to have fun . ... Any questions ,
call GREG SCOTT 342-5642, JIM PATTERSON 342- 2287, MARV HASTY 342-3511 , or JERRY WALTERS,
895-1885.
PROGRAM : JAN HOLMAN , a kind of unofficial mayor of DURHAM, who would be a great BUTTE COUNTY
SUP ERVISOR , caught us up on he r many community concerns . THE DURHAM CEMETERY s ituation i s
still not resolved, although a grand jury some years ago returned felony counts against the
out of town owners-- the HAYES FAMILY . How thi s HAYES can firs t desecrat e the dead, and
then refuse to resolve legal charges against them (the Hayes) suggest, monumental incompetence by public officials . Not only have our honored dead been desecrated, the living who
pa i d to be buried at the cemet ery have been robbed. Hopefully, a few more people will get
interested. It i s time the HAYES FAMILY either be respons ible or answe r to o judge .
On a happier no te , JAN shared progress on her work with DURHAM HISTORY . She has worked with
BERNIECE ABSHIER in collecting pictures of DURHAM PEOPLE and PLACES from the early years.
These have been sketched for a coloring book for elementary school students by CAROL FRANKLIN ,
and are in use by our second graders . The book that JAN i s writing on DURHAM HI STORY should be
out soon. Wat ch for the announcement in the PTS COMMUNICATOR.
THE PTS COMMUN ICATOR is t he school mail er establ ished by JAN. She cont inues t o do a l ot of
hard wo r k t o in sure i t 1 s continuing s uccess . JAN wor ked to help the passage of a t ax overr i de for our Dur ham Schoo l s . At that time, many citizens (who did not have childre n i n t he
sc hool s) -- not ed t hat they were contac t ed only when someone wan ted money . The PTS COMMUNICATOR correct s t hat lamentabl e probl em of t he pas t, and prints news from the school and
community distribu ted to all Durham Uni f i ed School Dis trict res idents via bulk mail .
JAN al so s hared nicely fra med enl ar gements of histori cal photos , to be hung i n t he school-- one
of wh ich was pai d for by DURHAM ROTARY.
W
e cert ai nl y were pri vil eged t o have JAN HOLMAN as a spea ker once again , a co-worker for
service in the community who has earned our total respect and great appreci ation . THANKS,
JAN, for the program, and all your community serv i ce . BOB GASS IN gets a medal for
schedul i ng t he prog ram.
GREG 1 S HALF HOUR. .. .
BOB GASSIN al so got t o pay a $10 f ine fo r STAN ANDERSON-- STAN Is related to JAN HOLMAN and
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GREG char ged him for that honor . BOB paid the fine since JAN had agreed to spea k if we
promised not to fine her fathe r-in- law . BOB paid $5 additional for challenging BIG GREG.
GREG pa i d $5 for no t attending t he community Christmas Party on the chu rch lawn Dec . 4-JERRY WALTERS pai a-$5 for attendi ng-- and JIM PATTERSON paid $5 fo r an E-R pi cture publ icizi ng the event . KAY WALTERS & LYNN DEMPSEY he~ ped serve the refreshments . BILL DEMPSEY
t urned on the TREE & NATIVITY SET Lights to officially open the DURHAMCHRISTMAS SEASON.
BOB BIRDSEYE was there-- BOB sponsored the ROTARY PROJECT of getting the wi ring underground
to the tree . After attending the first ten TREE LIGHTINGS-- DWIGHT BRINSON stayed home th i s
time out of the cold . In 1975 DWIGHT suggested the community party be held in conj unction
with the t ree l i ghting . This is the ninth year for the party, with refreshments provided
by DURHAM RECREATION and PARK DISTR ICT. DURHAM ROTARY shared in the orig inal purchase of
the l ighted NATIVITY SET, and helps pay the PG&E bill every year . AS ALWAYS, DURHAMROTARY
is par t of good thi ngs happening in our community .
SPEAKING OF FINE THINGS .. . .
LINDY ROBINSON pai d $30 for the GRINDER, then we found out he has a new CHRYSLER LEBARON. . ..
and nobody even bi d him up on t he GRINDER . .. a FINE THING . .. it was heard sa id .. . he also
paid $5 because GREG claimed he forced some young hoods to return stolen items to a PG&E
TRUCK..• .
RIC K LANDESS paid $5 for the outstandi ng start by DHS BASKETBALL teams .. ..
BILL CROWSTON paid $2 . .. fo r arriving just seconds late . ..
RICHARD HOTHEM from a distance-- aimed at GREG ' s TARGET-- then threw a bu l lseye with a dart- and that cost every member $1 -- shame on yo u RICHARD.
HAS ANYBODY see BOB EXCUSED????? ? WHERE ARE YOU BOB-- i t is very quiet around here, and with
the cold weat he r , some of your hot air might help •. ..
GEORGE WIRTH, the melon king, from OROVILLE, brought us a supply of mandarin oranges-- paid $2
fo r ad vertising and for selling them at $5 a box, $1 a bag . GEORGE wil l ship a gift pack
for you anywhere in the US if you place an order with hi m... Thanks , GEORGE , for yo ur i nput ....
EMMETT COON-- won the RAFFLE-- a 5 lb . box of MANDARIN ORANGES-- this time
balloons, so f inally justice has prevailed .. .. .

h~

was pres ent, no

A little ext ra entertainment, BOB GASSIN threatened to steal the bell sometime before demotion,
and RICK LANDESS attempted the pu rloin tonight, but GREG caught hi m i n the act ... and RICK
ran the bell bac k before GREG counted out a threatening 10 .....
CHICO ROTARI ANS CLAY MCGOWAN & CHAS . HUBBARD were fined by GREG, added more insult to the club
which has our gavel .. ...
CLAY MCGOWAN was commenting on the GREAT SCOTT BANK . . . . RAY MEIGHAN. added an insult to the
conversati on, and paid $2. ....
UPCOMING PROGRAMS . ..
DEC . 12

(next week)

SIERRA NORTH BREWING CO., KEN GROSSMAN

DEC. 19 CHRISTMAS PARTY (see writeup above)
DEC . 26 no meeting
JAN 2

MIKE GUTTMAN, BYTHELL COMPUTER SYSTEMS, if GREG doesn't cancel the meeting.
tuned for further i nformation .. .. .
ELECTION OF OFFICERS :

Stay
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EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
DECEMBER 12, 1983
Approximately 100 attendance estimated at the 12-19-83 CHRISTMAS PARTY.
1984-85 Officer nominations are in.
PRES. GREG PLAYS SANTA AT CHICO ROTARY, MOORE BUYS BELL
ATTENDING our 12-12 Meeting:
ABSHIER, BOGGS, COON, CROWSTON, DAIGH, DAVIS, DEMPSEY, ELLIS, GASSIN, GOSS, HASTY, HOTHEM,
JOHNSON, LANDESS, NORLIE, RAPPAPORT, SCOTT, SMITH, STARMER, WACKER, WALTERS, ERICKSON,
BIRDSEYE, D., JOHNSON, H., RIDEOUT AND BRINSON,
ABSENTEES:
ANDERSON, ANDERSEN, BIRDSEYE, DRULEY, EDWARDS, GREY, LOTSPEICH, MARSH, MEIGHAN, METZGER,
MITCHELL, MOORE, MOSS, PATTERSON, WOOD.
VISITING ROTARIANS:
CHICO: DARYL KAISER, BOB FOSTER, CHARLES SODERSTROM, DICK HORTON, PAUL SELCHAU, GARY GRISWORLD, HAROLD BILLS.
WILLOWS:

DAR MYERS

SPECIAL GUEST:

BRIAN F. KENNY, ROTARY FOUNDATION SCHOLAR, studying at UC DAVIS.BRIAN gave
an interesting talk which was well received.

CHRISTMAS PARTY: REGULAR MEETING NIGHT, 7:00P.M.: STEAKS, WINE, & FLOWERS-- planned
potluck, buffet style .... $5.50 regular dinner fee for adults and kids eating steaks •...
$1.00 for children having hamburgers ..•. The steaks will be NY CUTS-- JERRY promises that
they will be good ....
GIFT EXCHANGE-- $2.50 limit for gifts-- one each for everyone in your party-- red bows
on packages for women, green bows on packages for men (red & green bows on packages for
steak eating kids) .. for the younger ones, pink bows on gifts for girls, blue bows on the
packages for boys .... SANTA &MRS. CLAUS will be there to pick up the packages, mix well,
and dispense .... DON & BETH METZGER furnished a big Christmas tree, HUGH WELLS decorated
it ..... Y1 ALL COME ... if you haven•t been phoned-- or if you want more information-call GREG SCOTT at home, JIM PATTERSON, MARV HASTY, or JERRY WALTERS ..... .
HOWARD SOHNREY mailed in his dues and let us know that BERT STRONG was in the hospital-thanks for the note HOWARD, and we•re happy to report that BERT is doing better and is out
of the hospital •....
HARVEY JOHNSON reported in-- and paid $5 for his OCT. 20 BIRTHDAY-- and chided GREG for
missing his OCT. 6 ANNIVERSARY-- congratulations to HARVEY &ANITA for their 46 years
together. JIM JOHNSON, son of HARVEY, is an ATTORNEY in PARADISE, and was serving as
GREETER at the PARADISE ROTARY CLUB a few weeks ago. Like his DAD, JIM is enthusiastic
and does a positive job.
DWIGHT BRINSON paid $5 for the recent WEDDING of his son, JIM. BILL CROWSTON acted as
DECOY in the stealing of PRES. GREG'S bell, cost BILL $10.00. ROY ELLIS paid $6 for his
BIRTHDAY. BILL DEMPSEY paid $10 for fue upcoming GRAND OPENING of DEMPSEY•s AUTO PARTS ....
BILL SMITH, famous for his insurance TV ads, came in late, and was required to throw a
dart at PRES. GREG S target, ... He hit the BULLSEYE-- which meant all members paid $1
each--- BILL got off free .... .
1
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NOMINATION OF OFFICERS & BOARD MEMBERS:

•

(JULY 1, 1984-- to JUNE 30, 1985)

PRESIDENT: JIM PATTERSON
VICE PRESIDENT: DAN DAVIS
SECRETARY: BRUCE NORLIE
TREASURER: DALE DAIGH
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

BILL SMITH, DON BOWLBY, BOB GASSIN

Elections will be at the first regularly scheduled meeting after the CHRISTMAS PARTY.
GREG SCOTT attended CHICO ROTARY DECEMBER 12 dressed as SANTA CLAUS, with the sole intent
of stealing back his BELL & GAVEL, and if possible, the CHICO BELL & GAVEL ... someone saw
through his disguise, surmised his intent, and applied a STATUTE (or was that STATURE) of
LIMITATIONS--- at any rate GREG came out short-- and was left holding the (SANTA'S) BAG ...
MEANWHILE, JIM MOORE jumped up and successfully bid $100 for the coveted items ... keep
reading the ROWEL for further developments&""'
THE PROGRAM: KEN GROSSMAN, of SIERRA NORTH BREWING CO (of CHICO) described how his
brewery bought all the equipment of a GERMAN BREWERY, dismantled it, and shipped it to
CHICO. KEN'S BREWERY does not sell you the colored water promoted on TV-- this is the
old fashioned fermentation process-- what all beer used to be. While it is not the policy
of this editor to recommend the ingestion of any alcoholic beverage, I at least will admit
that KEN'S brand of ROTGUT should be superior to the stuff promoted on TV. From the way
the membership was smiling while guzzling the stuff, I would say this local product passed
the taste test. MIKE WACKER continues to command a lot of interest with his PROGRAMS.
We thank KEN for SETTING THEM UP, and MIKE for setting him up, so to speak.
SEE YOU AT THE CHRISTMAS PARTY.
EXTRA!

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

GEORGE BOGGS HAS A NEW PHONE NUMBERe
TO READ:

343-2541

PLEASE CORRECT YOUR ROSTER

-Try the "Four Way Test"

e

MEETS MONDAY, 7:00P.M.

Durham Meniori al Hall
"He profits most who serves best"

ROTARY CLUB OF DURHAM, CALIFORNIA
ADDRESS: P. 0. BOX 383, Durham, California 95938

Y' ALL

HAVE A MERRY

CHRISTMAS

Past President:
Vice President:

AND

Rick Landess
Jim Patterson

HAPPY

1984

PRESIDENT
GREG SCOTT

Secretary: Dan Davis
Treasurer: Al Lotspeich

EDITOR - JIM PATTERSON
DECEMBER 19, 1983
CHRISTMAS PARTY NUMBERS:
5 ABSHIER
5 ANDERSON
5 BOGGS
6 BOWLBY
5 BRINSON
2 DAIGH
4 DEMPSEY
2 EDWARDS, J .
4 ELLIS
1 GASSIN
3 GOSS
2 HASTY
4 HOTHEM
3 JOHNSON, R.
4 LANDESS

2 BIRDSEYE, D.
3 EDWARDS, L.
2 ERRINGTON
4 JOHNSON, H.
2 ERICKSON
4 RAPAPORT
2 MARSH
2 MITCHELL
3 NORLIE
7 PATTERSON
5 RIDEOUT
2 ROBINSON
4 SCOTT
2 SMITH
2 STARMER

3 WALTERS
2 HUGH & WINNIE (special guests)
1 DAVIS
GRAND TOTAL 107
NO VISITING ROTARIANS (at least, none stayed
for the meal and
S. CLAUS').

85 had steak, 21 hamburgers, 1 did not eat, JERRY WALTERS, CHEF, working at the PORTABLE
BARBEQUE at the REAR DOOR . .. .. ably assisted by: LLOYD ABSHIER, FIRE BUILDER, and STEVE
ABSHIER, BELLOWS CHAIRMAN . Also standing by, ye lling encouragement , was JIM EDWARDS.
JIM was assitant BELLOWS cha i rman, and was official 49ers- Cowboys game watcher, reporting
the score from t ime to t ·ime to PRESIDENT GREG who promised hefty recognition 1ater on.

•

ROWEL 2-2-2-2
MORE NUMBERS:

PLANNED POTLUCK PROVISION:

MORE NUMBERS: ROTARY BELLS: NONE

•

12 Salads, 12 Desserts, 3 sets of ROLLS.

GAVELS: NONE

FRUSTRATED PRESIDENTS: ONE

FLORAL CENTERPIECES FOR TABLES: 15 HAPPY·WINNERS OF SAME: 15 {THANKS, MARV)
QUESTION: WHY DIDN T GREG present gifts to HUGH &WINNIE?
ANSWER: THE VICE-PRES., delivered gifts prior to the party to HUGH &WINNIE, also to VIVIAN,
TWILA &DIANE, our appreciated WAITRESSES~···~
QUESTION: WHO didn't arrange to have the TICKETS & other NEEDED SUPPLIES available to DALE
DAIGH prior to 7 P.M., the COFFEE perking, and the TABLES SET? GREG says PATTERSON
screwed up, PATTERSON blames WALTERS, WALTERS gives MARV HASTY the credit, and MARV
refers it all back to GREG~
ANSWER: NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS
QUESTION: WHY DID THE EDITOR'S 4 YEAR OLD SPILL HIS PLATE ALL OVER THE FLOOR?
ANSWER:
NO ONE S PERFECT.
DG GARRIE &GOVERNESS ALICE were on hand. GARRIE presented the club with a screen detailing
the many services of ROTARY INTERNATIONAL to YOUTH. Even more impressive was GARRIE'S SHORT
TALK. No one believed he could be that conciseo We may let him write a ROWEL one of these
days, and if he is able to write a SHORT BULLETIN we will consider his change nothing short
of miraculous. That's about the LONG and the SHORT of it, ALICE.
1

1

Not only were the STEAKS delicious, they were economical-- the club will break even on the
party this year financially-- a lot of the credit goes to CHEF JERRY for his provision of
meat at cost, making hamburger out of the STEAK trim-- and running such a good TV CREW at
the BARBECUE ... ~ thanks, JERRY ••
GREG ran us through some carols like the 49ers through the Cowboys -- his daughter CRYSTAL
helped out at the podium-- and it is clear (CRYSTAL CLEAR, that is) that this little SCOTT
is a real t~ouper.
o ••

PRESo GREG was on good behavior, didn't collect any FINES ..... JIM ERRINGTON became a BELLRINGER-- voluntarily kicking in a BELLRINGER CHECK ... now if GREG CAN EVER GET HIS BELL &
GAVEL back, we'll hear it for BIG JIM •. ~.n
THE GIFT EXCHANGE was a lot of fun--- and would you believe it--- we needed 106 GIFTS and one
final set of NUMBERSe•~···
GIFTS AVAILABLE: 106
PERSONS NOT RECEIVING: 0 (ZERO)
GIFTS LEFT OVER: 0 (ZERO)
SANTA &MRS~ CLAUS, (wardrobe &whiskers courtesy of KAY WALTER'S JERRY) efficiently distributed the packages-- all kinds of NOVELTY gifts-- ANITA JOHNSON got a book on CROCHETING ...•
at least I think it was-- something about a happy HOOKER ... hoW's that for spinning a YARN,
ALICE
.a.

UPCOMING EVENTS--NO MEETING DEC. 26 (LEGAL HOLIDAY)
NO MEETING JAN. 2 (LEGAL HOLIDAY)
NEXT MEETING - JAN. 9, 1984 PROGRAM: JIM MULL (RAY MEIGHAN, CONTACT)
ELECTION OF OFFICERS--NOMINEES:
JIM PATTERSON, PRESIDENT
DAN DAVIS, V. PRESIDENT
BRUCE NORLIE, SECRETARY
DALE DAIGH, TREASURER
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
BILL SMITH, DON BOWLBY, BOB GASSIN ..•
EXTRA!

EXTRA!

GEORGE BOGGS HOME PHONE NUMBER IS: 343-2541, PLEASE CORRECT YOUR ROSTER IF YOU HAVE NOT
ALREADY DONE SO.

